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of his years of service
as a sponsor teacher
of our school magazine
we dedicate this edition of the

PATTERSON PATRICIAN
to
Mr. John J. Bowden

THE PATRICIAN

..

THE HONOURABLE J. C. PATTERSON
eotlegiate J11stit11te
WINDSOR

- ONTARIO

1959 -1960

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

by
A. C. Liddell
As usual, this year's edition of the
Patrician and its re\'iC\\' of 1959-'60
acti\'itit's so eagerly awaited by the
student body, reflects the splendid
and arduous work done bv the editor
and staff members. They 'desen·e the
\\'hokheai-ted thanks of the students
for this contribution to the life of our
school.
Life at Patterson will not be quite
the same in 1960-61. For the second
time in three years we shall lose students to another school. In September
more than one hundred of the presrnt
students will transfer to Vincent Massey Collegiate in Sandwich \\'est. Such
changes arc inevitable in a gro"'ing

EDITORIAL

by
Judy Cowlin
'' Democracy it'ish es to elevate mankind, to teach it to think, to set it

free. It seeks to remoi•e from rnlture
the stamp of J1ri1•ilege and diHeminate
it among the people,- in a word, it
aims at education." TnoMAS MANN

In thus defining the purpose of
democracy. Thomas Mann has gi,·en
us concise reasons why we arc here at
Patterson. Re-read his statement.
""Democracy aims at education." And
what is education?
Thomas Mann says that education
is the ele\·ation of mankind, in this
case, of ourselves, the students of
P.C.I. Throughout our school years
we ha\'e been dc\'cloping our personalities. Such traits as diligence, integrity, and a sense of humour ha\'e
been ingraining themscl\'es into our
characters through our participation
in sports, clubs, and classroom discussions. We ha\'e become better people
because we ha,·e responded to these
opportunities.
Education teaches us to think. Children do not spontaneously probe the
dark recesses of their minds; but show
a child a partly opened bud, and he
immediately begins a session of
questioning which does not end until
the bud has been opened by his inquisiti,·e fingers. So it is, or should
be, with each new bit of information
which education presents to us. At
this point one could enlarge endlessly
upon the \'ariety and number of
vistas an education opens, but for the
moment, think only of the school year
you are now completing. \Vhether
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you were introduced to a nc\\' language, or a different science, or higher
mathematics in September, you undoubtedly experienced the same
whetted curiosity as the child with the
bud. Your success in June is more
than an academic one. You ha,·e met
with a triumph in learning to think
on an entirely new subject, but you
ha,·e also met a great challenge. Now,
can you put your thoughts to work?
Education sets us free. How often
ha,·e we heard the idealistic expression '"the bonds of ignorance"? But
you must agree that a lack of knowledge of science prohibits us from
understanding the world around us;
lack of work in mathematics withholds from us the keen tingle of satisfaction upon sol"ing a challenging
problem; lack of study of history or a
foreign language keeps us from truly
understanding other people. Most
significant of all is a lack of appreciation for our own language. Such a
neglect bars us from enjoyment of the
literary masterpieces of Shakespeare
or Keats. but also pre,·ents us from
experiencing the joys of true companionship through mutual understanding. Moreo,·er, words are the
tools not only of expression but also
of thought. \\'c must be educated in
order to be free to gain these
pleasures.
Education spreads culture among
all the people, not only the priviJegcd.
In the days when only the noble few
had time to pursue their artistic bents,
and the others spent all their time at
work, democracy was non-existent.
But our democratic society has pro\'ided for everyone the tim<' for '. hcse
pursuits. It is the purpose .Jf ' , •r:i.tion to teach us to use th: '
'>r

community, but they do create problems, not the least of which is the
se\'erancc of school attachments
which ha\'e become \'ery close. To
those who arc lca,·ing we extend our
,·c,·y best wishes for success in \'Our
new school and suggest that in' the
months to come you will be im·aluabk to Massey C.I.
Another group is completina its
student life at P.C. I. the grad~ates.
To them may I express the hope that
you
will always
retain happv
memories of Patterson. \\'hcrc,·e~
you go or whate,·er you may do, your
teachers will follow your progress \\'ith
great interest and pride. \\'e \\'ish
VOLi

wcJJ.

· As we approach the end of another
school year, may I express the hope
that it has been a happy and profitable experience for all of you.

cultural benefit. Education cie,·elops
in us a sense of the beautiful. The
literature, music, and art classes
offcreel at Patterson arc ob\'iously for
that purpose, but so too are the
languages and practical sciences.
Creati,·ity or culture appears in many
forms, not the least of which is a carefully stitched apron or a meticulously
finished lamp. Patterson stimulates
these arts in all her scholars, and
opens or broadens for e\'eryone the
fascinating worlds of culture.
In these ways, Patterson is elevating us, is teaching us to think, i5 set·
ting us free, and is gi,·ing us all a
taste of aesthetic \'alues, through education. And education is the aim of
democracy.

•----

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

by
Esther Fune
(Assistont Editor)

Co-operation and hard-work are
among the secrets of success. This
fact has certainly pro"ed C\'ident this
year. The ''Patrician'' J 960, is the
result.
Special thanks go to Miss Healey
and Mr. Bowden, our sponsorteachers, whose time and effort ha,·e
been gi\'C:n generously for our benefit.
\ \'e wish to thank our ad,·ertiscrs
fo1· their help and interest, which has
been shown in such a tangible
manner. Our ackertising staff under
Jim Vanstone and Mr. \\'illiamson
dcsc1Tc great credit for their energetic
campaign which made our maga,inc
known to so many business firms.
Again a big "thank-you" to all of
you who ba,·c contributed in any way
:o this magazine.
PATTER SON
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Pag nucco, Mike Luberto.
Second Row: Miss Healey, Nancy Mandich, Mary McCallum, Tanya Johnson, Mr. Bowden.
First Row: Pat Des Rosiers, Jackie Meharry, Nancy Brightmore, Judy Cowlin, Esther Fune, Henriette
Hofmann, Linda Fitch, Tabea Schmidt.
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TEACHING STAFF

Back Row: Mr. Groover, Mr . Douglas, Mr. MacEwan, Mr. Malvern, Mr. Hallam, Mr. Fojtik.
Third Row: Mr. Fraser, Mr. Van Wyck, Mr. Stone, Mr. Curry, Mr. Bowden, Mr. Newman, Mr. Williamson.
Second Row: Mr. Dawson, Mrs. Turabian, Miss Andrews, Mrs. Goodbrand, Miss Healey, Mrs. Sullivan,
Miss Long, Mrs. Bolen, Miss Richardson, Mrs. Holmes, Mr. Rogin.
First Row: Mrs. Meredith, Miss Michael, Miss Hancock, Miss Coughlin, Mr. Liddell, Mr. Whetstone, Miss
Gregory, Mrs. Hallam.
Absent: Mr. Robbins, Mr. Young, Miss Scully, Mrs. Rogers.

STAFF NEWS
This ,Tar at Patterson, our ne,r
teachers ·ha,·e continued the fine traditions of the staff.
:'vliss Scully, a graduate of the
l.Ini,-crsity of Toronto, has spent her
first year as a teacher in the English
and physical education departments.
'fo the latter department we also welcome Mrs. Rodgers who replaced :'vlrs.
Polson.
Among the new teacl1C'rs arc two
former members of the Patterson
staff. \\'e welcome back Mrs. Turabian who traches French and Mr.
Van \\'yck. an English teacher.
This June, Patterson will be losing
some of the teachers who hm·e helped
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to maintain a successful staff during
their years at this school.
Mr. Fraser, who .joined the teaching staff in 1931. wi II become the
head of the guidance department of
the new Vincent Massey Collegiate.
To him we gi,·e our thanks for his
many yca1·s of de,·otcd work, and our
congratulations.
\\'e congratulate also Mr. GrOO\'er
who will become the head of the
physical education department at
Forster Collegiate.
\\'e shall have to say good-bye to
Mrs. Bolen and Miss Richardson .
Mrs. Bolen, who teaches English and
history, will be missed by her students
and by those who made her acquaint-

ancc during the three years she was
here. Miss Richardson will be remembered for the fine work she has
done in our English department and
in the library. We give her our best
wishes for the future and hope that
she will enjoy li,·ing in Toronto.
Toronto is also gaining Miss
Michael. Although her stay at Patterson has been a brief one, her work in
the history, English and ,,ocal music
classes has made it a profitable one.
We especially thank her for the time
she has spent with the choir.
We sincerely hope that these
teachers will carry with them fond
memories of a pleasant stay at
Patterson.

PATTERSON

COLLEGIATE COUNCIL

Back Row: George Havens, Bob Halpert, Barry Crutchley, Larry Babin, George Mitrovich, George

Brooke, Tom Moore, Dave Hardy, Don O'Malley, Wayne Mazalli.
Second Row: Mr. Young, Jim Dawson, Stella Lenart, Janice Brook, Tanya Johnson, Carol Peddie, Ela ine

Krassov, Bill Horr'le, Ter1a Spa$i$, Dick Davi$, Darwin Dennis.
First Row: Miss Gregory, Nancy Mandich, Myron Gaul, Jo-Anne Klingbyle, Ken Evans, Mary Ellen

Amicarelli, Sandra Choptiany, Beth Copland.

STUDENT CQUNCIL

by
Jo-A nne Klingby le
Here at Patterson, our Collegiate
Council has a constitution which pro\"ides us with a special code of brha,·iour and most important, a pattern
of democratic gO\·ernment.
The Student Council is headed by
the Head Boy and Girl, both grade
thirteen students, who arc elected by
the pupils from grades ten to thirteen. The Head Boy and Girl a lternate as president and vice-president
and along with the secretary,
treasurer, and teacher sponsors, con-
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stitute the executi\"e of the council.
The rest of the council consists of the

elected

presidents

of each

class,

through whom each student may
\"Oice his opinion or criticism, the
chairman of council-sponsored committees, (Finance, Literary, Social,
Assemblies, School-Spirit and Girls'
and Boys' Athletics), and, also, the
presidents of school organizations.
This year, our executi,·e consisted
of Ken Evans, Head Boy; Jo-Anne
Klingbyle, Head Girl; Nancy Mand-

ich, secretary; and Myron Gaul,
ta·easurer. Our teacher sponsors were
Miss Gregory and Mr. Young.
On the first Monday of every month
our Council meetings are held and
conducted according to parliamentary
procedure. Students become better
citizens by learning to participate in
discussions, and by forming and acting upon their opinions. With this
background of co-operation and participation we can look forward to a
better school, a better community and
a better world.
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COMMENCEMENT
by
Henriette Hofmann
On Non·mber 21. Patterson ColIeo-iatc held its annual commcncem~nt exercises. Follo\\'ing Re\·. h·an
C. ~1organ's In\'Ocation, ~[r. Liddell
\\'elcomed the students and guests,
thereby beginning the occasion.
The guest speaker, ~fr. A. J. f:a1:p,
Recristrar and Dean at Tnmty
College. expressed many of his \'i~ws
concerninO' the student and eel ucation.
In his address to the graduating class
he stressed the fact that students
should, if possible, go away from
home to attend uni\·ersity, in order to
become independent; that they should
be indi\'iduals and not rely entirely
on traditions; that they should stay
in residence at the lJni\·crsity of
their choice to learn how to li\·e with
people, to share with them, and to
understand them. C ni\·ersity should
not be rc<rarckcl
as an institution
0
.
which offers only acaderrnc opportunities. There arc things which cannot be learned from books. The most
important point he mentioned is, perhaps, the fact that the student at the
present is faced with a .challer_igc of
immense magnitude. His choice of
\·ocation is not as clear cut as it was
with students of his day. He has the
problem of reaching into the future
and answering the inm~mcrablc
challenges, blurred by their . mere
abundance. Mr. Earp ended his address on a note of encouragement
coupled with a deep understanding.
Dr. Taylor, chairman of the l\'indsor Board of Education had also
sc\·cral \'aluablc lessons to present,
the sirrnificant one concerning failure.
He s~atcd that failure should be
accepted not as an end but rather as
an inccnti\·c to continue and O\·ercome.
Following enjoyable performances
by the choir and the band under the
direction of Miss D. Michael and Mr.
B. Curry respectively, the diplomas
and certificates were presented.
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~fr. T. C. White, Director of Education, presented the medals; Mr. R.
B. Whetstone, \'ice-principal, the
Honour pins; and Miss Coughlin,
clean of girls, the Merit Pins.
As c\·cry year, the presentation of
scholarships and bursaries was highlighted by the number of students recci\·ing them. Philip Alexander was
prC'sentC'cl the G. E. Marshall Scholarship by :\1r. Marshall; Robert Annett,
Elaine Dennis, and Otto Schlappner
rccein·cl the Ford Motor Company of
Canada Scholarships; Carole Jenson,
the 1.0.D.E. Bursaries; Ed \\'akulich,
the Hi-Y Bursaries; Patricia Ewasykc,
a Delta Kappa Gamma Society Bursary· and William Cleminson, the
J udgc Paul Alexander Scholar~h.ip.
\\'inners of the General Proficiency
Medals were Elaine Dennis and Philip
Alexander for Grade XIII; Mary
:\1cCallum and Gerald Glornsky for
Gracie XII; Judith Cowlin and
Daniel Pagnucco for Grade XI;
Gavlc ChaU\·in and Todd Holmes for
Gr;cle X; Diane Dawson and Harry
Laudie for Grade IX.
Collegiate Council Prizes went to
Tanya Johnson for English; Gordon
Bowley for history; Patricia Laycock
for algPbra; Henriette Hofmann for
chemistry; William Clark for Latin:
Valerie Bortolin for French; Doris
Kreutzer for German: Robert Draper
for geography, Bonnie Heisler for
typing.
And so ended the commencement
exercises for 1959- a commencement
which shall be remembered by some
for many years.

•
ALUMNI NEWS
by
Sharon Browning
\\' i th the close of the school year iri
June, Patterson said good-bye to a
~roup of Gracls of '58-'59. They came
to the school, self-conscious, bewilclered. and with a determination
to succeC'cl. Fi,·e years m0· tided :)W
confident Patterson grad, <. ., • •

Many ha\'c decided to f urthcr their
education in \\'incisor. Studying at
Assumption are Bill Cleminson, Philip
Alexander,
Bob Annett,
Eileen
Courtenay, Elaine Dennis, John
Hubert, Ludwig Khoubesscrian, John
Kominar and Edward \\'akulich.
Taking ad\·antage of the courses
offered at the Institute of Technology
arc Russell Wilson and Bob Sinkevitch.
Se\·eral ha\'e chosen to teach the
succeeding generations. Pat Ewasyke,
Theresa Bednarz, Jim Kurak, Susan
Lutsch, and Margo Murray are all at
London Teachers' College.
Also in London is Sheila Murray.
She is in training at Victoria I Iospital.
Pamela Hastings is working as a
typist at Ri\'en·iew I Iospital here in
\ \'incisor.
Jennifer Latham is continuing her
studies in New Zealand.
Larry Miklossy is at the Royal
Military College in St. Jean, Quebec.
At Queen's in Kingston we find
Otto Schlappner working for a degree
which will enable him to place M.D.
after his name.
Some of the 1959 Alumni arc already facing the world. Michael
Mandich is working as an accountant
in \\'incisor. Pat Boudreau is an
office worker in Hamilton. Mickey
Barker is a teller in one of our city
banks. Tom Siemash is working to
become a chartered accountant.
A few ha\'e decided to return to
Patterson. Marge Stoyanovich, ~at
Oginski, Sandra MacLcan, Rita
Colussi, Paul Owen, Perry Mann,
Darrel Newman, Ken Evans, Emerson Talbot, Ron Dupuis, and Frank
Harnadrk are waiting a year before
venturing out into the world.
.
Joyce Brook and Carolyn Chau\'ln
are taking Commercial Courses at
\ \1alkervi Ile.
All the graduates, though separ~ted
widely by both distance and vocat10n,
arc united in the knowledge that
Patterson wishes them well.
PATTERSON

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

by
Elaine Dennis
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Durin" fi, e years we have been
workino- ~ toward this goal, to come
marchi~g down the aisle in our caps
and gowns, to hear our names called
out from the platform, and to be
awarded our diplomas certifying that
certain required subjects ha\'e been
satisfactorily completed.
For many of us, a program of formal and closely regulated education
is now concluded. \\'e are either in
the business world or some higher
form of education. This is essentially
a working world. Thus it is important
to know whether or not we ha\'e been
so prepared that we shall be able to
make a li,·ing.
\\'ith this in mind, our educators
ha,·e offered us a definite programme
of useful instructions. From mathematics we finally grasp ed the f undamental concept of n umbers; from
science, certain material relationships
which exist. But there is need for
more than the practical.
In our fi\'e years at high school, a
basis has been given to satisfy this less
tangible desire for culture. F or example, the purpose of a language 1s
to enable an exchange of ideas, so we
worked hard at Latin or French. In
addition to the mental trammg inrnlved, we have met with great
classical writers such as H omer and
Virgil, and also that great French
classic-Marie Chapdelain e.
The study of the past, as a means
of understanding how condition
e,·olved to the present, has been
fascinating to us. In history classes
we studied the evolving of the British
Parliamentary system a nd its modernday counterpart in the Canadian
House of Commons and Senate.
Before our English Literature
courses, we a\'oided Shakespearean
plays as something dull and incomprehensible; after fi"e years of careful
study we deri,·ed a great benefit from
the presentation of many Shakespearean plays including "The Tempest"
and "H amlet". As a result of our
training, we should continue to find
ourseh-es-without teacher d irectionenjoying the best in art and drama.
Besides our academic instruction,
we learned ,·aluablc lessons in cooperation and understanding. Understanding was n ot written above the
classroom door. We were taught
these with our friends in both interform and inter-collegiate sports,
classroom discussions, various com~ittee meetings, and in conversation
1~ the halls.
High school was one
httle world in which we lived. There
were people of different religions
PATRICIAN

different races, different social backgrounds, and different characters; yet
we ha\'e li,·ed and worked together
,Try well. There were small disagreements and misunderstandings, but, as
a whole we worked to"ether in harlDOll).

\\'hat was our

k~y

to success?

Cnderstancling and co-operation. \\'e
learned to understand through acquaintances, by knowing the worries
and troubles of all.
As we lea\"e Patterson many things
will he ldt behind the excitement
and tension of the opening day assemblies: the Yisions of Jew York as
we sat entranced during United
Nations Assemblies; the solemn strains
of the Last Post on Armistice Dav:
the unnatural quietness of the gy~1
cl11ring the final exams; and the class
partv held at Point Pclce. \\'e lca,·e
the Collegiate Council with its lessons
in Parliamentary Procedure; the Patrician staff with its opportunities for
writing and de,·eloping salesmanship;
and all our athletic opportunities. Besides the memories of these experiences, we hope to take with us these
qualities of courtesy, dependability.
ind11stry, and initiati,·c which Patterson has enclea,·oured to instil in us.
In a well-constnicted play Act I
presents the starting point of action
and suggests a trend. So it is that
our high school education to this
moment will determine our direction
for the rest of our lives.
Special thanks should be gi,·en to
our parents for their kindness and
he) pf u lncss during these fi\'e difficult
years of high school. Many of us feel
that the diplomas which are given to
us this c\"~ning arc to be shared equally with our parents who ha,·e

worked so hard to solve our algebra
problems some e,·enings. We extend
thanks to our teachers and principal.
~1r. Liddell, whose patience and skill
ha,·e brought us to the succcssf ul completion of om high school days.
So, parents a nd friends, we say our
formal "Good-bye" with a sense of
regret, to be sure; yet we ha,·c caught
a ,·ision: we are faced with a task,
and we feel that the wise man indeed
was the man who said: '·A \'ision
without a task is a dream; a task
without a \'ision is drudgery; a \'ision
with a task is the hope of the world.··

EXCHANGE NEWS

by
Li nda Fitch
We of the Patrician Staff wish to
com·ey our sincere compliments to
the editors and staffs of thr 1959
annuals with which we arc exchanging, and to extrnd our best wishes for
the emuing year
Since the purpose of exchanging
year-books is to a,·ail new inspirations
to the staffs conrernpd and to aid in
the production of an annually more
intrresting and informati\"c year-book.
we consider the exchange programme
a success in a I! respects.
This vear. the twrntv-six exchange
year-bo~ks arc scattr;·ed o,·rr six
countries and represrnt th<' efforts of
students acrosc; the world.
This year we arc exchanging yearbooks with the following schools:
THE VOLT- I ngersoll C.T., Tngersoll,
Ontario.
THE VOX COLLEGIE:'\SIS-St. Catharines C.I., St. Catharines, Ontario.
THE VOX LYCEI-Lisgar C.I., Ottawa,
Ontario.
THE PCl{PLE A:\'D GOLD-Gordon
Bell H.S., Winnipeg, Manitoba.
THE HROWX AXD GOLD A~NlTAL
- :ilfonison H ."S., Glace Bay, Non
Scotia.
THE A LIBI-Albert College, Belleville, Quebec.
THE REBELOGUE - Riverside C.I.,
Rh·erside, Ontario.
THE BLFE AND WHITE-Walkerville C.L, Windsor, Ontario.
THE I(ENCOLL-Kennedy C.T., Windsor, Ontario.
THE SPARTALOGUE - Forster C.I.,
Windsor, Ontario.
THE TO\VERS-W. D. Lo\\"e Vocational School, Windsor, Ontario.
LE HACONTEl' R-Westdale Secondary School, Hamilton, Ontario.
THE Ql'I:\'TESSE:\'CE Quinte
Secondary School, Belle,·ille, Ont.
THE XEUTRO:-,,r-New ToJ"Onto Secondary School, Toronto, Ontario.
THE AD ASTRA AXNUAL - Sarnia
C.I., Sarnia, Ontario.
THE ECHOES - Peterborough C.I.,
Peterborough, Ontario.
THE ETOBIA~-Etobicoke C.I., Toronto, Ontario.
THE FELTESIAN-Feltesian College,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
THE LOG-Hobart H.S., Hobart, Tasmania.
THE OWL-Belfast Royal Academy,
Belfast, North Ireland.
THE SCHOOL :\1AGAZINE-Argosy
of Commerce, Ottawa, Ontario.
THE SCHOOL :\1AGAZI1'iE-Assumption C.I., Wi ndsor, Ontario.
THE SCHOOL :\fAGAZINE-Niagara
District H.S., Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario.
THE SCHOOL ;\1AGAZINE-Mumford
H.S., Detroit, l\Iichigan, U .S.A.
TULSE H I L L COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL ANNUAL - Tulse Hill
Comprehensive School, London, England.
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JO-ANNE KLINGBYLE

KEN EVANS

Jo-Anne came to us only two years
ago from Kennedy and since then
revealed her charm and qualities so
well as to become Head Girl. Her
sincere interest in the school and her
open-heartedness to all its students
have greatly endeared her to them.
We know that even after Jo-Anne has
become the teacher she wishes to be,
she will continue to be the wonderful
girl she was at Patterson.

Ken has been a most valuable asset to
Patterson not only because of his proficient manner as a Cadet Officer and
his active participation in the Hi-Y,
but also because of his position as
Head Boy this year. Hard working
and determined he also displays his
fine spirit and his amiably co-operative personality at all times. We extend our best wishes for his success as
an Electronics Engineer.

NANCY MANDICH
A prominent Drama Cluber, secretary of this year's Student Coun-

cil

and

an

irrepressibly

comic

wag, Nancy's keen observations
on human nature will make her
a fine psychologist after her
studies at Assumption.

Harold

HAROLD" BECK
has become everyone's

friend,

moving

in

many

wide

fields of endeavour, which include being Head-Prefect and a
member of the H. Y. Mr. Beck
plans to take honours history at
Assumption.
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PATTER SON

JANICE ALFORD

GEORGE ALEXANDER
George is a viceless young man
with a knack for singing "well"
and being a good friend to al I
who know him. This rare ability
will
make
George
Canada's
f.,vourite teacher.

undiscovered

philosopher

in

di5gvise, who yearns for recognition. He will study to enter
the medical
profession.
And
we1 re sure he'll ma,ke it!

BILL CLARK
likable, athletic, studious, Bill
has been universally admired. His
excellence in, and preference for
the sciences prophesy success as
a cMemist or physicist. To attain
this Bill plans to attend Assumption University .

)N

PATRICIAN

ing

humour

and

sympathetic

nature which will be invaluable
assets in her intended profession,

MARY-LOUJ BANWELL

JEAN ARMOUR
Jean is the "Jeannie with the
light brown hair" one dreams
about . . . plus freckles. She is
sure to win over her fv,vre pupils
as she has won over her friends
at Palterson .

nursing.

VALERIE BORTOLIN

RON BARNES
This debonair lady-chaser is really
an

This sure-fire wit is certain to
liven vp any discussion or party.
She is well-loved for her unf.ail-

Val, our
attractive,
ene,getic
ballroom dancer, heartily acclaims
summer vacations in Italy. Gifted
with a wide range of academic
abilities, she will find complete
success in her chosen career as
a te~cher.

ROGER CLARK
This fellow, a leading football
player while at Patterson. in·
tends to study business adminis·
!ration at the U.W.O. With this
training and the sociel polish
Roger already r·1ssesses1 success
for him is usu1

This cheerful I ittle sprite is wellknown for giggling uncontrollably, rushing to school one minute early, and winning friends
with her good-natured personality. She certainly will be a
popular student at Assumption.

DENNIS CHOPTIANY

PHIL BURKE
Patterson's grinning red-head is
well-known for his winning per·
sonality and fabulous tales about
the Hi-Y. Phil's intention is to
become a member of the medical
profession.<,

What can one say except that he
is easy to get along with, has a
bottomless joke bag, a smile for
every day of the year, and will
make
an
excellent
chemical
engineer?

BILL CROSBY

IAN CRAWFORD
sometimes
homeland,

Probably the funniest wit of his
class, Bill combines his puckish

a~ta 't:Je,th~'tlfce~e~~dt~~Y, Ian hopes to study biochemistry
at Assumption University.

~~:Ckv~a~t:~a~or~~ri~h: rsif~~eiea~
and a diligent cadet officer, Bill's
ambition is to teach.

This brave Scotsman
~ines for his bonnie

.t:·~~
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JOAN DRAPER
This dainty maiden is an easy·
going lassie wilh a percep!ible
weakness for • boy called Richard.
Joan plans to Sludy at
Teachers' College, London, before
facing her future pupils.

ROBERT DRAPER
An avid hockey fan, Bob added
a great deal to Patterson's team
last year.
His willingness 10
work combined wilh his friendly
attitude, guarantee his success in
either dentistry or

accounting.

BARBARA EVANS
Barb, whose vivacious spirit has
made her an excellenl cheerleader
at Patterson's games, has also
been aclive in Y-Teens. A diligenl
student, too, Barb plans to study
honours mathematics at Assump-

DOROTHY FEATHERSTONE
Dorothy is a girl with a many.
sided
personality.
An active
participant in the Drema Club,
and a member of the Y-Teens,
Dorothy hor,es to leach after at,
tending col ege,

tion University.

ROBIN GALL
Robin, whose hobby is 1alking,
will also lend a sympathetic ear
to anyone's troubles. These two
qualities, we are sure, will make
Robin an excellent member of
the nursing profession.

RUTH GOODWYN
Ruthie,
an
effervescent
lillle
pixie, is always willing to help a
friend in distress.
Her understanding nature and her desire to
enter MacDonald Institute suggest
a future as a successful home
economist.
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MYRON GAUL
Myron, whose droll caricatures
are precious, is part intellectual,
part humorist. The latter quality
entertains his many friends, but
the former will prod him on to
be a fine engineer.

RUDY GRAF
Although Rudy has been with us
only one year, already he has become known and liked by all his
class. An avid soccer player, he
plans to allend Michigan State
University next year.

RONALD GETTY
This free-thinker is, besides being
intelligent, a jocular and devas·
tating wit to whom nothing is too
sacred to lampoon. Ron's ambition is to become Canada's
answer to Voltaire.

GERALD GLOVASKY
This smiling lad hopes ro become
Osgoode Hall's prize student.
With his excellent background in
both scholastics and sports, and
his perseverence, we may yet
have another Clarence Darrow to
defend us.

GERALDINE GRONDIN
"Geri" has impressed upon us
all her optimistic and amiable
personality even though she is
fairly new to Patlerson halls.
Hard working in all her endeavours, !,er a · "ition is to become an .-fficie. secretery.

PAT HADDAD
Pat is known fot chuckling rather
reservedly in spare each morning,
but at other rimes she is most
active in the Badminton Club and
in preparation for becoming a Jab
rechn ician.

PATTER Sor-;
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HENRIETTE HOFMANN
"Henry" has taken an active part
in the Badminton Club, Parrician
staff, Y-Teens, and swimming
team, while still maintaining excellent grades.
With her persevering versatility, Henriette will

RICHARD HRYNIW
This husky youth is an easygoing fellow who has a percept·
ible weakness for a girl called
Joan. Dick, diligent in his studies,
intends to study science at As·
sumption University.

BOB HAWKINS
Bob, energetic and determined in
both sports and school studies,
has been h•ndsomelv rewarded
bv the admiration of all who
know him.
With the abovementioned attributes, he will make
an excellent teacher.

SANDRA HICKS
Sandra, an excellent English student, enthusiastically helped to
organize the school newspaper.
Possessing a subtle wit, Sandra
writes with inimitable humour .
Assumption University will have
Sandra
studying
Liberal
Arts

GARY JACKSON
Gary has been an outstanding
athlete on both the football and
baske1ball 1eams. This has not
hampered his love of and pro-

TANYA JOHNSON
A past editor of the Patrician,
Tanya's sparkle and intelligence
will be used in the diplomatic
service. In the meantime, however, she intends to further her
education at the U.W.O.

CAROLYN KIPPS
Carolyn has made many friends
at Patterson, although only here
a year. As a nurse at Metropolitan Hospital, her calm composure wil I "be sure to soothe
many patients under h,er care.

ELAINE KRASSOV
With her salubrious jovial nature
and superb scho(astic achievement, Elaine has endeared herself to all.
Can1da's pharmaceutical industry will receive a
wonderful girl when she enters it.

JACK LaPIERRE
Patterson's
tallest
skyscraper,
Jack
has been assigning
his
energies to cadet works and
studying every fact available in
military history. Naturally, Jack
is hoping to ,. ·sue rn army
career after R.~

PATRICIA LAYCOCK
Our quiet little blond with the
devilish
sparkle
in
her eyes
appears full of o,ischievous ideas
which she will, no doubt, use to
out-fox her future pupils. She's
smart tool

ALDO MARCHINI
Talented as an English and his1ory student,
gifted with an
appreciation of true culture, enriched with a sense of humour,
Aldo bears all the traits of a
man with a great future.

ficiency

in

science,

however,

which ensures his success as a
chemical engineer.

DORIS KREUTZER
A mature girl and full of fun
Dori:s has won many friends sine~
she's been at Patterson. An assiduous student, she intends to
further study her favour ite subject, languages, at Assumption
University.

PATRICIAN

make an excellent doctor.

there next yeer,
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DIANA MASSE

MARY McCALLUM

Diana, Patterson's. sweet soprano,
has been soloist in many perform·
ances with the Patterson choir.
No doubt Diana will employ her

HARVEY McCAMMON

Mary, who blushes a bout her
outstanding scholastic ability, is
really one of the most winsome,
fun-loving members of the senior
class. The U.W.O. will see her
studying mo11thematics there next
year.

CHARLES MOORE

Harvey is really a f;ne piano
virtuoso and has given us some
wonderful performances this year.
He is just as accomplished as. a
humorist and hopes to pursue an
honour science course.

Charlie intends to become (and
will, we are sure) a fine teacher.
About the best adjectives which
describe him are: friendly, ever
cheerful, bongo player • extraordinaire, and Margot. Can one
say more?

lovely voice to charm her future
pupils into awed submission.

GEORGE PAPOLIS

DODD PA HERSON

Thessaly's ambass.ador to Patter·
son, George has adapted himself
with classlcal Stoic resignation to
the local school routine George
hopes to further use his welltrained patience to train his
future pupils.

He is a genial soul who combines

his 1ntelli9ence with a sense of
humour. Dodd, who wes an active member of the HI-Y, intends
to study civil enginerring at As•
sumption University.

NORMAN REID

LEE-ANNE SCHWARTZ

A formidable figure, Norm is
reolly quite gentle except when
playing football (which he does
well). An avid artist, Norm hopes
to use his tolents in this field,
preferably as an architect.

To a stranger, Lee-Anne seems
quiet, but to her friends, she's
a ball of fire. Active in !he
Y-Teens and on scho-ol committees, Lee-Anne will attend
teacher's college next year.
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JIM PIERCE

AUDREY REEVES

This healthy-looking lod has been
a notoble Patterson athlete, es·
pecially as • football player, but
has not neglected his academic
talents either. Jim plans to use
the latter in civil engineering.

"Good things come in little
packages" so the proverb goes,
and if you know Audrey, we're
sure you will agree. After attending U.W.O., Audrey's intention is to be a teacher.

MARGARET-ANN THOMAS
Margaret is best known for her
ability to get along with people.
An active 1.$.C. Fellow, her
amazing
imperturbability
an d
patience will I:. used to instruct
those a .tive i ,tle cherubs she
adores.

SANDRA WOOLFORD
"Sam" or "Sandy" hes been captain of the girls' basketball team
and a vigorous cheerleoder, besides being a fine student. After
her
European
sojourn
for
Y.W.C.A. she
wil l study at
Assumption.
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First Row: Deanna W il son, Betty Mclaugh lin, Cynlhia Boulelle, Gaye Rosenlraler, Joyce Milchell,

Elizabelh Geisel, Grace Ingram.
Se cond Row: Miss Long, Vickie Popiel, Ayse Yener, Healher Yorke, Bonnie Smilh, Judy McCreary,

Linda Ellis, Karen Lew, Juanita Sorrell, Dorothy Ferrari, Marion Dimoff, Grace Marino.
Third Row: Kalhy Bu lmer, Karen Allison, Gwen Addeman, Judy Gaunl, Shirley Ann Chase, Carol

Olbey, Helen Angelos, Evelyn Bleasby.
Back Row: Jerry Chadwick, Viclor Lofthouse, Michael Munro, John Best, Mervin Parr.

Absent: Rulh Bul ler, Judy Stenman.

I

COMMERCIAL ALUMNI, 1959

by
Karen Lew
In June, 1959, another school year
was brought to a successful close
under Miss Long's patient guidance.
\\'e now find many former Patterson
Collegiate commercial students progressing further into the business
world.
Carol Fowler is enjoying her interesting work with the Globe & Mail
in Toronto. After completing a
Comptometer Course, Donna Whitesell quickly crossed the river for the
glamorous opportunities of a Detroit
office. Sandra Bolton is keeping busy
as a receptionist in the office of one
of our local dentists. Turning to the
world of high finance, we find JoAnne Kidd watching the ticker-tape
at the Mason Brokerage. At the Bank
of Montreal, Jeanne Routhier is busy
happily counting money. Bob Johnson has secured a position with the
Customs Office at the Ambassador
Bridge and is enjoying his work there.
Many of our former students who
decided not to ao to work arc completing their co~rsc at the Windsor

PATR I C I A N

School of Commerce. Among these
arc: Joyce Albu, Rose Goodfellow.
Inez Harrison, Irene Kominar, Diane
Kurak, \c\'ayne McVittie, Janet Morency, Garrie Nolan, Carolyn Osborne,
Sheila Sobie, and Carol Stefan.
Those of us still here tak~ this
opportunity to wish them every success and happiness for a bright future
in their business careers.

•--

-

11 F TEN YEARS FROM NOW

by
M ichael Munro
and V ictor Lofthouse
\\'here will the members of 1lF be
ten years from now? This is anyone's
guess. Our opinion is that Helen,
Cynthia and Joyce will still be sitting
in Pekar's front window. J erry will
be promoted to cashier at Sportland,
while .John will be put in charge of
dog food at A. & P. Shirley Ann will
finally sign a temporary truce with
Carol and the world will be at a loss
for words. Judy Gaunt will become
co\·er girl for Mad Magazine and
J ud, Stenman will be the world's

answer
for
\\'ilt
(The
Stilt )
Chamberlain. Evelyn will grow her
own pony tail and Elizabeth will finally have the right answer. Ten years
from now Bonnie and Heather will
become top sergeants in the \.\lacs.
Ayse, K athy and Vickie will be the
nation's top? three vocalists. Marvin
will be arrested for arson after doina
h is first job as an electrician. Gay~
will have proposed to Jack. Karen
Lew will become the world's first
woman to the moon. Ruth will be
the world's fastest shorthand secretary. Judy McCreary will finally
break down and give her boy friend
the money to paint his car. Grace
Ingram and Grace Marino will become top government accountants.
Gwen will become Fabian's cook.
Lynda will be the world's greatest
orator. Karen Allison will become a
secret agent for the F.B.I. Betty and
Deanna will be the world's fastest
drivers. Marion and Dorothy will be
known as the country's top wrestlina
tag team. Juanita will be \'Oted Mr;.
America. Vic and I will still be
ribbed o\·cr our contribution to the
Patrician.
1970 BEWARE!
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WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
TENDERS TO THE

Students, Teachers and Principal
---OF---

Hon. J. C. Patterson Collegiate Institute
Its Congratt1lations
---ON---

The Scholastic and Other Attainments
of the School Year 1959-60
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION ---1960
W ARD
W ARD
W ARD
W ARD
W ARD

I
II
III
IV
V

...... .. .. . ............ .. .. . .
K. C. Hortop, B.A.
............ ...... ... . ...
... . .. . .
G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
..... ............ ... ... ... . . ...... .....
H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.Sc.
..... . ..... . . ..... . .. ... .. .. . . .....
G. M. Grant, Q .C.
...... .... ...... ......... ..... ....... . . . .. . . ...
. D. W. Gray, Chairman

Separate Schools :

Vocational Schools:
J.

M. G. BRICK , D.D.S.
H. J. LASSALI NE, M .A.

WINDSOR
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ELECTION ASSEMBLY
by

ASSEMBLIES

Henriette Hofmann

UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY

Durino election week in September,
Pattcrsoi was held in the grip of a
fr, crish exci tcmcnt.
Cnlikc other years, posters, hats,
and thro\\'a\\'ays
though they displayed at times l_1Umorous_ anc_l artistic
originality
did not h1ghl1ght the
campaign; rather it was the ,·oiccs of
students harmonizing a rhyming ,-crse
about their candidate to a popular
tune. ,\nything that could be altered
to suit the purpose. from mere spellino- of the candidate's name, to chants,
to"' e,·en familiar school cheers could
be heard throughout the school.
Di,·ided lunch periods, bclie,·ed to be
a hindrance. were not c,·cn noticeable.
\\'here the Junior school stopped, the
Senior school started, and again four
names rang through the gaily decorated halls of P.C.I.
The whirlwind campaign of those
tireless candidates, Jo-Anne Klingbylc.
Nancy Mandich, Ken E,·ans, and
Harold Beck came to a close in the
Friday"s election assembly, \\·here the
contenders for Head Boy and Head
Girl gan' their final ,·oiced promises
and thanks.
With the ,·oices of their candidates
and the musical entertainment pro,·ided in that assembly still fresh in
their minds, the student bod:>· started
the ,·oting as soon as all had returned
to class. And the results?
Ken E,·~ns and Jo-Anne Klingbyle,
successful m their bid for the position
of Head Boy and Head Girl respcctively1 arc li,·ing well up to their
promises to the students.

lJnited Nations Da\', October 24th
was marked at Patte/~on by a special
assembly under the direction of Yfr.
Williamson, as master of ceremonies.
Two senior students, Aldo Marchini
and Carol Peddie, who had direct
relationship with the lJ.N., acquainted the student bodv with its
fine orc;ani1ation .
'
Aldo had been chosen last June to
attrnd the nnnual Seminar at the
Cni,ersity of \\"estern Ontario in
London. Jle stated that during his
stay he gained not only information
but also many ne\\' friends among the
other delegates. E,·eryone listened
intC'ntly as Aldo related his interestino-

ancl educational rxperiences in th~
many discussions a nd debates.
Carol had just arri\"C'.d back to
school after spendino- four excitinO"
clays in the city of New York, th~
home of the C.N. She was one of
sc,·~n gi1_·ls representing the city's

rnnous high schools, chosen to learn
··first hand" how the oro-anization
works. \\'ith serious admi~ation she
dcs~ribed the magnificence of the
Cn1tcd Nations Buildings. The greatness of the lJ.N. itself was felt fully
by the a udiencc. as she took u~

through the Security Council, the
Trusteeship Council, and the Secretariat.
This year's lJnitcd Nations Assembly_ was both interesting and infonnat1,·c,
and left us with a 0O"reater
.
.
apprcc1at1on ot the work of this body.
\\'c deeply realized the \"ital importance of the U.N. in soh·incr unfa,·ourable world conditions, so tl1at mutual
trust and friendship will maintain
peace' 3mong nations of the world.

•--

REMEMBRANCE DAY
ASSEMBLY
by
Sharon Dwelska
·'O God, our help in ages past,
Our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast,
:\nd our eternal home." ·
\\"ith this appropriate and meaningful hymn began Patterson's Remembrance Day Assembly.
In a solemn and r<'ligious atmosphere, Cadet Major Bob Ritchie read
the _scripture passage.
Rc\'erend
:--.faumc :--.tcLuhan then delin•red a
sermon on "Let Us Remember" which
ga,·c each student a full realization of
the m~aning o_f RC'mcmbrance Day.
Dunng a mmutc of silence and the
adv:, ·<·· of the Patterson Colleo-iate
0

:::>K
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Officers under Cadet ~fajor Darryl
Newman, we
honoured
former
Patterson students who had paid the
supreme sacrifice by gi, ing their li\"eS
for their country.
Veterans w!{o were <YUests were
then introduced by Yfr. Liddell.
As we solcmnlv filed from the silent
auditorium, drifting sounds of the
'"Last Post'" haunted Patterson halls
and each of us experienced a strange,
deep understanding within.

•---CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY
by
Mary Armes
The forenoon of Dec. 22 was passed
with an air of e:-:citement and <'xpertation in thr classrooms: \\"bile in the
auditorium there was a continuous
whistle of acti,·itv. Then, for the
first time this vear: the entire student
boch· filC'd into' the auditorium whC're
Mr.' Liddell opened th<' assembh· and
introduced Emerson Talbot as \1.C.
of the Christmas Assembly, followed
by Linda Fitch singing the Lord's
Prayer.
The usual Bible readino- was replaced by an enactment of the Nati,·ity portrayed by the Drama Club,
narra~ed by Jo-Anne Klingbyle. with
the aid of the school choir. In keeping with the Christmas spirit, Bill
Looscrnore, K are-n :\1ann, and Marv
Armes sang 'Little Boy Jesus', and th~
choir offer<'cl 'Th<' Carol of the Bells',
and 'I \\'onder as l \\'ander· with
Diane :\[assr as soloist. A unique and
beautiful rendition of 'Somewhere
Over th<' Rainbow' was gi,·cn by Pat
and Beth H arding, followed by
acrorclianist Claudio Puccini's versions of 'Miglia,·accia', and 'Carni\'al
in Venic<'' as encore. The attention
of the audienc<' was brought to focus
on the new band pit and the Patterson Band, under Mr. Curry, conducting a nwdlcy of tunes from 'My Fair
Lach-".
\\:hC'n the curtains were drawn
again, they rc,Taled what might ha"e
be_en a li,·ing room waiting for St.
Nick. M.C. Talbot read the 'Night
B<'forc Christmas' beat version
( written by John NosethC'dcn ) -and
Santa's helper emcrcrcd from a
chimney, followed by Santa himself.
As usual he presented desen·ed aifts
to dc,en·ing students and g°ood
teachers. Then as Santa left Mr
Curry led the band and stude~ts i~
Christmas Carols, joined also by the
choir, while Rudolph, the red-nosed
reindeer poked his head between the
curtains and nodded-'Mcrry Christmas to All' .
Page 15

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
by
Henriet te Hofmann
Assemblies this year, though fewer,
were all memorable. However, the
assembly contest, both Junior and
Senior, dominated the scene. Plays
presented were all of a very high
quality and winners were chosen
with difficulty. In the Junior competition, IOB was victorious with its
presentation of "The Face is Familiar", while in the Senior di \·ision,
12A reccin:d the winning prize for its
performance of "Caesar and Cleopatra." In all plays, colourful scenery
and authentic costumes held the
audience in a fascinated, attenti\·e
silence.

lt: '-'

J_

Patterson's skill i11 music was dis.
played by her band, which played a
variety of selections ranging from
Broadway musicals to marches and, of
course, our school songs. The musical
talents in the vocal and instrumental
divisions were also revealed to an
audience which, at times, asked for an
encore. The choir, as well a~ in.
diviclual students, contributed their
performances to this realm.
But deep in our memories still arc
those humorous skits- to ad\·ertisc
dances, to instill school spirit; those
silent moments of austere majestyRemembrance Day, Christmas; those
award presentations- football, basketball. Before we realize it, another
year has slipped into our volume of
school memories, not to be opened
again until September.

I \
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COMPLIMENTS OF
M AYOR MIC H AEL
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Aldermen:

William
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Fairlie

William C. Riggs

Thomas R. Brophey

Lornc R. Rogers

Mrs. Cameron H. Montrose

W. John Wheelton

Oliver M. Stonehouse

Maurice L. Belanger

Bernard Newman

John H . Charlton
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ROMANUSNE?
Iu,·cnis Romanus Italiam iit cum

in patria rursus habitare cupiditas
cius essct. l.:bi Romam pcrYcnissct.
auctoritatibus nuntia,·it cum adcssc.
Jbi legatus cum rude roga,·it, "Quid
est nomcn tuum?" "Andronikus
Rufus Nar;,issus 1.. "Cbi natus es?"'
··Jn Ga Ilia... inquit miles. La tine pcrkcto.
"In Gallia natus cs? Tum e~
barbanrs!" Supcrbus adulcsccns par'\'O
iratus est, nam et pater et mater
Romani erant, modoquc Romano sole
tollcbatur. Practcrca linguac Latinac
arrogatus crat. Scd sc ccleriter continuit et, "Nomcn mcum," inquit,
"me Romanum csse, <licit."
"Nomina sunt nihil. Si in Gallia
natus cs, tum barbarus es.''
"A tc unam rem q uaeram? Suntne
omnia quae in stabulo nata sunt,
bo,·es?"
Legatus YOce clara risit et scripsit:
Andronikus Rufus Narzissus. ci,·is
Roman us.

•SOCIETAS
(Sympathy)
Duac matronae nobilitatis Romanae
ob,·iam sc dant.
Tryphena: "Esne bene, Tryphosa ?"
Tryphosa: "Bene sum, sec! patruum
nostrum aegerrime est!''
Tryphena : ''Certe, id iam audivi. Est
tristius. Tumnc omnibus praepararc
coepistis ?"
Tryphosa:
"Minimc,
Tryphen~.
quidem, dimidium ( dimidium. 1,
n.-half) solum accipiamus!''

RIEN DE NOUVEAU

BOBBY

Les deux amis. ~1. Seguin et Yi.
Tremble;,, sc ren,ontrcnt au bout ck
quclquc temps, a Bordeaux.
Eh \'Oila! n·ot:1 ,·as-tu?
D'ot1
je
,·iens? Dc
Rcnncs,
naturellcment !
Bien, est-cc qu'il y a dcs nou\'C·llcs
a Rcnncs?
:\'on, ricn ne s·y est passc.
:\fais quclquc chose cloit s'ftrc
passr. bien sfrr!
Eh bien oh, le rhicn de ma tantc
est mort.
Le chien de ta tantc? :\fais
pourquoi?
II a hr rcm·ersr par un auto a
l'entcrrcment.
A l'cnterrcment ! Qui est-cc qui est
mort?
- :\fais. c·est ma tante qui est morte!
- Qt1oi? Ta tante? Pourquoi est-clle
mortc?
- Ah oui ! Elle s'cst fachce beaucoup
de mon oncle. II est en prison.
Ton oncle, en prison! Mais pourquoi?
- Ah, le roquin, ii a contrefait de
!'argent!
:\1ais, ii l'a fait to11 jours ! Cc n ·est
ricn de no11Yeau !
·
- Eh bien, je t"ai dis: ii n'y a pas de
nou"clles a Rcnnes.

:\Iu,ki: "Abcr Bobb,·. "ic ,iehst cknn
du aus. hast ja cir;cn bra11ncn 11nd
l'incn sd1warzcn Stidcl an!"
Bobby: "Ja. furrhtbar: und dcnk dir.
dalwi111 hah· irh norh so ein Paar!"

Latin Name ... English Meaning

Victoria
Clara
Gloria
\'era
Felix
~liranda
Amanda
Dexter
Carmen
PATRICIAN
.I.,,,,

Victory
Bright, Renowned
Glory
True
Fortunate
To be admired
To be lo\'ed
Right
Song

war. gab cs noch Zoll I \ \ isdwn den
dc11tsclwn
Staaten
alll'n.
auch
1\\'isclwn \ \" uerttcmbcrg und Baden.
Da; i,t troestlirh. clenn so stcht <'S
hcutc ni,ht nl<'hr.
Damals al~o nah111 der Groswatn an
cinem Sonntagmorg<'n cine fettc Gans
am Kragen. clrehtc sic 11111 und warf
sic ins Stroh auf den Pferdcwagcn.
mit clcm er narh Baden 111 seint·rn
Bruder fahrcn \\'Olltc.
Auf den
Ruccksitz set1te sich das :\Iaricle.
seine fuenf1chnjaehrigc Tochter, br,I\·
und sittsam. und er sclber nahm cl ie
Pcitsd1e auf dcm Kutscherbork.
Der Gross,·atcr \\'ar ein chrliclwr
:\1ann, auch dcm Staatc gcgcncuber.
.\n clcr Grcnzc lacsst dcr Zocllncr dl'n
\\'agcn haltcn.
··\\'as zu ,Trzollcn ?"
"\\'eiss nicht". sagtc dcr Gross,·atcr.
"'ich hab' nichts als die Gans da
hintcn." L"nd er weist mit dem
Pcitschensticl nac h rncc k\\'aerts.
Das :\fariclc \\'ird putcrrot, clans stcbt
ihr gut und der Zoellner lacht und
sagt, "Ah! Die kostct keinen Zoll!"'

•
DAS RULER UNO DER PETS

- •-- - NOMINA

DIE GANS
Damals al~ der Gross,·atn noch jun~

...

·"

,,,

C'esl penible, que nous n'avons qu'un arbre
dans noire jardin.

UN LECON
On a dcmanclc a quelqu'un. Oll ii
a appris ses maniercs disting11ces et
agrfablcs. II a rcpondu: De tous Jes
gcns impolis et grossiers. dont j'ai
jamai; fait la connaissancc. Jai fait
toujollr s le contra ire de ccla, quc jc
n'aimais pas che;,, eux.

Ein nrlcn King bcn ownC'n cin
srnallisch kitten-kat and also ein
grosser tiger. Das King lwn cnjoycn
dcr kat mit cucldlen and strokcn uncl
playcn. Ach ! Der mcowin und purrcn
ist fillcn clcr kastle, und das tigC'r bcn
gloomen und mopcn rnit quittcn dcr
eaten.
Das King bcn softisch hearten und
noticcn das thinnisch tiger. "Ach '' I
das King ist cxclaimen. "lch ben
soonisrh playcn mit mcin tiger.'' Der
playen hen upstartcn, und das tiger
ist resunwn dcr eaten.
DER LESSON: Tigers ben oftcnisrh
en joycn clcr owners.
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ADVERTISING
STAFF

Back Row: David Sumner, Michael Maxwell, Harvey Lewin, Ian Hundey, Larry Babin, Ted Aylesworth,

Jim Vanstone.
Second Row: Mr. Williamson, Helen Meln ik, Leah Zack, Rosemary Dickson, Susan Finley, Betty Scott,

Gail Burk.
First Row: Carol Bates, Mary St. Denis, Marg Wessel, Margaret Evans, Bonnie ~ichette, Rosalie Wozgar,

Helen Garber, Marjorie Charron.

MAROON
AND
WHITE

f

Back Row : Ron Kalkhourst, Larry Bell, Karen Kimmerly, Margaret Kelso, Bill Loosemore, Bob Keller.
Fron t Row : Mrs. Holmes, Al len Shapira, Nelson Uten, Beverly Mcfarlane, Helen Kisielis, Darlene Uten,

Pat Bolter.

CHOIR

Back Row : Rose Anne White, Mary St. Dennis, Charlene Wigle, Genevieve Henry, . Rosemary Goetz,

Audrey Denomme, Edith Swiderski, Mary Armes, Esther Fune, Karen Mann.
Third Row : Ken Stanton, Lana Talbot, Lynn Moore, Joanne Zangaria, Lynda Lesanski, Ruth Vexler,

Joanne Benoit, Margaret Gibson, Carol Bates, Jean Gebbie, Mary Ellen Amicarelli, Lee Chase, Pat
Harding.
Second Row: Louis Mitrovitch, Ron DeVittori, Helen Melnik, Leah Zack, Donra Graham, Lana Shapiro,
Pat Cebian, Gail Bertrand, Frances Wallace.
First Row: Zelda Knapp, Marg Wessel, Lauren Dennis, Miss Michael, Gail Stauth, Shala'l"ith Kleigmann,
Eleanor Brunelle.
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THE BAND

by
Mary Armes

ler.
ien,

Auain this year Mr. Bruce Curry
forrrfed and directed the band. Early
in the year he had the group ready
for an assembly in October; but, as
he wasn't able to be at Patterson for
the junior assembly, he appointed
Ron Getty as assistant conductor and
left the band in his hands. It performed well. Later in the year, the
band played at the commencement
exercises, the Christmas assembly, the
Secondary Schools' Music Festi\'al
and at Patterson's E\·ening of Music.
The overall sound of the band was
areatly improved this year, not only
because of the greater number of
aood music students and greater enflwsiasm, but also because of the
instruments. Many of the old instruments were completely replaced by
new ones, while others were O\'Crhauled and refinished until they, too,
seemed like new.
Owing to the "Light Bulb Campaian·', the student council was able
to "purchase new band uniforms.
These are maroon blazers with a
specially designed music crest. They
arc "concert" uniforms-that is to
say, they arc used when the band performs as a concert band in the auditorium.
Another step was taken to aid the
band this year. Pro\'ision was made
for an orchestra pit in the Patterson
auuitorium. This enables the band to
accompany other performers without
using the stage and at the same time,
to be before the audience. This "pit"
has already proved itself a great boon
to the band and will undoubtedly
.continue to do so.

----•---THE CHOIR

by
Mary Armes
This year, with the addition of
rocal music to the Patterson curriculum, we gained Miss Michael, who
organized a new choir, consisting of
a few of last year's members and, in
addition, many new students from the
vocal music classes.
This new choir was presented to the
school for the first time at an October
assembly. Later in the year it appeared at the annual commencement
exercises. On that occasion it sang
'The Happy Wanderer" and "One
World" with Mary Armes as soloist.
The Christmas season found the
choir busy practising for its part in
the assembly. Here it sang "Carol of
the Bells" and "I Wonder as I
N
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Wander" with Diane Masse as soloist.
During the spring, the choir participated in the Music Festival and
Patterson's E\·ening of Music. Its
members had a year of much practice
and work but they gained the satisfaction of a job well-done.

----•---DRAMA CLUB

by
Mary Armes
Because of problems in obtaining
sponsor teachers this year the Drama
Club was late in being organized. It
was able, however, to present a small
production of the Nativity with Miss
Richardson as sponsor and George
Mitrovich as student director.
After Christmas, the executive was
elected and it was also agreed that a
full evening's production should not
be attempted. The club decided to
try a production of comedy scenes
from Shakespeare's "The Taming of
the Shrew". Mary Armes was chosen
to direct it for presentation in midMay.
We all hope that we can make the
club a success and that in future years
we will be able to present, for the
public, a complete play.
- - - -•'- -- -

MAROON AND WHITE

by
Helen Kisielis
This is the second year that the
school newspaper, the 'Maroon and
White', has been in existence. In
former years, before any of us
attended
school,
Patterson had
another newspaper, but it was discontinued.
Last year the paper was an experiment, but this year it was a reality.
In a paper, as in many other forms of
literature, many mistakes were made
before the final product was published. These mistakes, however, were
helpful because from them we gained
the experience necessary to produce a
good newspaper.
This year, the form of the paper
was changed. It was printed in a
much more pleasing form than previously, and the method of collecting
news was different. The staff hopes
that the jokes were newer than those
in former issues.
These changes resulted in the
paper's coming out in a very satis-

factory form. The ,taff enjoyed their
work and will remember this year's
Maroon and White with pride.

----•---CAMERA CLUB

by
Barbara Ewasyke
The Camera Club this year has been
\'Cry successful. Under the guidance
of the president, Albert Marshall, its
members worked very hard and, as a
result, the pictures of the Melody
March and Backfield Bounce turned
out \·vell. The club's work centered
around the taking of photos, their
enlarging, developing and mounting. This year members of the club
were responsible for the pictures of
the basketball and football games and
other school activities. Many of the
team pictures and candid shots which
appear throughout the Patrician are
the work of this group.
The Camera Club would like to
thank its sponsor-teacher, Mr. Fojtik,
for his wonderful help and consideration.

- - - -•- - -Hi-Y TEENS

"As a member of the Hi-Y Teens,
this I desire to be: physically perfect,
mentally alert, socially alive, and
spiritually awake, that I may live a
fuller, richer, and more worthwhile
life."
This is the purpose of the Patterson
Hi-Y Teens. The members, girls of
grades eleven, twel\'e and thirteen,
have succeeded in carrying out the
aim of the club; that is to do service
to the home, school, and community
while enjoying the social functions of
fellowship.
Our first project of the year was
the selling of school buttons. This
met with much success, boosted school
spirit, and helped to increase the
club's treasury. The next big undertaking was the holding of a record
hop in the "Y" gym. The proceeds
from this dance went to the "Y"
World Service, an organization which
helps people everywhere.
Last October, along with the Hi-Y,
we entertained dozens of Windsor
children at a Hallowe'en Party. Other
activities included the Hi-Y Conference in November and a party at
Christmas.
This Easter, Margaret Evans and
Betty Scott represented the Y Teens
at a conference in Toronto. This
summer, another member, Sandy
Woolford, will represent our club and
Patterson Collegiate at a World "Y"
Youth Conference which is to be held
in Amsterdam, Holland.
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LIBRARY

STAFF

Back Row : Charlene Stewart, Barbara Fowler, Betty Pachorka, Lynda Alford, Sharon Watson, Gayle

Chauvin, Janet Dally, Miss Richardson, Ken Hayward.
Front Row: Bridget Mackin, Lauren Dennis, Elaine Penn, Faye Eng, Violet Laycock, Diane Shelley,
Helen Kisiel is.

CAMERA CLUB

IS.C.F
Second Row: Ken Hayward, Margaret Ann Thomas, Doris Kreutzer,
Mr. Van Wyck.
First Row: Beverley Shepley, Esther Fune, Barbara Harrison,
Vernetta Wilson.

David Sumner, John Grayson, Ken Hayward, Bill
Courtney.
Second Row: Manuel Golden, Nancy Chase, John Parks, John
Ottogalli.
First Row: Mr. Fojtik, Barbara Ewasyke, Darwin Dennis, Charlene
Stewart.

Back

Row:

DRAMA
CLUB

Front Row: Kathy Davidson, Erika Pohl, Mary Armes, George Mitrovich, Karen Kimmerly, Darlene
Uten, Jeanelle Heisler, Sandra Young.
Second Row: Mr. Van Wyck, Louis Mitrovich, Marge Kelso, Linda Crease, Susan Kish, Janice Owen,
Diane Dawson, Ken Stanton.
Back Row: Charles Smith, Harvey Lewin, Ian Hundey, Roger McKenna, Larry Bell, Bill LOO$emore,
Steven Rice, Mike Luberto.
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BAND

Front Row: Nancy Chase, Jennifer Smith, Leslie Dell, Mr. Bruce Curry, Janel Dali, Rache-1 Popp, Mary
Armes.
Second Row: Blair Bradshaw, Jim Simons, Edith Swiderski, lee Chase, Joyce Stevenson, Bonnie Mann,
Samia Bahna, Victor Copat, Ken Hayward, Carl Stenman.
T1,ird Row: John Grayson, D1vid Barrow, Dennis Brisson, John Hughes, Doug Thoms, Terry Brownell,
Ross Doughourt, Norm Becker, Evan Rhodes.
lick Row : Ray Hartleib, Bill Ingram, John Ozdan, Walter Cook, Ray Plante, Fred Cope, Ken Stanton.

Y-TEENS

Bill

John
Back Row: Sandra Woolford, Carol Ely, Nora Logan, Grace Ann Simpson, Grace Cook, Barbara Evans.
Front Row: Barbera Ewasyke, Susan Farrell, Belly Scoll, Carol Peddie, Margaret Evans, Nancy Caplin,
Jo-Anne Klingbyle.

rlene

Hl-Y

.

"4 low: Ray Plante, Myron Gaul, Dan Howard, Dave Hardy, Doug Fraba, Bob Draper, Bill Cowell,
Noim Reid.
Row: Mr. Fraser, John Meloche, Harry Toy, John Reid, Perry Mann, Tom Caplin, Ron Barnes.
Ii\! tow: Gary Jackson, George Alexander, Ian Crawford, Larry Babin, Phil Burke, Dodd Patterson,
Ken Evans.
Al.tot: Vince Battistelli.

*ond
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Socially, the highlights were the
Candlelight Induction Ser\'ice, the
tour through the City Hall, and the
number of parties, excursions, suppers
and gymnastic acti\·ities which everyone enjoyed.
All members feel this year has been
a rewarding one and hope that future
clubs will continue to widen and improve the acti\·ities of the Patterson
Hi-Y Teens of 1959-60.

•
INTER-SCHOOL
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
by

the scriptures have to say to us. An
occasional quiz offered a time of
friendly rivalry amongst the members
and a new insight of missionary work
on foreign fields was given by the
missionary guests. A highlight of the
year was our annual carol sing at a
nearby nursing home. This was
followed by refreshments (M-m-m.
Good! )
City-wide activities included the
Get-Together on November 11 th, the
Christmas carol sing at Riverview
Hospital with a "squash party" afterwards and a February roller-skating
party.
Sounds like fun? Come and sec!

--- •-

Esther Fune
The I.S.C.F. Pioneer Club 1s an
interdenominational student organization active in more than two hundred and seventy-six high schools
across Canada.
Programs center
around Bible study, emphasizing the
importance of building Christian
character. The purpose is "To know
Christ and make Him known."
This year, special speakers, discussions and panels were a few of the
methods followed in finding out what

PATTERSON Hm-Y
by
Larry Babin
Have you ever been sued fo~ five
hundred dollars in the Supreme
Court, peeled ten pounds of potatoes
for one meal, or gone tobogganing on
hills without snow? These are just a
few of the memories this year's members of the Hi-Y can look back on.
::Vlr. Fraser, presiding at a mock

tt·ial held in the chambers of the
Supreme Court in Sandwich West
was responsible for the fine. But th;
outing had its serious side also. Mr.
George Grant, Q.C., gave a ven·
educational explanation of the Cana.
dian Courts System.
This year the club worked diligenthto carry out its purpose in vario~
ways. Two of the many projects in.
eluded a Hallowe'en party, and a
collection of toys at Chris~mas for the
children of one hundred and fif11
needy families. The Hi-Y was re'.
sponsible for the book exchange and
magazine drive at Patterson and for
maintaining a refreshment stand at
the "Y". Another important project
was the Hi-Y Bursary Dance.
In all, we in the club feel that we
have had an interesting and successful year, which was completed by the
Hi-Y Father and Son Banquet in
June.
We give our thanks to Mr.
Fraser, our teacher sponsor, Mr. Beaton our club mentor, and Mr. Stuart.
the "Y" youth secretary, who assisted
greatly our executive consisting of
Larry Babin as president; Vince
BattisteIii, vice-president; Bob Draper,
secretary; and Myron Gaul, treasurer.
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Kf----------------------------------------------------------------------~--------·t!i
A new vitamin has been invented for
children. It contains B-1, B-2, and
B-quiet!
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I NSCRIPTION FOR A FLY
SWATTER
The hand is quicker than the eye is,
But somewhat slower than the fly is.

Nothing attracts
The mustard from wieners
As quickly as slacks
Just back from the cleaners.
PATTERSOX
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Sandy Woolford
and Henriette Hoffmann
Amid an oriental setting, the music
of Karl Straky's Orchestra commenced the Melody March of 1960,
held this year on Saturday, March
26. It was due to the fine efforts of
the Social Committee that the gymnasium was literally transformed into
an Oriental Paradise.
The gym doors, opened wide, were
co,·ered with flowering ,·ines, and just
inside two lo,·ely costumed ladies were
distributing the fa,·ours for the e\"ening- memory cards, tiny Japanese
umbrellas, and colour[ ul fans. The
walls were gaily decorated by beautiful murals, dragons, pagan gods, and
flowers, while streamers in the form
of two fans were the ceiling of this
scene of enchantment. From the
bandshell, which was surrounded by
bamboo curtains, music filled the
room, while couples dancing across
the floor completed the picture.
Patrons for the evening were: Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Liddell; Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. \'\'hetstonc; Mr. and Mrs. R. 0.
Fraser; Mr and Mrs. L. Robbins; Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Hallam; Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Meredith; Mr. and Mrs.
J. ]. Bowden; Miss Donna Michael
and Mr. D. A. Hammar; and the
Re\"erend and Mrs. Maurice McLuhan.
Seen admiring the beautiful oriental decorations were Diane Burke in
pink taffeta, with Ken E"ans; JoAnne Klingbylc in pink net, with .Jim
Chi,·ers; Lee-Anne Schwartz in na,·y
blue silk, with H arold Beck; Barbara
faans in blue chiffon, with Phil
Burke; Mary McCall um in blue and
white chiffon, with John Roy; Sandra Woolford in mint organza, with
Gary Jackson; and Tanya Johnson in
lilac, with Bill Gawley.
Dancing to Karl Straky's music
were Danlora MacKcllar and Bill
Horne; Charlotte Koslowski and Ron
Dupuis; Pat Bradt and orm Metcalfe; Carol Drysdale and Bob DeMers; Janice Brook and Ron Ferguson; Dorothy Featherstone and Glen
LcCapclain; Margot' Rodd and
Chuck Moore; Donna Graham and
Dan Howard; Elaine Krasso,· :i.nd
:\.fike Barbour· Susan Moro-an and
'
~
Pcrry Mann; and
J ean Armour with
Bill Cieminson.
Sipping cokes were Pat Ewasyke in
pink lace, with .John Kominar; Sheila
Murray in white chiffon, with George
1IcKec; Marilyn Wilson in violet
chi~fon, with .Jim Pierce; Jeanettc
Heisler in blue, with Roger Clark;
Rosemary Dickson in blue and white,
11ith Larry McCurdy; Joan Cowlin
PATRICIAN
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in pink chiffon, with Gary Goddard;
Ruth Goodwyn in aqua chiffon, with
Dick Roe; Geraldine Grondin in blue
chiffon, with Wayne Watson; and
Judy Cowlin in blue batiste, with Gil
Grossu tti.
I!a\"ing their pictures taken were
Nancy Fisher and Norm Reid; Scarlet
Dufour and Gerald Glovasky; Gloria
Chopiak and Harvey McCamon;
Beverly Summers and Hal Oke; Barbara Damec and Bill Looscmore;
Mary McCurdy and Eric Koslowski:
Nancy Brightmorc and Jim Vanstone; Barbara Gibson and John
Meloche; Jean Hubbell and Gary
\\'ortley; Robin Gall and Mike Ridley; Audrey Reen:s and Dennis Lamarre; Janice Alford and Myron
Gall ; and Jackie Meharry with Bob
Hyndman.
Admiring the colourful murals
were Sharon Sales and Man·in Haggith; Be\'erly Krew and Richard
Wilson; Sandra MacQuarrie and
Blair Bradshaw; Bonnie Toyne and
Rav Plante; Y,·onne Mills and Larry
Babin: Lucille Souliere and Gino Ala;
Lenore Alga and Bill Kalkhourst:
Beverly Karpuik and Dave H ardy;
Jill Adair and Frank Perry; Betty
Blair and Jerry Roe; Janet Daly and
John Grayson; Beth Harding a nd
Frazer Clare; Pat .Bolter and Fred
Johnson; J ennifer Smith and James
Simon:. ; Diane Kurak with Gary
Rctt; and many others.

•---BACKFIELD BOUNCE

by
Carol Drysdale
The date was December 5, 1959.
The time was 9 : 00 p.m. Karl
Straky's orchestra began to play the
music and finallv, after weeks of anticipation, the big night had arrin~d.
The night of the Backfield Bounce.
The gym was gaily decorated with
red, white, and green streamers in
order to celebrate the ad\'cnt of
Christmas. Alon!; one wall was hung
a huge replica of a football field with
silhouettes representing the players on
the team.
The orchestra was seated on a platform decorated with a canopy of red
and white streamers along the sides,
.and green streamers along the front
co,·ering the white picket fence. The
music which Karl Straky provided
was enjoyed by ewryone.
As the guests entered the school
they signt.:d their names in the guest

book and the girls were given sou\"enir
cards to remember this big night.
During intermission many people
\'iSitcd the Hungry Eye Cafc. The
entrance to the Cafe consisted of
maroon and white streamers hung
from the ceiling. The only light was
the faint glow of candles in the semi.
darkness.
I am sure that everyone, including
the staff and students of P .C.I., enjoyed this dance which was considered
to be a huge success.
Patrons for the e\'ening were Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Liddell; Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. \'Vhetstone; Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Bowden; Mr. and Mrs. R. 0.
Fraser; Mr. and Mrs. C. Young; Mr.
and Mrs. A. Newman; Mr. and Mrs.
E . Groo\"cr; Mr. and Mrs. W. Rogin;
and Mr. and Mrs. L. Robbins.
Among the guests were some of
those in whose honour the dance was
held namely football and soccer
players. Seen dancing were Sandra
Woolford in red veh-et with Gary
Jackson; Sheila Murray in a beige
sheath with George McKee; Pat
Bradt with Norm Metcalfe; Rosemary
Dickson with Larry McCurdy; Sue
Farrell with Norm Reid; Jeanette
Heisler with Roger Clark; Diane
Masse with Bob Hawkins; Joan
Cowlin and Lou Dimoff.
Admiring decorations were Marilyn
Wilson escorted by Jim Pierce;
Bonnie Toyne with John M eloche;
Y\'onne Mills escorted by John
Zdonck; and Jean Hubbell with Cary
Wortley.

----•----

CADETS, 1958-59

by
Gary Small
A typical hot and humid inspection
day arri\'ed last May. In spite of the
heat the many cadets on Parade
marched with top honours. Observers
felt that this was the finest inspection
yet. With Cadet Lt. Col Mar\"in A.
Haggith leading the battalion, the inspection occupied the whole afternoon
with ceremonial marches, rifle, platoon and company drill. The inspecting officer congratulated the troops
on their excellent co-ordination and
their ability to withstand the heat.
Man·in A. Haggith, the commanding officer of last year's cadets, wrote
in the Patrician of 1958-'59 a message
which po~sesses the \'alue of repetition. "The cadet corps is another
facet of our broad education at
Patterson. Members of various teams
in this school learn co-operation from
their games. Unfortunately, all of us
arc not proficient athletes, but the
cadet corps is able to provide us the
experience and training necessary for
Page 23

working in co-operation with that
fellow beside us. Such a lesson, welllearned, will pro,·e to be an asset in
our daily life." This message is of
particular significance to our grade
niners, as well as higher grades, since
it re,·eals the true importance and
meaning of cadets.
Many thanks are extended to Mr.
1
e,, man, the chief instructor, who
allotted so much of his time in planning the final inspection as well as
the many drc5s parades. Also our
thanks are awarded to Cadet Lt. Col.
Mar\'in A. Haggith for his keen interest at command. Mr. \\'illiamson
also dcscrq_·s thanks as well as his
crew for the excellent job they performed in the Quartermaster stores.
The boys, howe,·er, most of all desen·e our sincere thanks and resprct
for the fine performance they presented on our inspection day.

•

GET-ACQUAINTED NIGHT

by

PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTESTS

Sandra Woolford

This year, we at Patterson were
fortunate to hear students talk about
a wide \'ariety of interesting subjects
in our annual public speaking contest.
The audience listened appreciatively
to the various speakers, and wondered
how the judges would be able to
choose from among them; but of
course, there could be only one victor
in each division, and finally, four
students were declared winners.
Jackie Meharry copped the honours
in the senior girls' division. Gail
Stauth won the junior girls·, Marty
Adler the senior boys' division, and
\\'ayne McLean the junior boys' contest.
Larry Bell of 12A was the winner
in this year's Industrial Accident Prevention Public Speaking Contest.
Although none of our students were
victorious in the city-wide contest.
they represented Patterson well. and
we arc proud of them.

It was an inky, eerie night in October and anyone passing by Patterson
C.I. was surprised at the weird
screams and roars of laughter which
came from within the dimly-lit gymnasium and corridors. Now why
should there be such an uproar in
the school when ordinarily everyone
was at the football game and all was
quiet? \\'ell, there was a "bye" in the
football schedule for Patterson, and
the senior ''Panthers" were taking advantage of the night to welcome and
get acquainted with the new "cubs"the grade-niners. When such warmup activities as target-shooting and
basketball had been completed, everyone congregated in the gym for
initiations. And what initiations they
were! \\'e discovered great sources of
cheerleading
talent
in
several
Panthers; artistic talent in Mike Ridley, as he created beautiful ladies on
the gym floor- blindfolded; and incredible skill in Perry Mann as he
conquered all competitors in the
·'ping-pong-ball-on-a-spoon" race .
Unfortunately for Myron Gaul, it was
his birthday, and he received an appropriately warm gift.
After a few more high-jinks, the
lights were dimmed and the music
began and the senior students proceeded to trample the juniors' toes.
\'\'hat a way to get acquainted! Unfortunately there were not as many
students present as we had wished
there would be, but we feel that
everyone enjoyed himself. The goal
for the e,·ening?-a smile for everyone. And we certainly achieved that,
didn't we!
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CADET OFFICERS
Se,ond Row: Wayne Nicholls, Roy Zurowski, Ray Dupuis, Dan Howard, Bill Girard, Ron Kalkour11.
Front Row: John Underwood, Frank Foote, Walter Cook, Daryl Newman, Jack Lapierre, Larry McCurdy,
Burton Allen .

•G.A.A. ACTIVITY NIGHT

by
Anne Uber
Having gone through the horrors of
spring exams, Patterson students had
a chance to calm their nerves on
March 18, at the Annual Activity
Night.
,
In the large gym, basketball games
were the "must'' of the evening, especially when the girls almost beat
some of our best players by an unofficial score of 24-19. In the small
gym, badminton and volleyball were
enjoyed by the more reserved studer.ts

who just "couldn't take it" (basketball).
After the student body had displayed its ability in sports, they assembled in the large gym where a
fashion show was the hit of the
evening.
Our emcee, " Fran~ois"
Burke, commented on the latest styles
from Beatville, New York, and P.C.I.
Colleen Formigan, Marty Adler.
Walter Cook, Gail Burk, and Karen
Kimmerley will long be remembered
for their outstanding portrayals which
had even Miss Scully laughing.
Following the fashion show, Gary
Hawkes, Beth and Patsy Harding, and
a few of our other well-known entertainers set the mood for the dance
which ended the Annual Acti,·ity
ight.
The success of this event was the
greatest yet and thanks are due to the
teachers and students who planned it.
and to the Patterson students who
supported it. We, the G.A.A., .hope
to have many more of these e\'ents in
the future.

- - - -• - - - SOUTHERN ACCENT
Ain't-Sister of one of your parents.
Bone- Blessed event. " I was bone in
Kansas."
Braid- What you make toe-est from.
to serve with beckon and aigs for
brake£uss.
Famine- Tilling the soil. " I've been
famine all my life."
Flow-What you stand on.
Poet-To transfer a liquid. "Poet
from the bottle to the glass.''
PATTERSON
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REPORTING FROM
NEW ZEALAND
by
Jennifer Latham
It is hard to write to good old
Patterson again from so far away. In
some ways life here in New Zealand
is ,·ery different from life in Windsor,
but in many other ways it is just the
same.
~fountains, forests, and the sea add
a varied beauty to the country, so
that the land itself is very different
from yours. But on the other hand,
rhc teenagers are just the same. The
hit parade is about two months behind Canada's but despite that, some
of the dances are the best I've seen.
But what I really wish to tell you
about is school.
The years don't go according to
arades but forms, form III being
;quivalent to grade nine. The student enters high school at the age of
12 or 13 and for three years follows
one of two or three courses, much
the same as Canada's academic and
commercial courses. At the end of
the third year everyone must write
what is called "School Certificate".
This works under the unusual system
that only the top half of the class
passes; the others must repeat or
leave.
These exams open a number of
opportunities, including nursing. At
the end of the fourth year another
set of exams allows the student to
enter university, provided his year's
work is satisfactory. He must have
four subjects, one of them English.
Incidentally, the three maths are considered as one subject. After receiving University Entrance he is expected to have another year of high
school, taking a scholarship course
with examinations of a very high
standard. A limited number with the
highest marks have all their fees paid
in university.
About the actual school life here.
The schools are not democratic, but
enthusiasm is not affected by this. I
wish most earnestly that you in
Patterson, who are being taught democracy and self-reliance along with
sports and academic subjects, realize
and appreciate that fact. You in
:'forth America arc taught democracy
as no one else in the world is!
Here our head girl and boy and
prefects are choscp by the staff. They
eren have permission to give lines or
the strap. Assemblies, dances, clubs
are all run by the Headmaster, whose
11·ord is law. There are the strictest
laws of uniform that must be obeyed.
Of course, I don't wish to say that

the students arc unhappy. They
aren' t. Nevertheless, they are taught
not democracy but obedience.
One conclusion I have come to is
this- if Patterson would only get a
little more enthusiasm and appreciate
the wonderful democracy she has,
what a nearly perfect school she'd
be! Good luck everyone!

----•·- --WORLD REFUGEE YEAR
by
Jackie Meharry
Each year, as students of Patterson
reach grade twelve, they learn something more about being a citizen.
Under the guidance of Mr. Williamson our grade twelves have aided
people who are in need of medicine,
food, and education. In past years
the contributions went to UNICEF.
This year it was given to the World
Refugee Fund, which aids the thousands of people in the world who are
without a country. Canada's part in
this project was the acceptance of
refugee families who have tuberculosis. Patterson's part was the contribution of seventy-one dollars. The
students themselves decided that each
would contribute a dollar. Mr.
Williamson has again shown his grade
twelve history classes one of the many
obligations before them as adults.

----•- - - P.C.I. GOES TO STRATFORD
by
Rosemary Dickson
One bright morning, last September, the senior students of Patterson
Collegiate assembled at the C .N.R.
station, at the appointed hour, for
their trip to the Stratford Festival.
Students of Walkerville Collegiate
were also making the trip, and once
all were aboard, an 'open-door policy'
was quickly established, between the
two schools. There was a constant
flow of students between the Patterson and \Valkerville sections. There
was a great deal of friendly rivalry
( or revelry) , climaxed by a 'bunnyhop' down the aisles, and water fights
in the connecting passages.
The train arrived at Stratford in
the early afternoon, after the students
had eaten the lunches which they
brought with them. Before the performance, the students were able to
walk around and enjoy the beauty of
the Festival grounds. Everyone was
in his seat in time for the performance, which began with the customary
cannon shot. This year, 'As You Like
It' was presented for the students,

and it was greatly enjoyed by all.
After the performance, one of the
players answered any questions that
the students had.
Before leaving, the students had
about an hour to themselves, in
which to see a little more of the town.
When they boarded the train again,
there was great confusion, as to who
was to sit where, but at last everyone
was settled and the box suppers were
distributed.
On the return trip, the students
were more subdued than on the way
down. Although they were tired
when they arrived in Windsor, all the
students had enjoyed themselves. Already, many have begun to look forward to next year's Stratford Shakespearean Festival.

----•---Throw rug: A small rug that usually
throws anyone who steps on it.

* * *

Television: Radio with eyestrain.

* * *

Minor Operation:
somebody else.

One

performed

on

* * *

Tree: An object that will stand in one
place for years, then jump in front of
a lady driver.

* * *

There was an Old Person of Tring
Who, when somebody asked her to sing.
Replied, "Aren't it odd?
I can never tell 'God
Save the Weasel' from 'Pop goes the
King.'"

* * *
Keep your temper .. Do not quarrel with an
angry person, but give him a soft
answer. It is commanded by Holy
Writ and furthermore, it makes him
madder than anything else you could
say.

* * *
"Well bless my wool," said the ram as he
plunged over the cliff. "I didn't see
that ewe turn."

* * *

Two ants were running along at a great
rate across a cracker box when one
asked, "Why are we going so fast?"
"Don't you see?" said the other, "It
says 'tear along the dotted line.' "

* * *

Although he had just won a new car in a
raffle, a Scotsman seemed decidedly
glum.
"What's the matter, Jock?" asked a friend.
"Mon," he answered, '' 'tis this other
ticket. Why I ever bought it, I canna'
imagine."

* * *

PICNIC
Upon this theme
I'll briefly touch;
Too far
To go
To eat
Too much.

* * *

Notice in a rural weekly paper: "Anyone
found near my chicken house at night
will be found there next morning.''

PATR I C I AN
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FIRST PRIZE - John Grayson, lOC

LINE DRAWING
Jackie Meharry
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THE PRICE OF PROOF
Furt P,i::e Srnio1 S/10,t Storr
by
Danny Pagnucco, 12A
A \·illage in southern France, 191

).1aric hurrit•cl to the door and
opening it, greeted a small old man
who steppl·d in brnshing his rainsoaked cape and wiping his muddy
~hoes. Lightning lit the dim room for
a second and showed him to be a
doctor bv the black satchel he was
carrying 'as he and the girl mounted
a creaky flight of stairs. .\t the top
she pointed to the door of a side-room
with the urgent air of one "ho has
finally found aid for a loved one. The
doctor followed her into the room. A
moan of anguish escaped through the
open door.

The old hand-car\'ed clock downstairs had chimed the night-hours
away in its haunting bass. \\"hen the
doctor left it chimed eleven. The
1torm's thunder only grumbled sulkily
now and spat intermittent streaks of
light. Clouds slo" ly uncowred a
round yellow moon; white moonbeams
,;ecretly streamed through a worn
drape in the upstairs side-room and
lingered to halo, like a Madonna, a
young woman's pale face pillowed on
a ,mall wooden cot. The moonbeams
grew brighter and bolder, slowly,
~ilently, stealing across the cold floorboards, jumping across spots of dampn~ on the wallpaper, and trying to
pt'ek around the slightly open door.
Suddenly an hysterical scream rang
around the walls and echoed shrilly
down the stairs.
Marie, downstairs, awoke with a
1tart, leaped from her chair and
bot.mdcd up the stairs. Another
1Cream met her at the top. She
rushed into the side-room across to
the moonlit bed.
''Louise, Louise," she said soothingly, as she knelt by the bed.
Louise looked up at her wide-eyed,
~ads of perspiration on her brow.
PATRICIAN

":\1arie? ... Mari(' ... is it you?"
shl' asked fearfully.
The young ~irl said, '·Yes, it's
\.farie. You had a bad dream.''
Louise lay back and sighed wearily.
Sucldenlv she tried to rise and seemed
about to' lapse into hysterics again.
"The baby! ... my child! ... I
"You ha\·c a son."
··A son! Oh, I am so happy .
110\\ ."

A troubled expression darkened
:\1arie's fan•.
"Louise, Dr. C:cno says you must
get as much rest as possible. Sleep
now.''
Louise hadn't heard a word.
.. Is he big?'' she asked dreamily.
Marie's tone was almost harsh.
..Yes, y('s. Now come, sleep."
"Ah, he will take his father's place,"
murmered Marie. She continued in a
soft wistful voice. "Yes. he will be
strong, he- "
"Louise!"
"He is healthy, eh?" She laughed
content(•dlv. "He must be." She
sighed.
·
At this moment her reverie was
broken by the sound of a stifled sob.
It came from Marie who had sat
down on the edge of the bed with
her back to Louise.
Fear clutched at her heart as Louise
asked, "Is . . . something wrong
\1arie ?"
"No ... no."
'·Marie,face me."
Marie obeyed. She a\·oided Louise's
eyes.
Louise took a deep shaky breath
and asked, "My baby is dead?"
Marie raised her head quickly and
replied, "Oh, no no ... but ... but.
Oh, I "
"He is going to die?" Louise
questioned calmly.
Her calmness frightened Marie.
She tried to stop sobbing. "Yes,
Louise ... He is crippled . . . has a
disease."
She flung herself on
Louise's breast.
Louise was stunned.
"\\'here is he?" she asked dazedly.
" In the kitchen.-It is warm there."
"Is he alone?''

.. Yes. I"d better go. You can mo,e
downstairs tomorrow. It is too cold
here."
Louis<' said, ..No, I shall stay here."
Slw pau,ed then asked, "Marie, is
tlwre nothing the doctor can do?"
::\larie shook ht'r head sadh.
'"The doctor said he will t(y but it
is incurable. Perhaps,.. she sighed, ·'it
is better. They say this country will
become a battle-field again soon.''
"No, it is not better," Louise interrupted. The shock had worn off.
Her baby was going to die. The
wo1st had happened. It was cruel. It
was cruel. "My husband is gone. I
need ID) son." · She began to weep.
"Go watch him, Marie," she said .
"Go.''
Mari<· turned to go.
"\\'ai t ... \\'hat is the disease?"
Marie didn't turn around. Quietly,
she answered, "Spinal meningitis."
She slipped out.
"Meningitis!·· Louise lay awake for
hours thinking of her little Louis
downstairs in the kitchen. She said,
··o, God it is not fair," and went to

sleep.
A wt•ek passed slowly. The little
baby fought for his life e, ery hour of
every day. Dr. Cervo called every
evening. He was doing his veritable
best. I k was as skilled as any rural
doctor could be, but as such, this was
his first case of meningitis. He was
getting on in years; he knew. But
now, of all times, he felt himself rising abO\ e his own capacity. The inspiring confidence ol the days, when
as a young doctor he felt he could
cure the whole world, returned. He
coupled it now with the wisdom of
his years of experience to face the
most important challenge of his
career. H e didn't know why this case
should be so "all-important." Something madr it important though.
Something blinded him to the awesome odds. H e must save that child.
Sometimes he would stop suddenly
in his research at night. The war
was coming nearer every day. He had
seen war, the sick, the dead men,
women, children . . . the innocent
children. For what was he saving this
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child? The question frightened him.
\\'as there a reason for its unfortunate
birth? Still he must save little Louis.
"Marie, how is he?"
'·The same."
It was the morning of the eighth
day. Marie had just drawn open the
curtains to let the sunshine stream
into Louise's room. Louise had refused to lea\·e her bed. Marie had
carefully carried the baby to her e\·ery
day for a ten minute '\·isit." Louis
never had awoke from his semi-coma.
"I heard you praying last night,
Marie," Louise said pointedly.
Marie grew uneasy.
"I pray CYery night."
'"You were praying for Louis."
'-Yes," Marie answered defiantly.
"\'Vhy ?" Louise asked sardonically.
"Why?" Marie repeated slowly,
thoughtfully. C~lour rose in her
checks. She thought, "Ho,.,. you have
changed, Louise!" She said aloud, "I
pray to God for Louis."
"Do not bother," Louise snapped
as she leaned forward.
H er answer pained Marie. "Louise,"
she began coaxingly, "why have you
changed like this? You cannot give
up religion and cast away God. You
cannot. Why won't you see Father
Petrie?"
Louise answered bitterly, "Marie, I
feel sorry for you. Some day you
will learn. There is no .... no . . .
one. Religion is just an illusion."
Marie was listening in disbelief. She
was shocked. Looking at Louise's face
she felt sad. Shaking her head slowly,
she said, "How can you say that?"
Louise answered immediately. "My
child is dying. That is proof! Proof!"
Marie left, slamming the door.
It opened again soon. A tall elderly
woman stepped in.
"Good morning, Aunty," Louise
smiled woodenly.
"I couldn't help but hear, Louise.
Is there no way we can bring you to
your senses? Can we not reason
with-"
"Reason, reason, reason," moaned
Louise. " I will tell you the reasononc-hundred-thirty-five rosaries, three
months ago! I prayed while I ate,
while I worked, in my sleep." She
paused. "No one heard. My husband
died. Who cared?" She paused again
and began softly. "Still . . . still I
thoug~t there would be consolation,
my child. Of course. It would not be
so bad- Now my child is dying; he
is suffering. Who with a heart or
mind would allow such things?"
"Louise-"
"No! I will tell you-No one!" she
sneered. "There is no one. I am
alone." She turned away from the
Aunt.
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''Louise, you arc sick now," comforted the Aunt. "This is grief. You
cannot see clearly. You cannot understand that we cannot see into the
future. God can. It is His future.
Don't be so ready to throw away
religion."
She touched Louise's
shoulder. "You are throwing away
yourself, your soul. There is someone
listening if you pray."
Louise interrupted the soothing
voice to ask, "\'\'hat proof have you?"
The Aunt did not flinch. The
question indicated Louise's attitude.
"None," she said. "I haYe faith."
"Faith," muttered Louise.
"Do you pray, Louise?" asked the
Aunt knowing the answer but hoping.
Louise answered immediately. " I
cannot pray; there is no such thing."
The Aunt shook her head sadly and
"crossed" herself.
She had laid a
brown-paper package on the bed
when she came in.
ow she unwrapped it. Louise turned around.
"I have brought it, Louise," announced the Aunt over-calmly. She
reverently spread a beautiful white
lace child's baptismal gown on the
coverlet. She watched Louise's face
closely. With deep despair she
watched her eyes harden.
Hastily she said, " It was worn by
my great-grandfather when he was a
baby. This afternoon I had it blessed
by Father Petrie."
"Take it away!" Louise's tone was
harsh.
"Please," coaxed the Aunt, "let me
put it on the baby. Louise, your son
may be dying for a reason but there
is no harm in praying ... or in putting this gown on him.- If this fails,
then it is His will."
•
"Better you should bring a shroud."
"Louise! You should be- . Louise,
the doctor is trying with all his might
but this; this is . . ."
"Impractical. The doctor is practical. He doesn't sprinkle water and

Jackie Meharry, John Grayson.
Absent: Sid Coe, Danny Pagnucco, Judy Byrne.

mutter meaningless words. I forbid
you to put that gown on my son."
The Aunt remained silent. Taking
the gown, she wrapped it in the paper
again and walked to the door. She
hesitated, then spoke.
"Faith is stronger than proof. You
are still young, Louise; your lessons
have only begun. Think wisely and
heed them."
She closed the door, descended the
stairs and went into the kitchen. She
and Marie dressed the baby in the
blessed gown.
Louise smoothed the white go,vn
on little Louis as she held him in her
arms. Around her stood Marie, Dr.
Cervo, the Aunt, and Father Petrie.
They were all smiling. Father Petric
had just baptized her son, Louis.
Louis howled healthily.
"H e will live to be a hundred,"
beamed the Doctor. Never, never
had he known such satisfaction. He
had saved little Louis.
The Aunt caressed little Louis'
gown and whispered smilingly to
Louise, "H ere is your proof, Louise,
and here is my faith. Thank Him."
" I will," Louise answered sincerely.
The Aunt gazed lovingly at the
baby's face. "He is good proof," she
murmured. "Pray that he never sees
the war."
Two years later Louise, carrying
little Louis, trudged wearily into her
first concentration camp. The war
had come. Whenever her tiny son
moaned for hunger in his sleep at
night, she awoke and lay awake the
whole night. She thought of many
things. She thought of the wise old
doctor's skilled hands; she thought
of the Aunt's faith. T hen she closed
her eyes and prayed ·quickly for she
thought of herself. She prayed. "For·
give me, Lord. I doubted; I did not
understand." Then she said, "I haYe
my proof and my price. One soul."
PAT T ERSON
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THE NOBILITY OF CREATION
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Jackie Meharry, 12A

Sid Coe, 11 D

.\ugust in the day
I, the sun.
The rain.
The thick
:\foist
Il<'at.

The August sun
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The .\u,g ust 'iun
fs a nud taskmaster
Dra" ing the moistun·
Frorn corn and tobacco fidds
.\nd frorn the bro", of thc- 111en
\\"orking in them.
But a, it 1cdckns the ri,·1-r
I n the west
Its cruc-lty i, forgotten till cl;rn n.

Is a great yello,, sun.
A yellow glare in th<' bli1C'.
,\II day it pounds
On the city streets.
On the country fields.
And on the people
At work. or at play
On the Great LakC' b<'achcs.
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.-\n August ram
fs sudden,
Im pu lsi ,.<'.
:'-Jow a cloud
Darkening Detroifs skyline':
~ow ;1 torrent
Flooding clogged caH'S.
And cooling the d1ildren
\\'ho run through the flood
\\'ith open mouths turned skyward
To catch the cold drops.

D

An August rain
Is clestructi,·c' and ,, i Id.
In anger it strikes
\\"ith lightning
And flood.
An August rain
Ts g['ntle and kind.
\\"it h la rg<' slow cl rops
It settles the dust
. \ncl cleanses tlw earth
And lessens tlw heat.
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August at night

Is loneliness.
Tt is a crescent moon
And stars
In a black sky.
It is the chime of criC'k<'ts
And trre toads
And trnffic.
It is the whirr of a fan
And the blare of a radio
And a baby crying;
But it is lotwlincss.
It is a boy and a girl
\ \"al king slowly,
Hands clasprd ...
But still it is loneliness.
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Each man. in hi-., time. \\lwther
prince or paupc1. \,i,e 01 foolish .
polished or coarse. handsome or ugly.
i, a creator. From those first fumbling. \\a\Tring beginnings to the lasl
fl·11· hour,. man is a c..-cntor. .-\ pattern
idly designed in a sand box. a
nayoncd ,na" I in paper. an~ mark.
111ade C'ardully or not. is a crc-ation.
).fan lt'arn, l';Hh in hi~ c•xiw·nc(' that
to n1-;1t1· i, to Ii~ c. Each man has tll('
de,irc lo CJl'.\lC-. though it may bcco111c buricd llll(il-r thl' manifold
pn·,surcs of IIH'I'<' e,ist<•nc·l·.
And 111mt nl'ator, arl' not great. Tt
is scant pncc-ntage of neators. indeed. who produce pictures like the
:\1onn Lisa. or plays hearing the profoundnc,, of Shakespeare. or statues
,,·ith the delicacy of :VI ichelangelo.
Truh·. cla \'inri \\'as one of the
greatest of creators hecausc he put
hi, soul on the cam as: h11t is he
greatc-r than the carpentn \\ ho puts
hi, soul into the construction of a
building?
Talent
,·aries:
111ost
r1·rtainh-. the ).fona Lisa is 111ore exhilarati~g than the \\'Cll-built house.
but ,\hat of the purport? Is the
carpl'ntl'r tlw lesser man when his
efforts arc the same?
Dickens was tlw most rncticulou, of
creators. and can be called great for
his prnductions.
But the careful
farmer. "ho scrutini/l's each inch of
his land. and labours from dawn till
dusk in the etl'J nal effort of tilling the
soil b(•ca11sc- his metirnlousn<·ss in,·ohes farming. is he the lesser
creator? If each man can sav to himself, ·· f IHnT created this.' I han·
laboured 111,· hardest. and l ha,·e left
something ~f myself in this,"' then he
i~ a rrrator \\'Orthv to stand bcsid('
Dickens.
'
As time flo\\'s on and the age of
automation plunges upon U\, we must
nC'\Tr lose this sense of crl'ation. Each
man mmt work his harch-st, to lem·e
"sonwtlting- of himself.. in his work.
Each man must realize. that hO\\'('\"C'r
humble his efforts. thl·,· are his this
alone makes effort \\'Ortll\d1ilc.
And man must seek to find his
field of crc-ati,·ity. \\"lwtlwr esthetical.
O!' ind11,trial. or manual. In his fiC'ld.
\\'hat1·,er it may be, man n111st sow
his ser·cls of cn·ati,·ity. The Bible, as
alway,. s111ns it up perfectly. "Jllhatwfi·c1 tlry lra11d findrtlr to do. do it
with all tlry mi!!,hl."
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THE INTRUDERS
First Pri:;e Junior Short Story

by
John Grayson, l OC
"\\'hy, you wouldn't last a week,
much less two solid months,'' said
Dennis Harrison.
"Two wonderful months in the
woods!" said E,·erett Sloan.
"You·II come back crawling on your
hands and knees," promised Dennis.
"You'll stan·e for the lights and thenoise of the city. You'll be back."
"Two wonderful months of fishing
and hunting!'' exulted E\'erett.
''\\'hat do you know about fishing
and hunting?''
'Tll find out:· E\'C:rctt said half
con\'incingly. He stood up, exposing
a short, young man with a strained
and haggard face of forty years. He
was the top stage director of "30th
Century Video Productions."
"I wish vou'd come with me,
Dennis."
'
''Not on your life,'' said one of
Broadway's biggest producers. I'll
ne,·er lea,·e the comforts of the city."
"I'm going some place where I can
rest and breathe fresh air. I want to
see green grass and tall, tall trees."
"Which play is that from?"
"Country Song."
''I thought so."
''You're sure you won't come?''
"Absolutely. But you'll be back
within a week."
''Don't bet on it."
"Why not? I'd e\'en bet a thousand
Credits."
''Why, that's crazy!"
"Is it? I'll even bet five thousand!"
' ·Now, that really is crazy!"
"Are you afraid I might be right?"
Thet·e was a sly grin on Harrison's
face.
"If I thought you were serious
about betting ..."
'·But I am! Five thousand!"
"That I stick it out a week?"
"You were going for two months,
remember?"
"You said I'd be back within a
week, remember?"
"All right then. A week. Five
thousand says you don't last a full
week."
They shook hands on it.

* * *
It was the second day at the shack
when the two ,·isitors arrived. They
stood over the stage director's bed
and watched him sleep for a while.
Then one of them shook Sloan's
shoulder.
The director mumbled and opened
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his eyes. Then, he sat up blinking.
The two ,·isitors had space suits on.
They were both short, broad men.
One of them took off a helmet and
laid it on the table. IIe was completely bald. There wasn't a hair on his
face. E\'!m his e,·ebrows ... or where
his eyebrows sh~uld ha,·e been . . .
were void of a single hair.
'·\\'ho . . . who arc you?'' E\'erett
asked, his rnice suddenly thick with
fright.
·'I am Sando," said the one who
had rcmo,·ed his helmet. "This is
Manclo.''
"You ... vou·rc not ..."
"Yes, \\'C are from another planet,"
boasted Sando.
··You speak English?''
"\ \' e speak all languages.''
"But . . . but what are you doing
here?"
"\ \'c
cannot
make
ourselves
known,'' Sando said. "Not for the
present."
Manclo remo"ecl his helmet. His
features were almost the same as
Sando's except his nose was much
flatter against his face.
"You ... you look human," Everett
said.
"Diel you think we would be
monsters?" Sando mused.
Mando suddenly jumped. "What's
that?" He pointed at a blurry streak.
"A rat," Everett said. "The shack's
full of them."
"There is no such thinoon our
0
planet," Mando said.
·'\ \'hy did you come here?" mquired E,·erett.
'The conquest of Earth " Manclo
said. "We are the first!" '
"Mando!" Sando said sharply.
'·You betray our mission."
"It does not matter," Manclo replied. "This one has but a short time
to Ii ve."
Sloan shivered.
"That is true," Sando said. "No
one must know we are here."
"] feel the pang of hunger clawino0
through me," Mando said.
·'You!" Sando turned toward Everett. "Prepare food!"
"I'll be hanged if I cook for you!"
Everett cried.
"\<\fould you like to die now?"
"You ha,·e no weapons."
M ando reached inside his suit and
produced a queer-looking gun. "A
blast from this will blacken your
body."
"Will you prepare food?"
"All right," Everett sighed wearily.

hurried into the room. Harrison
closed the door.
Sloan sank down on the nearest
chair. His face was ghostly white.
Harrison suddenly roared with
laughter.
"What's so funny?" E\'erett de.
manded sharply.
"Your face. \\'hat a scare the boys
must ha,·e given you!"
"The boys?" A sudden understanding dawned on E"erett's face. "I see."
. Harrison suddenly stopped laugh.
mg.
"It \\'as clone beautifully," praised
E,·erett.
·'A couple of space suits rented
from a costume shop, two toy rocket
gur.s, and two actors from out-of.
town.''
"They ga\'e a great performance,"
Everett said .
"All they had to do was shave their
heads and eyebrows. But they weren't
to let you escape till tomorrow. Don't
tell me you got away on your own?"
"Oh, yes," Everett said. "It was
rather easy. They're dead, you sec."
"What?'' Dennis Harrison stared at
Everett.
"Rat poisoning," Everett said. "I
put it in their food . They insisted
that I cook for them."
Dennis Harrison contin ued starin11
at Everett, his face choked witi~
horror.

* * *

We used to wash his hands for him,
But now that he is not so small
H e scrubs his own, unhelped, ,~hile we
Just wash the sink, the soap, the wall.

Dennis Harrison opened his door
and beamed. "Come in, come in!"
He stepped aside as Everett Sloan

- •- --

SPRING
First Prize Junior Poetry

by
Judie Byrne, l OF
Th~re are many signs of spring,
Besides the flowers and birds that sing:
The poplar trees their buds are
sprouting;
Children, too, with glee are shouting.
But what I saw and liked the most
Were purple crocuses trying to boast
Abo_ut their beauty and their style,
Which made me turn a nd aive a
smile.
e
And what I heard and liked the best
Were little bluebirds at their post
Guarding the nest from bothersor:-ie
pests,
Or other uninvited guests.

- - - -•- -- ! think that I shall never saw
Exactly clown the line I draw.

--•---P A TTE RSON

\TOTE: T he following material was

handed in to the contest, and althou"h these pieces did not win, they
are of sufficient merit to be published.

I WONDER
Second P, ize Senior Poetry

by
Janice Alford, l 3B

I wonder if someday I'll find
\\'hat life has planned for me,
Or will I leave it all behindI wonder.

l

l

\\'ill the blue skies hanging O\'erhead

'I

Be with me years from now,

'
,,

Or will darkness CO\'er me instead,
I wonder.

r
't

\\'ill I know peace and happiness
Like that of which l\·e dreamed,
Or will my life be fruitless,
I wonder.

't

God works so many miracles
That I hope and pray each day,
Will He listen to my plainti\'C pleas
I wonder.

,S

ii

I

----•----
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SLEEP

(1

"
h

Second Prize Junior Poetry

by
Lorraine Lawson, l OA
The tired sun began to tumble
To the dancing waves beneath;
The sunset clefts were peeping
through;
The glowing sun was going to sleep.

It fell to the familiar land;
There, it left its trials and jeers;
The sun had left the lofty heavens;
It will close its tired eyes here.

,.,,

,.'

Slipping low behind the trees,
Darkening the sunlit sky,
It shone across the quiet waves;
The sunset was about to die.

st

While nestling in the restless pines,

It tinged the sky with red and blue;
The fiery ball seeped out of sight;
This lovely scene was almost through.
Now evening clouds were silver-lined,
As the last sun's rays gave light;
The tedious day was ending now,
But, coming was the peaceful night.
Awaking from its weary sleep,
The sun climbed high with stress and
strain;
It had its duties to perform,
For daybreak had commenced again.

e

----•---N
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INSPIRATION

by
Dan Pagnucco
Three angels sat on a drifting
cloud, resting, as the tireless sun sank
in its glowing embers and the arcing
sky slowly drank its evening purple.
They sat through all the night, quietly
conversing, smiling, gesturing, until at
last dawn stoic up their milky robes
and tinged their coral wings and set
their golden hair aflame.
Now they rise a nd, as they do, at
their feet, magically, wondrously, a
glittering mist arises slowly, silently
until each hea\'enly form is concealed.
Suddenly they plummet earth-ward three morning shooting stars, but soon
fade and fade and are gone.
The magical mist is thought, and
the angels- inspirations.
A lonely wasting moon sails heavily
in the dark skies of the world below;
the solitary figure of a man stands in
silence, gazing out the window of a
dim candle-lit room. H e sighs and
clasps and unclasps his hands behind
his bac'-: impatiently. (Unseen, the
first inspiration arrives and rustles the
expectant air.) The man starts, turns
about, hesitates, then hurries to his
piano. H e hesitates again; one note
swims and lingers in the darkness,
vibrant, bright, and mellow. He
smiles and laying his guided hand
upon the keys, like Midas, tunes the
silence to golden melody. A pause as
the sweet, heady, wine of creation
sweeps around him and the whirlpool
rhythm of piano, weeping of violin,
and ominous command of bass-drum
please his ear in harmonious ecstasy.
Applause, bravos, echo and re-echo,
reverberate through centuries, and today we listen to the inspiration's yield
-a symphony of Haydn, Mozart, or
Chopin. We arc filled with pleasure
at its sound and wonder that a fellow
mortal could give birth to such strains,
perhaps sharing in part of his gratification.
~omewhere the second inspiration
arrwes.
Another mortal brings forth a scrap
of paper from his pocket and begins
to write a line of words across its face.

The second wo1·d is scratched out and
replaced. Days later the paper is
CO\'cred with lines of words, untidy,
disarranged, but they read ...
·The quality of mercy is not
strain'd ..."
or·
' ·How do I lo\'e thee? Let me count
the ways ..."
perhaps,
" \Vee, sleekit, cow'rin', tim'rous,
beastie ... "
The words are indelibly written and
pass, sacred as precious heirlooms,
from century to century, and will
pass, by millions read, reread, and
read again. We, the fortunate benefactors profit from the Creator's
creators' inspirations--or skill? Which
is mother and which is child? Can
one be mother and one child; or are
they brother and sister?
The third inspiration descends from
the aether.
A hammer clangs. A chisel bites
into a square stolid block of stone.
Again the hammer falls; a rain of
blows cover the floor with marble
chips. The sculptor stops and drops
his tools, draws a blistered hand across
a perspiring brow, and looks on his
work in dissatisfaction. He begins
again and long after heaves a sigh of
mingled joy and relief. He reaps the
rare reward of perfection.
But can this which stands before
him be that dull, hard stone of nothing that boldly challenged his skill? It
sees with its own eyes, hears the world
with its ears, and betrays its mind
upon its visage. The Virgin weeps for
her crucified Son in Michael Angelo's
immortal "Pieta". Haughty Donatello's "Gattamelata" surveys the
mortal throng. Rodin's "Thinker"
tries to solve the world's sorrows. Like
a miracle, life has been created from
stone.
In time's eternal gallery are kept
the Muses' treasures, and happy discoverers have found and shall ever
find its door, and, their whole life
through, roam its awesome corridors.

----•----
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FOOTBALL TEAM
Back Row: Dan Howard, Ray Dupuis,

Tom Jakobszen, Peter Bradt, Chuck
Liebrock, Norm Metcalfe, John Reid,
Marty Adler, Jim Allen, John Balint,
Bill Irwin.
Second Row: Mr. Groover, Louie Dim,
off, Dave Hardy, Rem Marenlette,
John Meloche, Doug Collins, Larry
Mccurdy, Tom
Parsons, George
Havens, Erwin Kushner, Mr. Newman, Mr. Rogin.
Bottom Row: Bob Hawkins, Bill Clark,

John Newton, Norm Reid, John
Zdonek, Gary Jackson, Gary Goddard, Roger Clark, J im Pierce, Victor
Copat.
Absent: Burton Allen, Ted Collins,
Paul Talbot, George McKee, Frank
Harnadek.

SOCCER TEAM
Back Row: Ken Myles, Ken Badder,
Barry Crutchley, Brian Marks, Gerald
Glovasky, Nick
Finney,
Darwin
Dennis.
Front Row: Larry Beck, George Brooke,
Georg<> Nicola, Mike Luberto, Bob
Keller, Mr. Young.
Absent: Bill Graf, Herb Bryant, Chris
Fitzios, Ron Kal khoursl, Greg Minden, Daryl Newman, Ted Ayles·
worth,
Harry
Baumann,
Wil ly
Bau mann, Harold
Boycott, Tom
Fisher, David Karlson, Gary Lonnee.

RIFLE TEAM
Ross Douthart, Bryan
Walker, Bob Brown, Louie Mitrovich,
Larry Beck, Bob Halpert, Ia n Hun·
ler, Mr. Hallam.
Second Row: Bill Courtney, Doug
Rowe,
Julius
Balanlon, Wayne
Munro, Wayne Logan, Jesse Heidt,
Wayne Nicholls.
Front Row: Chuck liebrock, Gord
Clunie, Bil l Clark, Bill Horne, Bill
Crosby, Dan Womack.
Absent: Gino Ala, Fred Eldridge,
Wayne Wright, Dave Sumner.

Back
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FOOTBALL
by

,.n

Gary Small

;,

HVictory! Victory! is our cry . "
These were the energetic cheers of
the cheer-leaders, supporting school
body and on-lookers for Patterson who
succeeded, along with a ,·cry capable
team in placing Patterson in third
position in the city. Only the secondplace Kennedy Clippers and the firstplace Assumption Raiders surpassed
Patterson.
The season commenced with a 7-1
Joss to Kennedy. This game, although
discouraging, revealed to the Panthers
the keen competition, and only one
touchdown was .scored. Luckily John
Zdonek pre,·ented a wash-out with
his single.
The tables turned in the next game
as Patterson was victorious over the
Lowe Tech R.oughriders with a final
~ore of 27-6. In the first quarter of
this thriller, Tech scored a touchdown. Patterson firmly grasped the
,·ictory in the last half with touchdowns by Jackson, and M cKee, and
com·crls by Zdonck. The game
against Forster was an all-out Patterson ,·ictory, with touchdowns by
Hardy. Jackson, Dupuis, Collins.
~fcKee, and Newton.
Herman struck a blow to Patterson,
as they defeated the Panthers by three
points. Ted Collins and Gary Jackson were responsible for the Patterson touchdowns, and the final score
was 20-13. The Panthers met clefeat
again in a ,·cry exciting game with
the Raiders. Gary Jackson tied the
1;<1mc with a touchdown in the third
quarter, but, unfortunately for us,
Assumption's Dick Dupuis scrambled
60 yards to gain another touchdown
and a victory for the Raiders.
After these two losses. Patterson set
out to beat the Walkcn:ille Tartans
by a \·ictorious score of 34-8, with
touchdowns by Goddard, Clark,
~fcKce, and Jackson, and three conwrts bv Zdonek.
Patt~rson, its losses equal to its
wins, stood in third place. Then came
the big game, the semi-final against
Kennedy. Could the Panthers defeat
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the Clippers? It was a frigid No,·cmbcr night. The crowd was tense. This
was one game that will never be forgotten, even though the Panthers lost.
The intense cold caused many
fumbles, and the Clippers were able
to take ad,·antagc of these to march
on to ,·ictory and second place in the
city. Patterson ended the season sharing third place with Lowe Tech.
Many of the Panthers arc worthy
of high recognition. Ted Collins was
placed on the AII-Ci ty Collegiate
Team. The position of centre on the
All-Ontario Team was filled by Torm
Reid. Half-back Gary Jackson, as
well as :\form Reid and Bob Hawkins,
were placed on the second team in the
city. Honorable mention was recei,·ed by Jim Pierce, Tom Metcalfe,
and Bill Clark.
The team wishes to thank its captain, Ted Collins; the cheerleaders
and students for their fine support;
Mr. Newman, their coach; and Mr.
Groo,·er. They arc looking forward,
along with their supporters, to greater
success next year.

The players extend their sincere
thanks to Mr. Young, their coach.
and to the people who supported
them. Let's show our soccer team
how really great we think they arc
by gi\'ing them our active support at
c,·ery game next season.

----•---RIFLE TEAM
by

Gary Small

SOCCER
by

This has been an outstanding year
for Patterson's rifle team.
In April Gino Ala and Bill Band
shot scores of I 00 in competition. This
was a real achie,·ement. The rifle
team has participated in many competitions: Ontario Rifle Association,
PrO\·ince of Ontario Challenge Shield,
Royal Military College Club, and the
\-\'incisor Shooting Competition.
The team stood in second place for
the PrO\·ince of Ontario Challenge
Shield with a 98.24% average. Bill
Crosby received the Strathcona Crest,
which is awarded to the best shot in
Patterson.
This year's team has been very
successful, and Mr. Hallam, the
coach, hopes Patterson's Rifle Team
will do even better next year.

Gary Small

----•----

Once again Patterson's soccer team
failed to make the playoffs. The
players were enthusiastic but lack of
student support may partly account
for their misfortune. They secured
their only ,·ictory of the season against
the School of Commerce; the remaining games resulted in four defeats, to
Tech, Herman, Walker\'ille, and
Kennedy. However, there is one point
about which the team can be justly
ptoud. It was the only team which
used three goalies who alternated in
defending the net. They were George
Markou, Don McPhail, and Darrel
1
ewman.
Barry Crutchley and Bill Graff, who
scored all of Patterson's tallies, as well
as Ron Kalkourst, Ken Myles, Brian
Marks. and George Nicola played forward positions. Bob K ellar, Darwin
Dennis. Larry Beck, and Ken Badder
played defence.

BOYS' TRACK
by

- - - -•- - - -

Larry Coyle
The Boys' Track Team was not
very successful this year, but the
'·weight men" put on a good display.
Len Skinner took the senior discus
and shot putt events. Gord Newman's
victory in the two-mile run was a
highlight for Patterson. Sprinters
Everett Hill, Jim McAfrey, and Ed
Fedory placed in their respective
positions. Other notable junior performers were Dave Hardy and T erry
Bruner.
Mr. Dawson, Mr. Newman and
Mr. Groover provided excellent
coaching for the boys and they urge
as many students as possible to come
out next season. The team wishes to
extend their sincere thanks to the
coaches.
Page 33

BOYS'
SWIMMING TEAM
Second Row: Mr. Groover, Norm Metcalfe, Bob Kelle<, John Balint, Chuck
Freeman, Mariro Middleton, Gord
Clunie, Tom
Jakobszen,
Chuck
liebrock, John ~eid.
First Row: Art Jolicoeur, Mike Maxwell, Ricky Erw in, Marty Adler, Fred
Cowlin, Don Leach, John Donohue,
Eddie Menczel.

SENIOR BOYS'
BASKETBALL
Back Row: Tom Parsons, Mr. Rogin,

Bob Hawkins, Bill Irwin (manager),
Jim Wilson.
First Row: Gary Jackson, John Meloche, John Zdonek, Perry Mann,
Harold Musson.
Absent : Ted Collins, Jim McAfrey.

JUNIOR BOYS'
BASKETBALL
Second Row: Mr. McEwan, Doug Wilson, Bryan Walker, Brian Marks,
Dick, Davis Jack Winograd, Don
O'Malley.
First Row : George Weese, Tom Jakob·
szen, John Reid, John Ba lint, John
Blair, Doug Collins.
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BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM

by
Gary Small
As in previous years, swimming was
not a strong point in Patterson sports.
Howe,Tr, the members of the team
put forth a strong effort. Cndcr Mr,
Groon•r's fine coaching and Norm
Reid's assistance as manager, the
seniors represented the school well
and the juniors managed to capture
second place in their di,·ision.
;\fembers on the team were: Da,·e
Hardy. Peter Bradt. Marty Adler,
John Balint, John Hubert, Roger
Clark. and Charles Freeman. Next
vear we hope to impro,·e the team
~ince many good swimmers arc returning.

----•---CROSS-COUNTRY

by
Gary Small
Patterson was among the high
,chools represented in the 1959 crosscountr\' race. The contest began, and
:O.fike Solima took an early lead. This
didn't last, howe,w, and at the finish
line Patterson was not first. although
t·rnr member of the squad completed
the course.
Other members of the team were
:\Ian :\icCoy. Gary Holland. and
Douglas Fraba.
The team would like to thank their
coach, :\fr. Dawson, \\ ho did an excellent job of training them.

SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL

by
Ron Kalkourst
Thi, ~ ·ar 01 r "ni0r i., ., , plawd
outstanding ba,kctball in c, en !!ame.
Tht·, haH· a record of ,e-. en ,,;rh and
thrct• dl'feats: ho,, e, er. the, mi!!lit
ca,ih· ha, e had a reco1 d of nine ,, n,.
<nee the, \\ ere onh- once ,oundh
beaten. Herman \\On n oon,;ncm_
,t,le, lbm \\ alkenille and For,ter defeated
in onk 3 ft:l, ;.)Olllt~ m
e'iher ~e.
Their · -wim
-defeat» reoor.d ef1
r"oo ". Fo <tn- for !fi ,•
!'t"
the ,f':ml-l~ ilie,. d .a1
- a.nrl •

Collins, John Zdonek, Perry Mann
( who made the all-city guard),
Harold Musson, and Gary Jackson.
The substitutes were Jim McAfrey,
Bob Hawkins, Jim Wilson, John
~1eloclw. and Gary Goddard.
:\fr. Rogin was a ,·ery capable
coach, but the team didn't ha,·e the
necessary spark in the big games. We
all hope Patterson can once again
1each the mark which made her the
terror of the basketball courts for so
long a period, and soon bring a
championship team to Patterson.

----•·- --JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL

by
Ron Kalkourst
Patterson's Junior Basketball team
did not li,·e up to expectations this
year. They possessed a 6-win, 4-loss
record for the season. Their two
losses to \\'alkcn·ille eliminated their
chances for first place. Forster also
ga, e us a defeat and the Kennedy
team thoroughly thrashed us. Howe,·cr, we still ended in a tic for second
place with Forster. In the sudden
death semi-final we won a tough decision in a poorly pla ved. low-scoring
game. \\·alken·illc. ha,·ing- defeated
K enned,· in the semi-final, was our
oppone~t in the final. Against a
fa,·oured team we almost had the
championship: howe,·cr. Doug Collins
foult'd out and our attack collapsed.
\\"e lo~t bv four points.
This war's team consisted of Doug
Collins. Jack \\"inograd. John Balint,
John 1{eid. and George \\"ee~e. . ubstitutu, wne Tom Jakobven. Don
O':\falh-. Doug Wilson. Don Blair.
B1ian \\.alker. Brian :\farks. and :\filton Ye, rcmo,.
:\fr. :\!cEwan did a ,en fim· job of
coaching th~ team this ,·t•ar and \H'
are all hop.n~ that nc~t ,car "ill
bring Pam·p,on a junior ba,J..:etball
~e.am that will make a ,trong bid for
the tit e.

----•----
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by
Larry Coyle
Patterson's ,·olleyball team rPcordl'd

a rather unsuccessful year for 1959.60. They possess a record of six
losses and two wins; however, se,·eral
of the games were lost by just a few
points.
Frank Foote, Perry Mann, Grant
Clark, Gino Ala, Bob O'Neil. Terry
Joliffe, Nelson Cten, Dick Da,·is, Jim
Aylesworth, and Harold Musson
made up this year's team. They wish
to thank Mr. McEwan for his constant encouragement and excellent
job of coaching.
The team anticipates a better record in addition to greater student
support next year.

- - - -•- - -BADMINTON CLUB
This year·s club was composed of
a strong nucleus of senior members
and a large group of enthusiastic
juniors. This promised us a successful present and an encouraging

future.
In the Hunter Doubles Tournament. our efforts pro, ed a little better
than last ycar·s. The teams of Hofmann & Todd, GIO\·ash & Clark, and
GIO\·ash & H ofmann: in the third
year g1oup. Stanton & Getty. second
year playe1·s. and :\facVicar & Barrow. first year players. all reached the
semi-final round. onlY to be defeated.
In the \\". ., ...\. ·Tournament at
K ennt'dy. Patterson managed to placl'
among the top three schools participating.
Although we ,, ill be lo,ing most of
our cxp<.·rienced pbn•r, through
graduation. lll''\t ,ear , ho111d ;;iill be a
profitahk one. for ii our j11111ors kt'ep
imprm ing .11 tlwi1 pre,t'nt ,·ate. \H'
\\ ill ha, e :i champion,hip team.

----•---SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL
bv
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BOYS' VOLLEYBALL

We oo fon,ard t an improwd
,q d n xt ,ea.,on and hope- that more
bO}S \\;u jo"n the team.

~ -

\

! "'O.:l

ru,"'

aotittd ~ fam:.:.::. r · ~ : P..>tt
Harri-«L
.i --or fo.n,ard. tn"UY..'
hard to tntpl'O\" her ~~- b t .t: chf.
--a.me tI!lle rellin.: on~ of her- famtx...:c
j ~ e,
-~ to ~t the practice s.arted
on the ri:hc foot: Bett\ Blair. our
l::tnk} centn:.'. ma!,,.ing- her ten bps
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BADMINTON CLUB
Second Row: Mr. Young, Gerald
G lo11asky, Bill Clark, Ken Stanton
Ron MacVicar, Nelson Uten, Dai
win Dennis.
Fi•st Row: Diane Dawson, Henrieu,
Hofmann, Shirley Pacho,ka, Pat
Boyko, Betty Pachorka,
Absent: Pat Harrison, Alexis Radlin
Nancy Chase, David Barrow, Ro~
Getty, Dennis Brisson, Nick Finney,
Harry Baumann, Willy Baumann,
Walt Thornton.

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
Row: Kathy Kircos, Sandra
Woolford, Joyce Morgan, Nancy
Chase, Miss Scully.
fi•st Row: Sherry Morgan, Judy Copland, Anne Uber, Pat Harrison, Betty
Blair, E11a Rauch.

Second

GIRLS' SWIM TEAM
Row: Judy Gaunt, Jennifer
Smith, Sandra Choptiany.
Back Row: Pat DesRosiers, Nora Logan,
Elaine Menard.

Front
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around the balcony, with Judy Copland close behind her; on the other
side of the gym, our guards, still insistino- that they could be better for;,.ard~, practising their zone-defence
plav. Keeping the benches warm were
Jo;ce Morgan, Sandy Woolford. Barb
Skelly, Grace Pollard, Kathy Kircos,
and E,·a Rauch.
.
Our coaches, Mrs. Polson and Miss
Scully, deser\'e a great big 'thanks'
for their patience with us. Their excellent coaching will long be remembered by the team.
Although the girls won only two
uames during the regular season, they
~anao-ed to take third place in the
play-offs. Unfortunately, the semifinal game against Forster was lost,
but the team displayed not only excellent playing ability but also fine
spartsmanship. These must ha,·e left
a good impre~sion on many of the
spectators dunng the basketball season.

- - - -•- - - -

INTERFORM BASKETBALL

by
Pat Harrison
:Most of the girls at Patterson must
ha,·e scarred knees from the way they
played basketball in interform competition. Girls were knocked down,
girls were helped up, girls got baskets,
and girls got fouls. Yes, there were
girls all over the place. In Yiew of
the ·'energy burned" all teams should
be commended for their fine turnout
and sportsmanship. Although most
of the games were after school, the
team members usually attended. In
the afternoon the girls gave up part
of their lunch period to play.
9B descn·es top honours after defeating not only I OG in the junio,category but also the s en i or
champions, 1 lF. Members of this
team are Margaret Knight, K athy
Kircos, Lee Chase, Lauran Dennis,
Sharon Pryor and Be\'erly Laframboise.

nifer

,gan,

SO\

----•---GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM
by
Bonnie Toyne
''This season the girls established an
all time record!" It would be wonderful if that statement were true, this
year, but unfortunately it is not. Our
hearty team won many experiences
but not a single game. A close brush
with victory was felt in our last effort
with Lowe. 13- I 3 pro\·ed to be an
unlucky tic score, for soon after it was
secured, "bouncing" Pat Harrison
sprained her ankle. From that incident on, the team could not seem to
discourage ''Miss Fortune", who
scored baskets for the opponents.
Under coaching of Mrs. Polson, Judy
Copland's team consisted of Anne
Cber, Sharon Walker, Barbara Skelly,
Pat Harrison, Janice Brook, Bonnie
Toyne,
Joyce
Morgan,
Bonilyn
B.-ownell, Betty Blair, Nance Chase,
E\.·a Rauch, Stella Lenart, and Sharon
Sales. Surely next year's team will
excel after this season's lengthy
"warm-up".

----•---JUNIOR GIRLS1
VOLLEYBALL TEAM

by

----•----

Sherry Morgan

GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM

The competition in junior volleyball this year was \·cry keen, and this
may account for the fact that our
Junior Girls won only two games.
They played hard; showed good
sportsmanship;
and
represented
Patterson well. An "excellent coaching'' award is due to Miss Scully for
her help. The team was composed
of: Christine McKay, Barbara Zatina,
Margaret Knight, Pam Brown, Donna
Scott, Linda Lucier, Linda Alford,
Lana Talbot, Alexis Radlin, and the
capta ins, K athy Kircos and Sherry
Morgan, all of whom are skilled
players.

by

M

in the senior relay found the two
lengths a bit exhausting and regretted
the fact that they weren't in better
condition. Swimmers in the indi"idual events failed to place, and
the stylists, Jennifet Smith and Pat
DesRosiers, wished the long backstr-oke were shorter, although Jennifer
managed to secure a respectable fifth
in stiff competition.
Other members of the team not
ptC'\·iously mentioned w c r c Pat
Dougherty, Bonnie Toyne, Nora
Logan, Faye Courtemanche, Christine
McKay, and Marg Kelso, who faithfully attended practices and kept up
the team spirit.

Pat DesRosiers
Although "Poison's Little Pep
Pills·· were missing at the W.S.S.A.
swim meet this year, the excellent
ad\'ice and coaching of Mrs. Rodgers
kept the team afloat. The junior
girls' relay squad, consisting of Gaye
Rosentrater, Elaine Menard, Jennifer
Smith, and Sandra Choptiany, obt~incd the most points among our
girls by capturing a triumphant
~econd, but Barbara Forbes, Judy
Gaunt, Illeen Timbers, and Pat Bradt
PAT R I C I AN

GIRLS' INTERFORM
VOLLEYBALL
by
Pat DesRosiers
Most classes in Patterson are known
for their scholastic ability, but I OC
has proYed its prowess also in team
sports. \\' inners of the junior interform award last year, in both \·olleyball and basketball, they ha,·e retained their champiomhip status by
securing the \'olleyball pin this year
as well. If their "secret success
potion·· could he disco\·ered, what
teams Patterson would ha,·e! Their
team comprised: Sherry Morgan,
Linda Lucier, Jennifer Smith, Lynda
Alford, Shirley Pachorka. Alexis Radlin, Sue Miuccio, Rachael Popp,
Janice Roberts, and substitutes, Edith
Swiderski, Mary Gugusheff, and May
Dean.
The Seniors, perhaps, ha,·e had
more time to get accustomed to the
''closet-like" small gym in \\'hich
rnlleyballs ha\·c left their scars on
ceiling and walls. The top contenders
pro\·cd tht'msch-cs well-equipped with
skill and fair play. Congratulations to
the winning class, 11 F, \\'hose team
consisted of Judy M cCreary, Carol
Olbey, Shirley Chase, G 1ye Rosentrater, Gwen Addeman, Dorothy

Ferrari, Juanita Sorrell, Karen Allison, and substitutes, Grace Ingram,
Judy Gaunt, Ruth Butler.

- - - -•- - - GIRLS' TRACK TEAM
by
Pat DesRosiers
In the '58-'59 season, Patterson·s
track team dealt with record-breakers.
E,·en with such keen competition,
one team of ours brushed with
summit honours. The Girls' Intermediate Track Team with 23 points
was edged out by Herman with 25Vi
points and had to be content with
the indi,·idual title skilfully captured
bv Pat Harrison.
'The entire school was ,·ery proud
of Pat that day, who tallied two firsts
(running broad jump, and soft ball
throw) and two seconds (seventy-fi,·e
yard dash and high jump) , for a
total of I 6 points.
Another member of the same team,
Nancy Chase, captured a third in the
Se\·cnty-fi\'e yard dash, while in the
junior category, Alexis Radlin was
third best in the softball throw.
All of the girls proved themselves
to be first rate competitors, and the
winners especially, owe their good
fortune to their own persistence and
the encouragement ·of Mrs. Polson
and Miss Clair.
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SENIOR GIRLS'
VOLLEYBALL
Second Row: Joyce Morgan, Stella
Lenart, Pat Harrison, Bonnie Toyn,.
First Row: Eva Rauch, Anne Uber
Judy Copland, Nancy Chase, Ben;
Blair.

JUNIOR GIRLS'
VOLLEYBALL
Second Row: Sherry Morgan, Alexis
Radlin, Lynda Alford, Miss Scul ly.
First Row: Lana Talbot, Kathy Kircos,
Linda Lucier, Barbara Zatina.

SENIOR
CHEERLEADERS
Left to Right: Dar lene Cadieux, Barbara
Evans,
Sandra
Woolford,
Barbara Skelly, Carole Marks, Joan
Cow lin.

JUNIOR
CHEERLEADERS
left to Right Counter-Clockwise: Elaine
Menard, Jeanette Heisler, Sandra
Choptiany, Gloria Grondin, Linda
MacKie, Sally Inglis.
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PATTERSO!'i

CHEERLEADERS

by
Sandy Woolford

11,
1e.
er,
l!y

\'.aturally the goal of the Cheerkackr,; this year was one shared by
the entire school to arouse enough
,rhool spirit to cheer our teams on
And cheer we did!
10 \\' .O.S.S.A.
Finally. after a good deal of hard
work for all concerned, we earned our
trip to London, thanks to the endl·a,·ours of our basketball teams and
ihl' support of our students.
..\ncl so, our thanks must go this
l'!'ar to. first of all, the six senior girls

who worked so hard to make ours the
best squad in the city - Joan Cowlin.
Carole Marks, Barb Skellv, Sandv
\\'oolford, Barb Evans anci' Darlen~
Cadieux. It was due to the long
practices and original ideas of these
girls that we were able to initiate
se,·eral new cheers this year. \\" c
sincerely hope that these contributions, plus the spirit of friendly cooperation. will make some small addition to the fine tradition of Patterson.
Our enthusiastic junior group consisted of; Elaine Menard, Jeanette
Heisler, Sally Inglis, Gloria Grondin,
Linda McKie, and Sandy Choptiany.
They have practised hard, and readily

substituted for missing seniors at our
important games. And so, to these
hard-working girls we extend our
appreciation for a job well done.
Finally, we extend our thanks to
our principal and teaching staff for
their understanding and acti\'e support. But most important, we appreciate the support of our Patterson
students, who yelled so loudly in order
to help illustrate our Patterson sportsmanship.
In conclusion we may note that
se,·eral of this vear's cheerleaders will
return next ye;r, and we hope that it
will be as successful for them as this
year has been for us, for indeed.
·'Victory, ,·ictory, is our cry . . . !"

0
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COACHES

Left to Right: Mr. Young, Mr. Groover, Mr. Dawson, Miss Scully, Mr . Rogin, Mr. MacEwan.
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Now you can enjoy fxotic Chinese ()inners in }'our Own tfome!
No messy f)ots and l)ans---Just lieat and Serve!

Fast Frozen in Aluminum Pans
PREPAII.EC:, UNOER CONTINUOUS GOVERNMENT INSPECTION

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

,

I
i

* Chicken Fried Rice
* Shrimp Fried Rice
* Beef Fried Rice
* Pork Fried Rice
* Chicken Egg Foo-Yung
* Shrimp Egg Foo-Yung
* Chinese Style Cooked Rice
Ask For Tlaese at Any Groceteria

Chickrn Chop Suey
Shrimp Chop Suey
Beef Chop Suey
Pork Chop Suey
Pineapple Chicken
Egg Rolls
Sweet and Sour Spareribs

DRAGON

BRANDS

Oriental Commer~:N~:.;;;;~Eo·

Windsor, Ont.
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12A SNOW WHITE

by
Chris May and Dan Pagnucco
The cYil Queen Gail sits combing her BLO. DE? tresses
where for her first three years nary a hair grew. After
asking her Hungarian minor who .. the fairest" is. she calls
for her translator, Zsa Zsa Rauch. who comes in dribblino
. . . (a basketball \ and answers... Snow Rosernarv is"~
Queen Gail. furious. orders her knobbv-kneed Nubian
sla, c, Rob. to dispose of Snow Rosemnry iri the woods. Tlw
Queen is then entertained b,· a torrid :\·frxican Hat Dance
featuring Pancho Adobe Sombrero Tortilla rA:\'CYa,
accompanied by the folk-song singing Tro11bador, :\[ary.
Snow Rosemary, ha,·ing escaped, reaches the Sc, en
Dwarfs' cottage. She is greeted by SLEEPY Babin. resting
after his algebra class; DOPE\' Jim, so-called for his
brilliant handling of the Patrician adn::rtising; HAPPY
Bell who anticipates a Liberal ,·ictory in the next election:
SNEEZY Beck who sneezes bet\\een bull's eyes at the rifle
range; DROOPY Ted calmly adept at "paining" Mr.
Rowden with his Shakespearean flourishes; TINY Mitro,·ich who is attempting to establish a successful dictatorship
in 12-A; and GRCMPY :\[ikc who has a right to be after
ha,·ing to build a sphinx single-handedly.
Queen Gail karns that Snow Rosemarv is still the fairest
from three woodsmen . . . Ron, recent arriYal from St.
Thomas; Ken B. who is too pooped to partici pa tc; and
Karl who merrily ca1YCS algebra equations on tree trunks
( with per/eel ease ) . She commissions her mad scientist
"Galileo" Scarr to make a poison apple. Assisting "Leo"
arc his befuddled comrade Rosalie, and Susan, who is
trying to extricate the gum-chewing bcfuddlecrs skirt from
a desk.
The Queen sets out for the D\\'arfs' cottage \\'ith her
entoui:agc .
. Countess Co\\'lin and rn'Lady Meharry
throwmg chalk along the path (chalk S l~CRl~Tly
CRUSHed by Duchess Jean ) ; Lady Jane Liebrock trailing
her per(m ) fumed tresses; Lady Linda gi,·ing her immortal
rendition of "Uncle Mose"; and Duchess Helen selling her
freshly milked milk. Princess Pat is absent as usual. Sno\\'
Rosemary cats the apple but on the horizon appears Prince
Lawrence of McCurdy. He kisses Rosemary (no? ) but she
wakes not. A passing pieman, Ken S. stops to help bLit
"He can't wait." Finally an unemployed ··good fairy",
Twinkletoes Tabea, arri,·es. wakes Sno\\' Rosemary. and
everyone liYes cverafter.

- - - -•,- - - CLASS NEWS, 128

by
Nelson Uten
Chemistry period opens with Jim McAfrey telling Doug
Fraba that his red hair is the secret of his success. Y,·onnc
Mills asks Mr. Robbins what the solute said to the soh-ent.
''I'm too pooped to precipitate~shc tells him. Carole Marks
and Gloria Grondin enter the class late. \\'hen thev arc
asked why, they tell us '·two boys were following u; and
they were walking awfully slow.'' Bob O'Neill amwers that
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a naturalist is a gambler who can roll se\'Cn every time.
Jacky Cade asks if bacteria ''is the rear of the cafeteria."
Jim Lucier and Betty Lou Jones, who someday will come
to blows. dive under the d('sks, knocked o,·er by what
appears to be a nuclear blast. \'\'hen they regain their seats,
they find that it \\'as only one of Ted Collins' powerful
sneezes.
In Latin we find Dan Ho\\ard asleep and probably
dreaming of ... Bill Irwin hasn't brought his report back
yet. He passed Latin and his parents are still mailing it to
relati,·es. Fred Eldridge has the answer, but just can't
express it ( to suit the teacher) .
Algebra class finds Ste,·e Sales discussing ·w ith Charles
Houston and Don Gardner, math experts, whether the
motions described by the hips should be classified as parabolical, elliptical or ... Allen Shapira Jeans across and asks
Diane Markou why he wasn·t born rich instead of handsome.
. Duri.ng French we obse1Te that generally speaking, Judy
Smkentch and Helen Harnaclek are generally speakino-.
Jo-Anne Bridson puts her hand into Sharon \'\'alker·s pu~
and ,·merges with a handful of barbecue chips. ··1 don't
want to scare you,'· Pat Manchurek tells the teacher, "but
my clad says if my French mark doesn't improve, someone's
goin~ to get spanked ...
1-fotory is started by one of Mr. Williamson's simple
questions. "In your opinion does Monaco have the Hbomb? . . . Marlene MacDonald? Benny Gene? Albert
Marshall? l feel some of the class have not thoroughly
read through their assignment." Bill Loosemore is campaigning for the abolition of homework.
In English, Sharon Dwelska is afraid that if her handwriting gets better, Miss Healey will find fault with her
spelling. Susan Farrell is telling Virginia D'Aprile that her
heart is like the moon there's a man in it.
Gym class finds John Zdonek and Harold Musson explaining to Mr. Rogin that there are not enough girls
cheering them at basketball games. Bill Girard is sadly
singing ..You gotta he a football hero." Tightly gripping the
haskctball, Frank Footr crashes through the line for a first
down. In the small gym, BC"tty Blair is matching Judy
Copland basket for basket.
Harry T oy, Mary Iantorno and Barbara Ewasyke arc
ha,·ing a wonderful time and want to thank all the teachers
\\'ho arc making it possible.

----•---THE ADVENTURES OF 12C

by
Linda Waspe and Beth Blundell
The greatest achievement in the class of 12C this year
was the presentation of a play entitled, "The Automatic
11flrder". The play was great fun to put on and mam
students gained rnluable experience.
'
As far as parties are concerned, I 2C cannot be beat. The
class party at Sheila's home turned out to look more like
a '·Beatnik'" gathering than a Hallowe'cn party. The part1·
can certainly be chalked up as a success.
To start the Christmas holidays off right we held •

PATTERSO:-i

12A Presid e nt: George Mitrovich.
Vice-Preside nt: Gail Burk.
Home-Room Teacher: Miss Gregory.
Back Row: Larry

Beck, Larry McCurdy, Ken
Badder, Jim Vanstone, Ted Hodgk inson,
Ken Stanton.
Third Row: John Scarr, Mike Luberto, Ron
MacVicar, Danny Pagnucco, Helen Kisielis,
Jane Liebrock, Gail Burk.
Se cond Row : Miss Gregory, Susan Finley, Mary
Armes, Larry Bell, Bob Hyndman, George
Mitrovich, Karl Walter, Eva Rauch, Tabea
Schmidt.
First Row: Judy Cowlin, Christine May, Rosalie
Wozgar, Nancy Brightmore, Jackie Meharry, Pat Dunkley, Jean Anderson, Rosemary Dickson.
Absent: Linda Fitch, Larry Babin, Gary Caba.
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128 President: Gloria Grondin.
Vice-Preside nt: Ted Collins.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Robbins.
Back Row: Bob O'Neill, Jim Lucier, Bill Girard,

Frank Foote, Ted Collins, Fred Eldridge,
John Zdonek.
Third Row: Judy Copland, Mr. Robbins, Harold
Musson, Benny Gene, Jim McAfrey,
Charles Houston, Steve Sa les, Nelson
Uten, Bill Irwin, Jacqueline Cade, Sharon
Walker.
Second Row: Sharon Dwelska, Be1ty Bla ir, Don
Gardner, Albert Marshall, Doug Fraba, Dan
Howard, Harry Toy, Allen Shapira, Bill
Loosemore, Pat Manchurek, Diane Markou.
First Row: Susan Farrell, Yvonne Mills, J udy
Sinkevitch, Jo-Anne Br idson, Betty Lou
Jo nes, Virg inia D'Aprile, Mary lantorno,
Carole Marks, Gloria Grondin, Helen
Harnadek, Marlene MacDonald.
Absent: Barbara Ewasyke.

1er

U'C

12C President: Barry Crutchley.
Vice-President: Linda Waspe.
Homa-Room Teacher: Mr. Fraser.

ers

Row: Gary Wortley, Gerry Ma rentette,
Roger McKenna, John Meloche,
Ron
Marentette, Art Carter, Bruce Colwel l.
Third Row: Mr. Fraser, Ross Mindorff, John
Hughes, Gino Ala, Bill Graf, Barry Crutchley, Steve Marentette, Richard Wilson.
Second Row: Karen Mann, Grace-Ann Simpson,
Barbara Fowler, Blair Bradshaw, Pete
Brockman, Pat Bradt, Grace Cook, Sheila
Slote, Carol Drysdale.
Front Ro w : Sandra Mitchell, Bonilyn Brownell,
Pat Seed, Muriel Coates, Bonnie Mann,
Linda Waspe, Carolyn Col ins, Charlene
Stewart, Faye Lee.
Absent: Beth Blunde ll, Gary Hol and, Stephen
Rice
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11 8 N EWS

12C CLASS NEWS (continued)

Christmas class party at Linda's home. This one e, cn 111ad1·
the SOCIAL COLlJMN.
This year 12C is well represented by Ban~ Crutchb
who was clectl'd as class president.
:Many interesting and amusing things take plan· "hen
12C is in a clags-room. For e,ample Roger is ,1h, ay,
attempting to keep th" History class going "hilc Carolyn
C, Blair and Peter arc trying to catch up on \Ome nrnrh
needed sleep. Pat is always late for Chcmistry: we "ondr1
why. :Mr. Robbins seems to think that Garr and Shl'ila do
experiments n ' ry well together. The tcachns an- still tnin~
to figure out which \larentette brothl'r i\ "hich ..\It hough
Barb and Charlene arc always arguing they claim to bl'
the best of friends. \\'hy is it that John H. is al"·ay\ rallin!4
Beth ··Bubbles"'? E,erv class has to ha,·e a Romeo: Gino i,
our boy, with Rrnce ' running a close second. Faye and
Sandra arc the noisiest characters in the class.
\\'e wish to thank :Mr. Fraser. our home-room tcacher.
for his patience and guidance. \\'c had a fine n·ar. Req
of luck to the l 2C of next year.

- - - -•- - - ABRIDGED VERSION OF 11A CLASS NEWS
( Thry zcould11 ·1 let us print it all.

by
Grace Pollard and Nick Finney
Greetings from 1 lA, the smallest class in P.C.l. Land.
Our president this year "as Stella Lenart and our , icepresident was Bill Chantler. \\'c had quite a few
'characters' in our class, but some stood out from the restThere was Darlene Cadieux who always managed to get all
her homework done in one short French class. Then there
was Stella Lenart, who always had her dictionary out
before :Miss Richardson had a chance to ask the meaning
of the word. Of course. our class was the model of
punctuality, and the sterling example of this was Ronnie
"Little Moose' K alkhourst, who always arri\'ed at school
before . . . well, at least 9: 0 I. \\'e can't overlook Vic
'Kookie' Copat, who spends so much time combing his hair
after swimming that he misses the first ten minutes of
Physics. \\'hen it comes to intellectuals. there's Harry
Baumann and Gayle Chau\'in who never get below 90. And
what would we do without Dorothy 'Kaba.sa' KO\·ach to
'sing' us awake e,·ery morning. Then Nora Logan breaks
the monotony now and then with an uncontrollable giggling spell. In French, we find Bill Chantler trying to whisper
an answer to Arnold Kreiger who keeps saying "l can't
hear you. Say it louder!" In the meantime, John ·Casano"a' Balint gazes dreamily around the room, but his eyes
never seem to fall on Kabasa. Physics class finds Nick
Finney telling R. B. the do's and don'ts of his subject, while
Rick Cascadden busily scatters thumb tacks on ,·arious
seats around the room. The 11 : 45 lunch time bell finds
Joyce Morgan halfway down the stairs, while John Reid is
squirming his way out of a desk two sizes too small. History
finds Diane Shelly ducking low in her seat to arnid
questions while Annalisa Luberto impatiently wa,-es her
hand to answer them. By the way, could that have been
Walt Thornton walking Judy 'Lady Chatterly' Armour
home the other night? And for some strange reason Miss
Kaufman is no longer insisting that her first name is unusual. We wish to gi"e an Oscar Award to Grace Pollard
for her 'star' performance in our play.

- - - -•- - - 11 C
Janet Harris
Nancy Chase
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(continued)

Not knowing the meaning of a word
Ever keeping quiet

by
Pat DesRosiers
() /101 you1 eyes a11d you l£'ill ire, the be,/ 011 C:lia1111d I I 13.

Jim Dawson. president of broadcasting station P.C:.I.. in
chargt· of Channel 11 B. assured viewer:<; la,t week of th('
nt'\\ season's variety of programs to suit all.
A new public eye srries will begin featuring the rrnowned Sneaky Seigneur. who import, an intelligent
harem. including Brilliant Brightmorc. Sly Sal. and Cunning Colleen, to soh-e thr Case of the :Missin!!; Bowler Hat.
:Mary. the "~1iss of ~fesses''. will occupy the fornwr time
of Linda. "Lach of Charm". "·ith her assistants. Pat and
Edesse. The "Debate Team", Martv, Gan. Gran·. and
Kay will start its new run of progra~s. by ·discw,'iing thl'
effect of Communism in schools ( pupils pooling tlwi1
homework l .
Chuck / the Rifleman I Licbrock will remain and will tn
his best to keep his side-kick. Loony C:lunl'y. n11t of th;,
clutches of \Iiss Barbara Q.
On the cultural side. ~fr. ~faxic "·ill conduct a \l'l'ies of
inten·iews with important pen,onalitil's throu~liout tht·
season. A fe" of them will be ~fr. Kilkweit. a , 1·tnan of
the Peloponnrsian \\"ars: ~fr. \\"aymouth, a ~cholar in
Latin; and Miss Funr. who will acid spice to the progralll.

- - - -•- - - 1 lC- CAN YOU IMAGINE?

by
Wil liam Hyndman and Nancy Chase
Being in the ~a,·y
Burton Allen
Not talking in English
Edward A vlesworth
Not being with Janet
Priscilla Rt:nore
Ha,·ing her homework done
Mary Lynn Bondy
.:--:ot working in \\"oolworths
Sandra Bouzicle
;-.:ot going to the Hi-Ho
Christine Branoff
Reing a girl
Herbert Brvant
\\'ith a bald head
Carol Rull~rd
Failing in History
Carol Bellanger
~1arrying a JACK of all trades
Fav Courtemanche
\\'ithout a boy
.Jo;n Cowlin
NeH'r talking about girls
Raymond Dupuis
Not going to Pekars at 3: 15
Beth Harding
\\'ithout a ll those muscles
George H a,·ens
Answering" a question
Gloria Henderson
Doing a Physics experiment right
.Jean Hubbell
\'\'ith a brush cut
\\'illiam Hyndman
Having short hair
Rebecca Kocsis
Owning Modern Raking Company
Violet Legebow
Going to bed before tweh-e
Judith Little
\ \'inking at the girls
Rowman Loo
Walking out of a class
Don ~acDonell
On a date with Dick Dupuis
Elaine Menard
Missing air cadets
Wayne Nicholls
Standing last in class
Thomas Parsons
Being president of the Under 40 Club
Elaine Penn
Going right home aftcr school
Ronnie Pichette
ot talking about Man·in
Sharon Sales
Without Cole's Notes
Wayne Sales
Being serious for more than 5 minutes
Betty Scott
Missing a Friday night dance
Peggy Scott
Never talking about Tom
Arina Thomassen
Not asking questions
John· Underwood
Not saying " Larry doesn't like me"
Darlene Uten
With long blond curly hair
Jack Winograd
Not liking Bruce
Jo-Anne Wright
Doing any work
Peter Y evremov
PATTERSON

11 A President: Stella Lenart.
Vice-President: Bill Chantler.
Home-Room Teacher: Mrs. Neilson.
Back Row: John Balint, John Reid, Nick Finney,
Arnold Krieger.
Third Row: Walter Thornton, Victor Copat, Ron
Kalkhourst, Bill Chantler, Harry Baumann,
Richard Cascadden.
Second Row: Bridget Kaufman, Dorothy Kov•
ach, Gayle Chauvin, Nora Logan, Diane
Shelley.
First Row: Judy Armour, Grace Pollard, Dar·
lene Cadieux, Miss Hancock, Annalisa
Luberto, Stella Lenart.
Absent: Joyce Morgan.

t 1B President: James Dawson.
Vice-President: Pat DesRosiers.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Malvern.
Back Row: Jim Dawson, Armin Kallweit, Gary

Small, Roger Durocher, Marty Adler, Dan
Womack, Chuck Liebrock, Gord Clunie,
Bill Waymouth.
Third Row: Mr. Malvern, Pat Bolter, Linda
Mackie, Jeanette Heisler, Mary Matheson,
Barbara Skelly, Pat
Harrison,
Dennis
Siegner.
Second Row: Angela Cocchetto, Barbara Gibson, Nancy Caplin, Barbara Beger, Grace
Armstrong, Kay Bawden, Edesse Smith,
Esther Fune.
First Row: Betty Ann Baleka, Marjorie Charron,
Helen Garber, Margaret Evans, Bonnie
Toyne, Linda Brightmore, Pat Des Rosiers,
Colleen Formagin.
Absent: Sally Matheson, Susan Morgan, Pat
Gordon.

11 C President: George Havens.
Vice-President: Joan Cowlin.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. MacEwan.
Back Row: Jack Winograd, Ray Dupuis, John

Underwood, Ted Aylesworth, Tom Parsons,
George Havens, Peter Yevremov.
Third Row: Carol Belanger, Arina Thomassen,
Betty Scott, Burton Allen, Bill Hyndman,
Herb Bryant,
Wayne
Sales,
Wayne
Nicholls, Nancy Chase.
Second Row: Mr. M,,cEwan, Faye Courie·
manche, Christine Branoff, Violet Lege·
bow, Janet Harris, Joanne Wright, Mary
Bondy, Beth Harding, Gloria Henderson,
Judy Little, Elaine Penn, Bonnie Pichette.
First Row: Joan Cowlin, Darlene Uten, Jean
Hubbel l, Elaine Menard, Don MacDonell,
Priscilla Benore, Rebecca Koscis, Sharon
Sales, Carol Bullard, Sandra Bouzide.
Absent: Peggy Scott, Bowman Loo.
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FAVOURITE SAYINGS, 11-D

by
Judy Waley and Janice Brook
( cough, cough) May I be excused?
( snicker, snicker
Pat Raye
I want my :Maypo !
Vince Battistelli
But Mrs. Bolen, I am changing!
But really, I am an Irishman
Jimmy Jean
Bob Pearson
\\.'hy, Gaylord, suh!
Ken Kimmerly
May I be excused sir?
.:Murphy Martin
But I didn't understand the question,
:Mrs. Holmes
Sid Coe
I hate school!
Richard Wilson
You guys better leave me alone!
Jimmy Petit
I remember the time when ...
Robert Chambe
Shut up you guys, I'm thinking
Chuck Freeman
\'\'hen do we get our papers back, Mrs.
Holmes?
Meanwhile ... back at the ranch ...
Brian Wheatly
Phil Marinelli
I smoke too much
Walt Cook
But I like school, Mr. Whetstone!
Anybody for chess?
Ron Tousignant
Pat McCready
You see sir, it's like this ...
Vic Brookmyre
I'm not shouting, Mr. Douglas
Assumption was never like this!
Mike Beckerson
Leave me alone, Bob
Colin Hendry
Ron Ferguson
Come on, Janice! You're always the
last one
Danny Morrow . . Anybody want to buy a car? The motor
is good
Larry Balkwell
I'm going on a permanent vacation
Joanne Bilton .
Listen Bob . . . You better stop . . . I
can't swim!
Helen White
You don't say!
Andrea Osmun
H ey, anybody got any gum?
The first time, and they "ran"
Judy Avian
I still don't understand, Mr. Malvern
Sharron Watson
Oh Mike! Ha, Ha
Jo-Anne Cass
Not very much
Noreen Battiston.. .
And gee! He's so tall!
Judy Waley ..
I still don't think tall boys should go
Janice Brook
out with short girls
Paul Pardo

- - - -•- - - 11 E CAN YOU IMAGINE ...

by
Bill White
Smiling?
Sharon Adair .
.
As a teacher?
Frank Czedula ............. .
Walter Dale
Keeping notes? (on girls)
Getting in trouble?
Karen Dufty . .. ................ .
Missing her homework?
Carol Ely
Without a girl?
Chris Fitzios .
Larry Garvey.
Doing geometry?
Terry Girardin
Sulking?
Dave Hardy
Without Jim and John?
Garry Hawkes .
Without his guitar?
With her physics completed
Judith Hind
Getting up fast?
Bill Kalkhourst
. Saying "Yes, sir"?
Gary Lockhart
Don McPhail .
Not jumping hurdles?
Combing his hair?
Jim MacKay . .
Sharon Marynewich
Being late for school?
Norm Metcalfe.
. . Without P.B.?
Larry Nantais. ... ....... .. . . . ..
A great philosopher?
John Newton
. Without ? ? ?
Without a joke?
Elaine Oke
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Ron Ouellette
Susan Robinson
Anne Uber
Bill \\'hite
Bob Whitehead
Walt Wilson
Jack \\'right
Jane Zywina

Playing Caliban?
Checking at Loblaws?
Not smiling? (especially at D. M.
Mastering French?
As Ma\·crik? (a Tonto
Getting a sp<'ecling ticket?
Without girls? ( Blondes, that is
As a stenographer?

----•---A DAY WITH 10A

by
Kathy Davidson and Ian Hundey
At 8: 55 a.m. this class i~ just beginning to wake up. In
the locker room we find Beverley Furlong and Janice O\\'cn
having their usual morning skirmish, while Darl<'ne Harris
edges tbe argument along by adding her opinion. Quiet
Mary Gunn looks on in a borrcl. slrepy way. At 8:57 a.m.,
Mr. Dawson enters the room, ready for a hard day's work.
which usually begins by telling Joan Gosnell that he wishes
all girls beha\·ed like her.
\\'ith the. ringing of the second bell, Bob Brown makes
a mad dash for his desk, after a morning conference with
a lady friend. Gay Wilkes takes the bell as a signal to begin
styling Colleen Pardo's hair. Lorraine Lawson insists on
annoying Kathy Da,·idson, just to make Mary Beth
Gardiner and Jean MacKay laugh. Gail Wiley and Bonnie
Chappell find this a convenient time for telling jokes to
the annoyance of their neighbours, who would like to hear
them .too.
On the way to English, we see Mutt (Tom Caplin) and
Jeff (Doug Collins) weaving in and out among fellow
students. Our English teacher finds this a trying period
because she constantly has to interrupt Judy Babu in or
\\'ayne Logan to remind them the rest of the class wishes
to hear their answers.
Harv Lewin turns into a sound effects man in French
class. The result- he has to remove his shoes now. Dennis
Meloche, Ian Hundcy, Wayne McLean and Harv Lewin
use this period for private discussion.
On we go to Social Studies, much to Sandra Choptiany's
dismay. Somehow she can't seem to control the class; thev
are so anxious to begin lessons. Her friend, Ruth Johnson,
backs her solidly. Donald Hotchkiss and David Colussi sit
quietly, but we know they are not that inl'locent. Bill
Courtney is always ready to respond to our teacher's
questions.
In gym class, Dorothy Dix Sandra Young takes over and
tells us all her problems.
The next period- LUNCH! Now the battle of the century in the locker room. Cynthia Popp gets there first and
sits on the floor, blocking all entrance or exit. Erika slams
the door on Judy's finger because Judy dropped Erika's
book.
The following period is Latin, much to Ed H erage·s
sorrow. Da\'e Pearce claims he doesn't know the lesson
because he was away the previous day. Jess Heidt has the
task of helping Dave. Silent Ginny Seech looks worried
when she doesn't see Sue Kish, but Sue is just in the locker
room playing her flute. The other class is a lost cause, and
then it is Science. Marino Middleton can hardly wait
Briafl Walker enjoys it also because he is chief electrician
and something always needs fixing. Diane Dawson is glad
this is the last period because she is ready for St. Thomas
after listening to Kathy Da\·idson all day.
This is a day with 10-A and we invite you to join us for
a visit, ii you dare.
PATTERSON
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1 1D President: Paul Pardo.
V ice-President: Janice Brook.
Home-Room Te acher: Mr. Douglas.
Back Row: Robert Chambe, Charles Freeman,

Ron Ferguson, Pat Raye, Murphy Martin,
Jimmy Pettit, Ron Tousignant.
Third Row: Sharon Watson, Judy Avian, Helen
White, Janice Brook, Jo-Anne Bilton, Pat
McCready, Phil Marinelli, Vic Brookmyre,
Walter Cook.
Second Row: Mr. Douglas, Paul Pardo, Colin
Hendry, Vince Battistelli, Bob Pearson, Ed.
Cunningham, Richard Wilson, Brian Wheatley.
First Row: Ken Kimmerly, Jo-Anne Cass, Judy
Waley, Andrea Osmun, Jim Jean, Dan
Morrow, Mike Beckerson.
Absent: Sid Coe, Noreen Battiston, Dan Met·
calfe .

JIE Pre sident: Dave Hardy.
Vice-President: Anne Uber.
Home-Room Tea cher: Mr. Groover.
Back Row: Gary Lonnee, Ray Plante, Chris
Fitzios, Frank Czedula, Bob Whitehead,
Bill Kalkhourst, Don McPhail, Norm Met·
calfe, Walt Da le.
Third Row: John Newton, Jim MacKay, Bill
Cowell, Larry Nantais, Bill White, Ron
Ouellette, Larry Garvey, Walter Wilson.
Second Row: Mr. Groover, Dave Hardy, Carol
Ely, Gary Hawkes, Jack Wright, Gary
Lockhart, Anne Uber, Sharon Marynewick,
Terry Girardin.
First Row: Jane Zwina, Karen Dufty, Sharon
Adair, Sandra Shanklin, Sue Robinson,
Judy Hind, Elaine Oke, Joan Crabb.
Absent: Shirley Beresford.

1OA President: Sandra Choptiany.
V ice-President: Tom Caplin.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Dawson.
Row: Ian Hundey, Doug Collins, Bill
Courtney, Marino Middleton, Dare Pearce,
Don Hotchkiss, David Colussi, Denis
Meloche.
Third Row: Mr. Dawson, Cynthia Popp, Judy
McNeill, Erika Pohl, Bryan Walker, Wayne
Logan, Wayne Mclean, Ed Herage, Jesse
Heidt.
Second Ro w : Harvey Lewin, Bob Brown, Janice
Owen, Gail Wiley, Diane Dawson, Ruth
Johnson, Sue Kish, Gay Wilkes, Colleen
Pardo, Jean Mackay, Mary Gunn, Beverley
Furlong.
First Row: Tom Caplin, Ginny Seech, .Sandra
Choptiany, Mary Beth Gardiner, Sandra
Young, Judy Babuin, Lorraine Lawson,
Bonnie Chappell, Darlene Harris, Joan
Gosnell.
Absent: Kathy Davidson.
Back

108 President: Tom Moore.
Vice-President: Bonnie Thompson.
Home-Room Teacher: Mrs. Meredith.
Back Row: Br ian Marks, Irwin

Kushner, Bob
Adair, Ken Myles, George Brooke, Roger
Bolton, Tom Jacobszen, Louie Dimoff.
Third Row: Ben Bromley, Harry Laudie, Ray
Hart leib, Bill Duncan, Don Leach, Ed Hayward, Charles Smith, Ed Sadok, Evans
Telegadas, John Donoghue, Bob Jensen.
Second Row: Mrs. Meredith, Tom Moore, Pat
Patterson, Richard Erwin, Greg Minden,
Bonnie Copland, Barbara Zatina, Mike
Menzies, Bill Tel lier, Rick Hayward, Tom
Levergood.
Fir$! Row: Richard Roberts, Bonnie Thomson,
Marge Kelso, Karen Kimmerly, Linda
Crease, V iolet Laycock, Ruth•Anne Appel,
Lynne Jones, Muriel Sorrell, Beverly
Mcfarlane.
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IF 108 COULD DO THE ANNOUNCEMENTS

EXPRESSIONS OF 10-C

by

\\'ho's smart?
Lvnda Alford
ls that nice?
Elena Babuin
I can· t get that French
Da\ icl Barro\\'
That guy is a nut!
Rolwrt Berkrr
Simons, \"ou're crazv'
John Blair
Let's ha\·e a part~Peter Bradt
\ \"ho's sleeping?
Dennis Brisson
Huh? I don"t kno\\
Fred Cope
I beg your pardon
.Janet Dally
I clon·t say nothing
\fay Dran
lktter ask Fred
I .esiie Dell
Ross Douthart
Gosh, I brought the wrong book'
Running Bear
Tom Fisher
That's T<'riffic'
Barbara Forbes
Smile, please
John Grayson
\\"hat? huh? \\"hat?
\far) Gugusheff
But, sir, ah ... forgrt it
Bill Ingram
Oh! bo\', bovs!
Linda Lurier
\\'ant some gum: Do1;g)
Joseph \fdntosh
Oh! I forgot to do my science
Suzanne \1iucrio
It don"t matter any\\'ay, do it?
Sherry \1organ
I think I"ll dissect a frog tonight
\!aria :'.\"oestlwdcn
l forgot the attendance again
Don O"\falle\·
John 01dan '
\fy fa\ourite Latin teacher (only one)
Darn, no\\' I'll ne,·cr get a hundred
Shirky Pachorka
per cent 1
\\"hat am I going to do. Lee?
Rarhd Popp
Don· t ea ll me crew, Pizza
Alexis Racllin
\\"here·s Agnes?
E\·ans Rhoads
\\"ho's got the chocolates?
.Janire Roberts
Doesn't anvhodv lo\·e me?
Douglas Ro\\'e
H~·s a 'real quack
.James· Simons
Je suis fran\ais
Sharon Skinner
Got a eiga rette?
Grant Slote
Anybody for a swim?
.Jennifer Smith
Sec my new glasses
Agnes Teizenhoffer
Uh, baby, alright
Larrv C rbanski
Ilurry, Linda \\"e"l l be late for gym
Jean' \\'akdicld
Donate! go buh-hy<'
Rose-Ann<' \\"hite

Marg Kelso and Richard Roberts
Bob Ada ir

Lost: In French class. one dirt\· hank\' \\ith
the 'initials· B. A.
Roger Bolton
If you see a short blonde running
around. put hn bark in hN cage
Gt'orge Brooks
Ladies. nm, you can buy a bathing suit
for a ridiculous figure
For Sale: a hook titll'd '"Tested \\·a,·s to
Ben Bromley
Cut Latin class"
\ \"antccl: one hod,· for 111\" undt>rtaker
Bonnie Copland
'
· bo'"friend
Linda Cr~'ase
\\"ould the rut<' ho\' \\'ith blonde hair in
· 9F please contact me
Louie Dimoff
I \,ould like to apologi11· for ...
For Sale: a book titled ··101 things to
John Donahue
do \\'ith human skin"
Bill Duncan
\ \"anted: 1 bottle of freckle n·mm er
Rick Er\\'in
For Sale: a book titled ··101 \\'a\'S to kill
time ( and Rav in Scienrc··
Ray Hartlicb
Suggestion: Let's han· a' ·sta,· in now,
get ki~ked out of Social Stuclies later· plan
'"My Social home\\'ork isn't done either,
Ed Hay\\'ard
so there··
Censored???
Richard Hav\\'arcl
Trv-outs for the athlete of the vear
Tom Jakobszen
· club are being held in the' ...
Robert jt'nson
There is a m<'eting of the Zorro fan
club in the ...
For Sak: 1 book report on Blue Denim
Lynne Jones
··Due to circumstanc(·s beyond my
Marge Kelso
control, the facilities in the girls' wa . . .
Karen Kimmcrly
Any dates will be gladly accepted
for the 1961 \1clody :March ... 62? . .. 63?
Irwin Kushner
This next annou ... mav I be excused?
Harry Laud)·
,\nvone
\,·anting
.
•• to start a shaa
n haircut
club please ...
Don Leach
\\'ould anyone who \\"ants to trade bubble
gum cards please .. .
\\'hat switch? \\'hat loudspeaker?
Tom Le\·ergood
\\"hat wall?
Violet Laycock
\\'anted: 1 E\·ans Tclc()"aclus
Brian Marks
R('questecl: I permanent personal !at~ slip
Be\" McFarland
\\'antecl: any male undt'r 5 feet
Mike Menzies
Found: 1 handle to the third floor
fountain
There is a meeting for the class president
Tom :Moore
( me) and the \·ice- president ( Bonnie) at my house
Ken :Myles
I'm gonna sing. Sure I ran sing.
Honest I can. No)
Pat Patterson
Hand jive lessons arc being gi\"en tonight
at ...
Rick Roberts For Sale: Hair, 25c a strand, green stamps
Ed Sadok
Lost: 1 trigonometrical thyroputic . . .
Any information on Fairy Rings will
Charles Smith
gladly be acrcptecl
Muriel Sorrel
Stop Roger. Roger, we're on the air
E\'ans Telegadus
Lost: 1 Violet Laycock
Anyone willing to trade pocket novels
Bill Tellier
can meet me in the library
Bonnie Thompson
Anyone willing to trade a headache
for an upset stomach please ...
Barb Zatina
A course is being held for better and
louder whistling. Come one, come all
Any contributions on "\\'hy I like
Ruth-Ann Appel
Social Studies·' will be gladly accepted
Grt'g Mindt'n
The preceding was sponsored by a
jewelry store
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God's gift to women
but look out girls; he is dynamite!
I-Jobby is boys
Can't get along without L. C.
Self-tai.1ght genius
Has to fight off the women??
\1r. Young's garbage collector
Lady-killer
Fon'\"t'r saying ''Holy Mackerel
is a fish'"
\\"hv doesn't the twin like me?
\1 urra ,· Sutherland
' Sc\·entc-en and a\·ailablr
Jerry Stein
Has a crush on L. G.
Nt'il Tctlev
He's got \\'hat it takes (\\'hate\·er that
George \ \ '~ese
may be
A basketball player
Jim \\"ilson
Short but a real knockout
:Milton Y evrrmov
Quiet and reser\'ed
Margret Anne Abate
Doesn't take F rench
Vwe Albers
R ifle-shooting expert
Bill Band
Great personality
Allen Bull
Blonde curlv locks
Harold Boycott
Mmmm~ nice
Bill Briscoe
Good things come in small packages
Danny Carr
Can work bettc-r at the back of the room???
Larry Coyle
Child genius
Beth Copland
Majors in lunch period
Ron Delcourt

Bruce Lowe
Gary Lowe
Quiet
Christine MacKav
Eel :Menscl
'
John Ottogalle
George Payne
.John Popill
D"Arrv Revnolds
Franc[-; Sh;·r\ ('
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1OC President: Don O'Malley.
V ice-President: Alexis Radlin.
H ome-Room Te acher: Mrs. Holmes.
Row: John Blair, Jim Simons, Peter
Bradt, Larry Urbanski, Sheldon Safron,
John Ozdan, Jim Gray, Doug Rowe.
Third Row : Grant Slote, Norbert Becker, Dennis
Brisson, Evan Rhoads, Edith Swiderski,
Lynda Alford, Sherry Mo1gan, Alexis Radlin, Joe McIntosh, Bill Ingram, Fred Cope.
Second Row: Mrs. Holmes, Tom Fisher, Maria
Noestheden, Janice Roberts, Rose Ann
White, Barbara Forbes, Linda Lucier,
Jennifer Smith, Lesley Dell, May Dean,
Don O'Malley.
Front Row: Mary Gugusheff, Agnes Teizenhoffer, Sharon Skinner, Jean Wakefield,
Shirley Pachorka, Janet Dally, Rachel
Popp, Sue Miuccio, Elena Babuin.
Absent: Ross Douthart, John Grayson, David
Barrow.
Back

!OD President: Wayne Mazalli.
Vice-President: Margot Rodd.
Home-Room Te ache r: Mrs. Bolen.
Bock Row: Gino Muzzin, Kaziu Rudzinski, Nor-

man Santarossa, Alan Parker, Clifford
Manley, John Sinkevich, Jim Pittman.
Third Row: Brian Goddard, Bob Cassels,
Wayne Mazzali, Danny Johns, Doug Wilson, Ron Baxter, Lynwood Rivait,
Second Row: Ed Solima, Peggy Brocklebank,
Elaine Williamson, Charlotte Koslowski,
Judy Cosford, Margot Rodd, Mrs. Bolen,
Nick Jakibchuk.
First Row: Mary Ann Mankiowicz, Sandra
Thibeault, Mary McCurdy, Gail Stauth,
Emily
Peleshok,
J il l Adair,
Sandra
Williams.
Absent: Beverley Gendreau, David Wyatt.

1OE President: Beth Copland.
V ice-President: Millon Yevremov.
Home-Room Tea cher: Miss Healey.
Row: Bill Band, George Payne, John
Popiel, Ernest Browning, Darwin Dennis,
Bruce Low, George Weese.
Third Row: Gary Larking, Bil l Briscoe, David
Karlsen, Uwe Albers, Jim Wilson, Ralph
Hannan, Bob Ouellette, Bob Keller.
Second Row: Murray Sutherland, Gerald Stein,
Gary Lowe, Harold Boycott, Allan Bull,
Edward Menczel, Larry Coyle, Edward
Fournier.
First Row: Danny Carr, John Ottogalli, Beth
Liebrock, Margaret Abate, Beth Copland,
Christina MacKay, D'Arcy Reynolds, Mi lt
Yevremov.
Abse nt: Ronald Delcourt, Frances Shreve, Neil
Tetley.
Back

•

IOF President: Tena Spas is.
Vice-President: Pa t Boyko.
Home-Room Teacher: Mrs. Sullivan.
Row: Patricia Boyko, Diana Gi lligan,
Beverley Shepley, Donna Davis, Bruna
Dario.
Third Row: Bonnie Swatman, Beverley Goyeau,
Lydia O lbey, Donna Scott, Carolyn Lafra mboise, Theresa McAnal ly.
Second Row: Mrs. Sullivan, Patricia Dougherty,
Linda Cummings, Gail Robinson, Marie
Dupuis, Prudence Todd, Sharon Johns,
Tena Spasis.
First Row: Adele Hoar, Margaret Kelly, Judy
Byrne, Ileen Timbers, Barbara Harrison,
Ca thy Marra, Gloria latma n.
Absent: Pa tr icia Hart.
Back
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1OE CLASS NEWS (continued)

Darwin Dennis
Ed Fournier
Ralph Hanrnan
Bob Keller
Gary Larking
Beth Liebrock

Man with a camera
Hot stuff in science
Likes Judy to comb his hair
Terrific in a swim suit
Too shy to speak
Naughty but nice

Sue Mowry
Didn't like a red-headed Doug?
Judi Rossi
Didn't steady with a certain 'Joe' at \\'.C.I.?
Fran Sa,·oni
Didn't change her hair style?
Don Shearer
Was a mathematician?
Barbara Timbers
Didn't like 'N. B ')
Mary Ann Wallace
Was loud?
Florence Walls
Forgot her homework?
Gary \ \'ollison
Didn't ask questions?

- - - -+'-- - -

10F

by

CLASS NEWS, 9A

Bruna Dario and Cathy Marra

by

Cathy Marra
Prudence Todd

"Sen·ice with a Smile"
Bobby will score a goal, sometime
-someday!!
Linda Cummings Is joining the na,·y "special reason??"
Judie Byrne
Good-looking things come in small
packages!
Pat Dougherty
Is the farm agricultural woman ad,·isor
Tena Spasis
E,·erv Saturdav that hus comes earlier and
'
'
earlier!!!
Sharron Johns
Can·t wait until she is in Bookkeeping
Class
Barbara Harrison Just got rid of another case of laryngitis
Marge Kelly
Should ha,·e a permanent excuse slip
Gloria Latman
Is attracted to primary school teachers
Bonnie Swatman \\'ho says I can't turn summersaults???
Bruna Dario Hates to be called "Brainie"- wonder why??
Gail Robinson
The angel of the class??!!
Carolyn Laframbois and Jerry + their little hockey team
Beverley Goyeau
Blushes at the sound of MIKE
Donna Scott
Delbert's little red top!!
Lydia Olbey
En:rything's "Mellow" Fellow
Beverley Shepley
Has a do7(·n of eggs delivered (one at
a time ) from Whipple's
Donna Davis
Chatham brings new adventures
Adele Hoar Looks forward to June 15th wonder why???
Diana Gilligan
Advertises for toothpick companies!!
Ileen Timbers
P lease do not spray perfume on the
stationery until bought t ! '
Patty Hart
Another BILL who radiates electricity
M arie Dupuis
Is waiting for H I M!! to make the
first move
Pat Boyko .
Can't seem to decide between S. R. and
H. M.- who will it be???
Theresa McAnally., .
Poor Sport! ! ' ! !

----•---lOG- WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF:
Lynn Adams
Was quiet in class?
H eather Almond
Had short hair?
Anne Baronoski
Entered a beauty contest?
Carolyn Bareham
Didn't argue with Gail?
Walter Bezzina
Did his homework?
Gale Carter
Forgot her gum?
Ruth DeVooght
Got intQ trouble?
Sue Emery
Forgot her make-up?
Faye Eng
Didn't get 'A' for courtesy?
Marilyn Fandrick
Didn't like Greg?
Carol Gaunt
Remembered the attendance sheet?
Gloria Gilbert
Spoke louder?
Beverly G ray
Didn't make big speeches?
Brian Grossett
Didn't throw chalk?
Marlene H ogan
Forgot Mary Ann?
Sharon Hosking
Didn't giggle?
Sally Inglis
P ut gum on her nose? ... eh, M iss Scully!
Paul Jones
Had perfect attendance?
Margo McLeod
Couldn't tell jokes?
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Bob Halpert
9A is considered a normal class ( we hope ) . The first
two teams ha,·c been a,·erage with no exciting news, yet nobody could call them dull. Our class has been fortunate to
have interesting discussions in English class on subjects
which concern behavior and other such things. I am sure
they made a great impression on the class.
Some of the boys were on the grade nine interform
basketball team. These boys are: Larry York, Ian Hunter,
Dennis Martin, Gary Norton, Gary Verner, Bob Halpert,
Ken Andreas, Lyle Taylor, and Dennis Moore (he was on
the losing team ) . The team started slowly but later took
the grade nine championship. They have yet to play the
grade ten teams.
The girls of our class had a \'Olleyball team, which, although it was good, just did not have quite enough power
to win the championship.
This has been the first year at Patterson for most of the
students in our class and we hope they will enjoy the four
yt"ars >·et to come as much as they have enjoyed this one.
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----•---9B RECORD NAMES
Roddy G.
Terry S.
Jim G.
Remi M.
Jim L.
Jean G.
Martin
\,\'ayne P.
Bob B.
Lauren D.
Sharon P.
·Fran W.
Delbert S.
Lana S.
Lee C.
Eleanor B.
Brian B.

Ruth V.
Marge M.
Marge K.
Bev C.
Bev L.
John J.
Cathy K.
Elean~r V.
Claudio P.
Clare H.
Arlene W.
Gerald K.
Joe G.

Handy Man
Lonely Boy
When or Where
. Country Boy
Welcome Young Lovers
Let it be Me
Cry me a River
Don't be Cruel (girls)
Bull Dog
What in the World's Come over You?
H ey Little Girl
Baby Baby
Wild O ne
Personality
Someone Loves You J oe
Tell Him He'll Have to Go
Sleep Walk
Forever
Sweet Nothings
You've Got What it Takes
Puppy Lo,·e
Halfway to Heaven
If I had a Girl
Crazy Arms
M oney
Deo Mio
Rockin' L ittle Angel
Teen Angel
I'm a Man (hoping)
Running Bear (bare)
P A T TERSON
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1OG President: Margo Mcleod.
Vice-President: Carol-Lynne Gaunt.
Home-Room Teacher, Mrs. Rogers.
Row: Don Shearer, Paul Jones, Carol
Gaunt, Gale Carter, Carolyn Bareham.
Third Row: Brian Grossett, Gloria Gilbert,
Frances Savoni, Heather Almond, Marilyn
Fandrick, Sharon Hosking, Barbara Timbers.
Second Row: Gary Woll ison, Walter Bezzina,
Anne Baranosky, Sally Inglis, Florence
Walls, Margo Mcleod, Sue Emery, Mrs.
Rogers.
First Row: Sue Mowry, Judy Rossi, Ruth
DeVooght, Faye Eng, Lynn Adams, Mary
Ann Wallace, Marlene Hogan, Beverley
Gray.

Back

9A President: Bob Halpert.
Vice-President: Sharon Tyler.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Newman.
Sack Row: John Murphy, Dennis Moore, Bob

Halpert, Walter Jasey, Jon Varney, Ken
Andreas, Gary Verner.
Third Row: Carol Meloche, Sandra Morency,
Marilyn Hong, Dennis Martin, Larry Yorke,
Lyle Taylor, Ian Hunter, Gary Norton, Mr.
Newman.
Second Row: Lucille Goelz, Pat Foster, Carol
Bayliss, Lana Talbot, Linda Nagtegaal,
Josephine
Kearns, Barbara Armstrong,
Susan Hewitt, Jean Walker.
Fr<>nt Row: Shirley Lendvai, Angela Borrink,
Janice Bilton, Sharon Tyler, Connie l'endle·
bury, Linda Fairbrother, Janet Shroeder,
Lesley Hill, Donna Cobbin.
Absent: Lynne McArthur.

98 President: Jim LaPointe.
Vice-President: Eleanor Vasilyev.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. VanWyck .
Back Row: Mr. Van Wyck, Gerald Kett, Brian

Bird, Joe Girard, Delbert Sylvester, Wayne
Phillips.
Third Row: Terry Sorrell, John Jenkins, Claudio
Puccini, Arlene Westfall, Lee Chase, Martin Nutter, Jim Gendreau, J im LaPointe.
Second Row: Beverly Laframboise,
Eleanor
Vasilyev, Kathy Kircos, Margaret Middleton, Lana Shapiro, Jean Gebbie, Frances
Wallace, Eleanore Brunelle.
First Row: Bob Bornstein, Remi Marentette,
Roddy Girardin, Beverley Cowling, Clara
Huard, Lauren Dennis, Ruth Vexl~r, Sharon
Pryor.
Absent: Margaret Knight.

9C President: Gloria Chopiak.
Vice-President: Stan Barclay.
Home-Room Teacher: Miss Michael.

Back Row: David Payne, Carmen Schmutz, Paul

Bradshaw, Carl Stenman, Gary Duffy.
George Nicola, Mike Ridley, Miss Michael.
Third Row: Neil Maclean, Carl Gagnon, Stanley
Barclay,
Graham
Hendry,
Hammoude
Joseph, Jack Phillips.
Second Row: Ramona Lockhart, Carolyn SMin,
Sharon Rupert, Samia Bahna, Helen lewis,
Vernetta Wilson, Timmie Boismier, Gloria
Chopiak.
First Row: Doug Thoms, Murray Mitchell, Terry
Brownell, Joyce Stevenson, Zelda Knapp,
Carol Hicks, Diane Clarkson, Freida Gaigg,
Ruth Wachter.
Absent: Pearl Berry, Paul Hamel.
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9C JUNGLE ADVENTURES
by

Roy :'.\farchon
Les Hishon

I didn't get that one
Jomp! Jomp! (gum

•

Michael Ridley

FUTURE PROSPECTS OF 9E

Our young hunting part), consisting of docile Doug.
Garv. the thinker, Karl, ·Tm late for social studies:· Stenman', and petrified, speechless Paul, accompanied by our
president, Gloria. and ··Giggling .Joyce:· ]anded safel) on
the shores of darkl'st ,\frica. Gunga llan1111oundc. chief of
the head hunting Zomlwzi trilw, \,ell-kno\\ n for asking for
answers to he r<'pt'atl'd, his "ifl·. absent-minded Timmie
and their thnT little ZomlH·zics. Gl'orgie, flirtatious Frieda.
and calm Carol\'ne. were the first nati\Ts to men tlwn1.
Gunga decidl'd to sho" these ,isitms through the jungle.
On their "a\' to ,l'e om• of the ,11 an°l' , illa 0 l'S. tht·,· noticed
Ridlev; , sittir~o,...,, undn a <>o-<>o
tree • thinkin,;
.'.""
t"'I of his'
. one and
onlv. as usual. R11th and Vcrnettl'. inten'sted in science.
\,·e1:c collecting s1rei1nens for :-.11. I lallarn; :'.\[usdt•s Smutz
was wrestling ,rith a gorilla: Carl and :-;cil \\TIT playing
r·ing-arouncl-tlll'-rosey, with tlw little chimps, whil<' \ icepresident Stan w;1s grarefulh swinging like Tarzan, through
the tree-tops. These trmcller, also sa\\ the grand chase.
·'Short-skirts" Samia was earnestly pursuing Jack. "ho ,, as
worrying about his hair being mess) and Gaye finding him.
Attempting to climb a tree and escape. Jack was stepped
on b) Paul "I didn't say a \,ord" lkadsha" and pce-,\Te
Brownell, who \\"t'IT descending from their tlTc hut. On
reaching the ,·illage. th<' hunters \\ere grel'tcd by :\!itch. his
right-hand man. the grl'at author of ··Zero". Hendry, and
Hcndry's girlfriend Porky Knapp. Ramona. Diane. Jlelcn.
Carol. Pead, and Sharon. prm icled a relaxing e, ening of
dancing rntcrtainmen t. That night, the huntns slept in the
tent of the witchdoctor. lank\- Pavnc, and b\' the end of
that night, they had had qui'tc c~ough of ti'H' jungle for
the time hcing. They packed up their belongings and
headed back to their ship and the peaceful surroundings of
the ci,·ilizcd world.

:\fan Ellen
First woman president
Ji 111 'Bard we II
Cigarette commercials
Carol Bates
Future Mrs. \\'. P.
Gail Bertrand
Director of :\.f. G. :'.\1. (somedav
Tom Chamnl'\'
Still setting up pins but a different ki~d
Fra\t'r Clarin~bold
??? The big question
Clara Dell
Miss Q. T. for 1970
,\udn·v Dt·nomm<'
Symphony admirer
Ronal~l De Vittori
Another Barrymore
Roseman· Goctz
Joining the Air Force ( :'.\1cn 's Corps
Pat ITar~ling
Miss Togetherness
Gene, ic, e I knr\'
Skating in \\'inter Olympics
Ken Kohuch
·
Star goalie for Montreal
Lvnd,1 Lesarn.kv
Shr will make city spokesman
G~·rn· .\fa1·cntcttc
Like man, way out
E1 nc· .\frllanhy
Tall man in the Rig Top
I xn n \ loon·
Time will tell
.J(rnc Ribble
Bench warmer for G. J. (basketball
. \nni<' Ruston
Famous for her blonde hair????
.)<'an Turpin
Still in Detention Room
Susanne Thomson
Futurc Scientist
.\Iar~ \\'esscl
She will takc any part
Charlene \\'igle
Future Mrs. J. Z.
Leak Zack
Singer in the Metropolitan Opera House
Shr will catch on to G. M.'s "way
.Joann<' Zangari
out" ways
Lcslic Ccnn·illon
Still d1c\\·ing gu;n
Pat Carroll
Future French Te:1cher
Coach of Chicago Black Hawks
.Jo-Anne Benoit
Wild One
J ucl\' .\failhiot
.\1ary St. Denis
You ne\'er can tell
Dan's sla,·e
Donna Graham

•

•

~

FAMOUS SAYINGS FOR 9D
Brenda Atkin
Lynn Birchard
Diane Coa tcs
flryon Desjarlais
Jacqueline Doughty
Charles Forrnagin
Margaret Gibson
Emma Hanison
Lynne Hodgkinson
Anthony Jacobelli
Beatrice Lewis
Helen Mc:Mackin
James Marancie
Rosemary Mark
Darlene M urrav
Douglas Murray
Marilyn Okc

Lois Pinkowski
Joan Plunkett
Barbara Ramey
Ray Renaud
:Kenneth Smith
Elizabeth Spanik
Judith Squire
Dan Staplt'y
Grace Thompson
Darlene \\' alters
Barry \\'enn
Ciro De Santis
Pat Martin
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Tell George not to phone so late
Bill phoned last night
I [ow about that ··Danny"'
Mav I borrow your pen?
,
That darn Al
Get lost
r don't know
Dig that Gig
Did vou do \'Olli" homework?
'
·
Okay skinny
Tall Tonv
Is Mrs. Hallam looking?
That skirt looks bctt<'r
Cha Cha ''45 .. (John \
Should I gi, c up on him ( Ciro \ ?
Shut-up Stapley
I'll put you clown for a detention
If it's not Jim. it's Jack
You're funn\'
Tommy came o,·cr last nigh't
\\'hat is she talking about?
I don't like that teacher
Doug, did you sec him (Ken ?
I'm going to quit school
Rut I couldn't get my'lockcr open
I'll bring it tom01To,,, .\1r. Rogin
I don't like him, honest
Ifs perfect (6x
Oh! Darlene
\ \'here arc we?

9F
MACATHARY'S MESSAGE
The following is a message in code rccei,·cd from special
agent .\1acathary on the situation in the city founded by
thr bovs of 9F.
Gs/hrgfzgrlm rm gs,· xrgb rh mlg gs" )Tkg. Gs" O\·zw,·ih
lu gw xrgb; Ni. D1mph. Ni. \\'lfth, -;,mw Ni. Znhlm, zi,·
s1ermt gl i,·k ir111nw gs,· o,·1,\Yih lu gs\' lkklhrgrlm nli,·
ui,-jf, mgob. Qrn ZoO\ m. lib Acilclhpr zmw 7 mfny\'1 lu
lgs,·ih 1i, y, xl nrmt lfghklp,·m zrzrmhg gs,· O\'zw,·ih. Lgs\'kh
hfxs 1h P, m Szbdziw. D1hnw Nlmih·, Dzb1m· Dirtsg. zmw
\\' 1cn, Him\'\ i. zi,· szennt c,·ijzo urtsgn. Lgs\'ih, h,·,·n
y, mg Im '"hsllgnnt gilfyo,·" mlfmt gs" uvnzo,· xrgravmh.
Ve.._, kg uli gsrh zoo rh jfn·g yfg gs,·i\' zi\' z m·d ilfhrmt
hlxrm nn gs, ufgfi,· gsrh rh xzfhrmt z nrhgb uzi-zdzb
ollp nn gs,· ,·bdi lu nzmb lu gs,· xrgra\'mh. Yfg zoo rh
rm xlnb·gvmg s1mwh.
\\'e'II gi\T you a hint a b c cl
Z

\" X

W

- N;xzgszib

HOME ECONOMIC HECTICS
On that clear afternoon. when e,·crybody was noisily
minding e,·crybody else's business, II. \\'.'s piercing scream
camc.suclclcnly through to gossip-clouded ears. There was
a mouse in tlw stO.\C' 1 The kitchen occupants werC' slowly
backing away from the monstrous mouse and the others
"·ere clamoring to ,c·c· the nitc little thing. Then the mouse
disappeared. and things calnwd down. and c,·crybody
settled down to hear thC' latest reports on the sewing proPATTER.SOI\'

9D President: Marilyn Oke.
Vice-President: Barry Wenn.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Rog in.
Back Row: Bryan Desjarlais, Charles Formagin,

Doug Murray, Ray Renaud, Leslie Hishon,
Anthony Iacobelli, Dan Stapley, Ken Smith.
Third Row: Ray Marchand, James Marancie,
Barry Wenn, Rosemary Mark, Lynn Birchard, Brenda Atkin, Elizabeth Spanik,
Beatrice Lewis, Mr. Rogin.
Second Row: Darlene Walters, Lois Pinkowski,
Joan Plunkett, Pat Martin, Emma Harrison,
Helen McMackin, Grace Thompson.
First Row: Marilyn Oke, Darlene Murray, Diane
Coates, Jacqueline
Doughty,
Barbara
Ramey, Judy Squire, Lynn Hodgkinson,
Margaret Gibson.

9E Preside nt: Mary Ellen Amicarelli.
Vice-President: Ken Kohuch.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. Stone.
Back Row: Jim

Bardwell, Fraser Clare, Tom
Chamney, Ron DeVittori, Ken Kohuch.
Third Row: Jerry Marentette, Clara Dell, Susanne Thomson, Gail Bertrand, June Ribble,
Pat Hard ing, Annie Ruston, Jean Turpin.
Second Row: Ernie Mellanby, Genevieve Henry,
Rosemary Goetz, Donna Graham, Lynda
Lesansky, Audrey Denomme, Leslie Couvillon, Mary St. Denis.
First Row: Marg Wessel, Leah Zack, Carol
Bates, Joanne Zangari, Jo-Anne Benoit,
Mr. Stone, Charlene Wigle, Lynn Moore,
Judy Ma ilhiot, Mary Ellen Amicarel li.
Absent: Pat Carrol I.

9F President: Dick Davis.
Vice-President: Ba rbara McPherson.
Home-Room Teacher: Mr. W illiamson.

Roy Zurowski, J im Allen, David
Sumner, Jul ius Bala toni, John Noestheden,
Grant Karn, Dick Davis.
Third Row: Frank Dean, Wil ly Baumann, Fred
Cowlin, Wayne Munro, Ken Hayward,
Barbara Ga rrow, J e a n Dowdell, Vickie
Purdy, He len Melnik .
Second Row: Mr. Williamson, Louie Mitrovich,
Elizabeth Fina ley, Joanna Whi te, Shulamith Kligman, Shirley Harnadek, Mab e l
Kominar, Pat Kudirka, Pat Ciebien, Vir·
ginia Dremba, Michae l Maxwe II.
First Row: Wayne Wright, Heather White, Carol
Maurizio, Jim Gal l, David
Anderson,
Michael
Karschti, Mary A rner,
Lind a
Johnson, Ruth Doutsas, Judy To polie.
Absent: Sharon A rner, Jan G lo dowski, Heather
White.

Back Row:

9G President: Terry Jolliffe.
Vice-President: Barbara Maxwell.
Home-Room Teacher: Mrs. Turabian.
Back Row: Lyle Sumner, Ken Dubniak, John

Parks, Jim Aylesworth, El lis Fabian, i'erry
Joliffe, Terry Sobie.
Third Row: Gary Weese, Margaret Browne,
Darryl Washbrook, Diane Wyatt, Jeffrey
McArthur, Hermyle Trudell, Pamela Brown,
Betsy Stoy anovitch, Bridget Mackin.
Second Row: Mrs. Tvrabian, Dwight Washington, Lynda Reynolds, Jane White, Halyna
Mordowa nec, Lillie Eberts, Sophie Duda,
Beatrice Manchen, Mary Lou Dwelska,
Betty Pachorka, Rocco Va lente.
First Row: Pa t Ri tchie, Gloria BorJolin, Barbara
Maxwe ll , Martha G rayson, Art Jol icoeur,
Sandy Fetterly, Manual Golden, Andrea
Shreve, Pauline Newell, Da le Burge.

P A TRI C IA N

9F CLASS NEWS (conrinued)

ject. ~o sooner "as c, c1 yone quiet \\ hen another scream
cut the air: the mouse had been spotted again. By this time
a mouse \\'as quite common. so when a crash and a startled
'"oh·: came, \\'C attributed it to a glass falling. Of course, it

was quite a ll't-clm111 for tlw l'l'~t of u~ \\'hrn nothing rlst'
exciting happened the rest of the afternoon.

•
CLASS NEWS, 9G

by
Betsy Stoyanovich and Hermyle Trudell
Pri,·atc discussions in class \\'ith :\f. B.
··f-!cl\\ about that Cha! Cha! Cha!"
~fargrct Bro\\"IW
"Guess \\'ho I like)"
Gloria Bortolin
S\\'eet ! Gentle! and LO\·able !
Dale 13urdgc
Not much to say
.. rmprO\·ed his eyes?''.
K enneth Dubniak
Sophie Duda
"And-uh-cl um-uh'"
:\fary Lou D\\'elska
First \\'Oman to S\\'im the Atlantic
Ocean
··Doe,n't that rot vour socks··
Lillie Eberts
Ellie Fabian
A good one to argue a point \\'ith the
teachers
Sandy Fetterly
:\krnorizcd the English Language
Jane A ylcs\\'orth
Pam Bro\\·n

~fartha Grayson
Art Jolicoeur
Terry Jolliffe
.Jeffrey McArthur
Bridget :\1acklin

rot chewing gum?
Class Frenchman
Attending Latin classes at 3: 15
A future \\'alter Caplin
If I can't ha\·e Bobby Rydell, I'll take
K. \\'. any dav
Beatrice :\fanchen
"Does my hair look O.K/·
~fanuel Golden
Likes reading books?
Barbara :\fax\\'c II
Answering the door in Social Studies
Halyna :\fordowanec
"I didn't study" results : honours
Pauline Ne\\'ell
Racing to the locker
Betty Pachorka
··Oh , Isn't that cute???··
John Parks
Ans\\'ering as h e stands up
Pat Ri tchie
The friendly type
Lynda Reynolds
"\\'hat! No car?··
•\ ncln•a Shren•
Gi,·ing diction lessons in French
Terry Sobie
'"H ow arc YOC rnming along in Latin?"'
Betsy StoyanO\·ich
Great Speaker of 9G
LYie S111nner
Football hero of 19 ?
Ilnmylc Truddl
Future Cowboy
Rocco Valente
Li,·cd when the Romans did
Darryle \\'ashbrook
··J just don't think that's fair"
Gary \\"ccsc
Old, old, man \\'eese
Diane \\.\'att
··\\'hen can I smoke?"'
D\\'ight \\"ashington
Nex.t president
Jane \\'hitc
Knitting booties for Jane

THE
ESSEX AND KENT SCOTTISH
INVITES
YOU TO INVESTIGATE THE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR TRAINING, LEADERSHIP AND
PROMOTION OFFERED IN THE RESERVE
ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM

- -•--ENQUIRIES MAY BE DIRECTED TO:

THE ORDERLY ROOM
THE ESSEX AND KENT SCOTTISH
WINDSOR ARMOURY
Telephone-CL 3-4354
or

YOUR CHIEF CADET INSTRUCTOR
BY PERMISSION-LT.-COL. J. A. BAXTER, C.O.

Officer Commanding

DEFINITIONSHypochondriac

A person who \\'ants to ha,-c his ache and
treat it too.

Old-timer -

A person who remembers when a sensational no,·cl contained asterisks.

Moderate -

A man who makes enemies left and right.

Dead Gi,·e-away

A cancelled qLtiz show.
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You need more
than the right answers
A fine school record· is the beginning of a fine future. But it is
only a beginning. A still better foundation for a successful career

is a university education.
Unfortunately, many of those with the right answers and the
right abilities are unable to develop their full potentialities at a
university because of a lack of funds. It was these students
that the seven General Motors companies operating in Canada
had in mind when, in 1955, they jointly undertook the General
Motors Canadian Scholarship Programme.
Each year twenty-five scholarships are awarded and, to date,
125 students have benefited from awards ranging in value up to
$2,000. And the GM Scholarship Programme also provides
funds to the universities themselves to help maintain and
improve the quality of education. The choice of one of 14
universities and of faculty is entirely in the hands of the students
and their advisors.
Through this Scholarship Programme, General Motors helps
many students develop their faculties and abilities to the fullto mature into people able to play a substantial role in Canada's
tomorrow.

Applications for General Motors Scholarships should be directed lo the
Regi.strars of the following participating universities:
The University of Toronto; the University of Western Ontario,
London; Queen 's University, King ston; the University of Montreal;
M cGill University, Montreal; the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg;
the University of Briti sh Columbia, Vancouver; the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; the University of Alberta, Edmonton;
Dalhousie University, Halifax; the University of New Brunswick,
Fredericton; Laval University, Quebec City; Memorial University,
St. John's, Newfoundland; and McMaster University, Hamilton.

GENERAL MOTORS
GROWING WITH CANADA
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Comj,lime11t1 of the

Good Luck, Students .1

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA

SOUTH WINDSOR PHARMACY

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

1235 GRAND MARAIS

YO 9-1234

C omplimrnls of

Tlif SALVATION 4~Mr
6~AC:t liOSJ)ITAL
I

SCtiOOL of NU~SIN6

0 56

et.f

ESQUIRE MEN'S SHOP
359 OUELLETTE A VE.

Birks

0-tl • • •

1

JEWELLERS

A THREE YEAR COURSE IN NURSING
QUALIFYING YOU TO WRITE
ONTARIO REGISTRATION EXAMINATIONS

* One class yearly commencing late in August
* ;\fodern residence accommodation

WINDSOR GIFT SHOP

ALMA COLLEGE
ST.

THOMAS

-

ONTARIO

RESIOE~TlAL S('HOOL FOR GIRLS
FOUNDED IN 1876

GRADES IX TO XIII
IXCLlISI VE

* Affiliations in Psychiatric and Tuberculosis
Nursing are available
0 0

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

and
0

EXCELLENT COURSES IN SECRETARIAL SCIENCE,
MUSIC, DRAMATICS,
FINE ANO APPLIED ARTS.

FOR INFORMATION AND PROSPECTUS

Fol' ful'lher infol'mation contact

PLEASE WRIT£

MRS. STEELE SIF"I'ON, B.A.. B.Ed.

The Directol' of Nursing

PRINCIPAL
OPE-.:S SEPTl::'.\1BER 8, 1000

•
GUBB'S PHARMACY LTD.

•••

900 Erie Sfreet East
CL 4-1082 - CL 3-4866
3808 Seminole Street
WH 5-9611
1399 Grand llarnis Road West
YO 9-8520

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

Windsor"s
()ependable
()epartment Store

Bartlet's
Bartlet Macdonald & Gow Limited

UNION GAS COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

Take the 'Royal' road to a successful career

WINDSOR DIVISION

Ask at any branch for a copy

Collegiate graduate?

of "Your Future in Banking"

149 CHATHAM STREET WEST

THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
N

PATRICIAN
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HOW A TEEN-AG ER'S FASTER REFLEXES
CAN MAKE HIM A BETTER DRIVER
Teen-age drivers react faster than most older folks. Used rightly,
your reflexes can make you one of the best drivers on the road.
Tip: Don't let excessive speed rob you of your natural advantages.
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FAST on the brake

At 40 M.P.H. on a dry concrete road, you can stop
in 130 feet if you hit the brake as soon as you spot
danger. But if you're going 50 M.P.H. it will take you
60 more feet to come to a full stop-and that may be
too late. Don't let excessive speed rob you of your
natural advantages.

I
I
I

FAST out of a skid

Most drivers know that you correct your course by
turning the wheels in the direction of the skid. And
the quicker this is done, the less chance of losing
control. But skids are usually caused by moving too
fast for conditions in the first plac·e . Don't let excessive
speed rob you of your natural advantages.
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FAST steering ability

FAST eye-motion

"Threading the needle" to avoid sideswiping calls
for muscles that act sensitively and instantly. Here
again you're in the driver's scat. The good driver
works at keeping out of this spot because he can't
control the other cars. Don't /et e:ccessir.:e speed rob you
of your natural advantages.

The quicker you see what's going on around you the
sooner you can take precautionary measures. Take a
tip from our fighter pilots. Look around you for
potential trouble. Use the rear view mirror. Size up a
situation before you're in it. Don't let excessive speed
rob you of your natural advantages.

:
1
1

:
,
:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J

CHRYSLER OF C~NADA, LIMITED
PLYMOUTH

•

DODGE DART

VALIANT

Page 56

•

•

DODGE •

DODGE TRUCKS

•

DE SOTO •

CHRYSLER •

FARGO TRUCKS •

IMPERIAL

SIMCA

P A T T E R SOX

Compliments of

CHICKEN COURT RESTAURANT
531 PELISSIER STREET
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

BCSINESS: CL 2-3074

RESIDENCE: WH 5-3610

Com /Jli111e11ts of

HOLEK SHEET METAL LTD.
RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
HEATING, COOLING AND VENTILATI NG
STA INLESS STEEL WORK
EA \ 'ESTROU GIIING
62, TUSCARORA STREET

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

CANADIAN ENGINEERING AND
TOOL CO. LIMITED
DESIGNERS

C. M. PETERSON COMPANY LTD.
0 0 0

800 HOWARD AVENUE

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

PHONE CL 6-1869

Tools, Die(, Jig1, Fixt111es, Gauges and Special
,\1ach i11ery
PLANT No. 1 - WINDSOR, ONTARIO
PLANT No. 2 - OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

BARBARA WOOD

BAILLIE'S MUSIC AND CARD CENTRE
320 PELISSIER STREET
A CARD FOR EVERY OCCAS ION . • .
A RECORD FOR EVERY MOOD

BCILDERS

LIMITED

*

TELEPHONE ANSWERING SYSTEM
* DIRECT MAIL ADVERTIS I NG
• SECRETARIAL SERVI CES
Phone CL 3-63H
504 VICTORIA A VENUE

WINDSOR, ON'rARIO

SCHOOL OF NURSING
METROPOLITAN GENERAL HOSP ITAL
WINDSOR. ONTARIO
The School or Nurt'llng, MetroPOllta.n General Hospital, orrer, to qualified
hlKh school traduate.!l a thr-ee year course leading to ellglbtllty to write the
Ontario Nurse Regl @trallon £xa.mlnatlona.. This ts one or the most pro•

greutve

nursing ,;choolR In Ontario oner-Inc the newer proeram or
t'ducatlon that Is eradually being adopted by roremoat. schools In the
prO\'lnef',

PATTERN OF COURSE
years nurstnsr edueatton (Including education experience tn
bOth c1auroom and ho~pltal wards) followed by one )'ear nurslnit
lntcrn,1,hlp. An allowan<"e or SJ 30.00 ~r month h ilven tn the
third yt."ar.

Two

F[ATURES OF COURSE
No tuition (et'. 8ooki- and unlform111 t.upplled by !i!ChOOI.
Re81dence ACC"bmmodatlon In modem school building with excellent
llvlng and t<-At"hlng ra<"lllll('it.
\\'('JI

c.1uallfl<'d teaC'hlna-

l!it.-rr.

t-;xpe-rlenct In all maJor branche"' of nurli>lnir.

Opportunity for f.pecla11t-ed experience In third year In Operatlnl'
Room, Maternity, or C'hlldren's Nur~tnit,

*

Se-e School Announcement re Admission Requirements

INFORMATION MAY BE ~EC'UREO FROM :

DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSI NG
2240 KILDARE ROAD. WINDSOR
Telephone CL 4-1855

PATRICIAN
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Phone CL. 2-0871

Com/Jliments of

®~!;~!~!:~

Printing &
Publishing Co. Ltd.

1235 OTTAWA STREET. WINDSOR. ONTARIO
COMPLIMENTS OF

ffilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

COPELAND'S BOOKSTORES LTD.
1569 TECUMSEH ROAD E.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

2054 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

485 PELESSIER STREET

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

HODGSON AND JONES

Students Receive

SUPERTEST SERVICE

Special Attention At

225 WYANDOTTE STREET
CL 2-1407

VARSITY
SPORTS CENTRE LIMITED

Compliments of

" The right equipment for every sport"

NAPOLI REST AU RANT
71 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST

( PIZZERIA)

Windsor, Ontario

3991 Walker Road at No. 2 Highway

ComjJ/iments of

GERANIUM TEA ROOM
H O :.\1 E

COOK ED

F OOD

II: 30 a.m. to 2 11.m. and ;; 1>,m, to
PELISSIER STREET and PARK STREET

j : 30 11.m.

WINDSOR. ONT.

COMPLIMENTS OF

MELOCHE
BEAVER
SERVICE

FURS BY ARPIN

1399 TECUY1SEH ROAD WEST

P hone CL 3-5612

24 hour Se rvice

484 PELISSIER STREET

PHONE CL 3-6773

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

RENNIE S MUSIC STORE
1

Ai:ents for . . .
• SELMER - CONN • BOO SEY & HAWKES
BAND INSTRUl\1ENTS

• DALAPE • SCANOALLI • SALANTI
PIANO ACCORDIONl>
• LEEDY AND LUDWIG DRUMS AND
PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
• CONSONATA ELECTRONIC ORGANS

JOHN WEBB LIMITED

• R.C.A. VICTOR - ADMIRAL TELEVISION
TELEVISION • RADIO • MUSICAL INST RUM ENT S
REPAIRED SY EXPERT T EC H N I CIAN S

138 LONDON ST. WEST
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WINDSOR, ONTARIO

•

DIAMOND - WATCHES - JEWELLERY

Imported English Silverware and China
552-556 OUELLETTE A VENUE

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

PATTERSON

•

EDUCATION
preparation for the work of life
Ford of Canada encourages young people in their search for education. Over the past six years,
36 university scholarships have been awarded to the sons and daughters of employees.
The young men and women chosen may select any approved college or university in Canada.
Ford of Canada also helps support a number of youth programs including the Canadian Council for 4-H Clubs.
To stimulate creative talent and fine craftsmanship, the Ontario Student Craftsman's Fair selects the
projects entered by Ontario students in the lndustrial Arts Awards sponsored annually by Ford Motor Company,
Teaching aids and educational motion pictures are made available to Canadian schools. I n addition,
Ford of Canada Dealers in many communities participate in High School driver education projects.
We arc proud to be associated with many educational activities, because we believe that a sound
education is the best preparation for the challenges and opportunities of the future.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
FORD • FALCON • METEOR• FRONTENAC •M ERCURY• MONARCH• THUNDERBIRD •LINCOLN• ANGLIA • PREFECT
CONSUL• ZEPHYR• ZODIAC • TAUNUS • FORD TRUCKS • MERClJRY TRUCKS• THAMES VANS & BUSES • FORD TRACTORS
FORDSON TRACTORS• FORDSON DIESEL INDUSTRIAL ENGINES• EQUIPMENT FOR AGRICULTURE AND I NDUSTRY
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WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE

~
'

~.;;•

.

See us for your School Supplies

'~~
~

MARENTETTE'S BOOKSTORE

,:.; DRUCi STORES

129 O"CELLETTE A VE.

I.. I M IT E 0

Ouellette at London
Ouellette at Wvandotte

CL 4-2505
CL 4-2507

Ouellette at Sh.epherd

CL 4-2272

Ouellette at Giles
Wyandotte at Hall
w;·andotte at Partington
1:341 Ottawa near Hall
Norton Palmer Smoke & Gift Shop

CL
CL
CL
CL
CL

3-1023
4-1334
6-2695
3-8828
3-5760

- "})

. .J

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

OUR BREAD, ASSORTED PIES & CAKES are JUST LIKE MOTHER USED TO BAKE

CENTRAL BAKERY
BREAD A:'l:D PASTRY
H. LEGEBOW. Proprietol'
665 GLENGARRY AVE., WINDSOR, ONT.

Phone CL 3-0310

BEST WISHES TO ALL
PATTERSON STUDENTS
From

WINDSOR'S LARGEST DEPARTMENT STORE

Compliments of

Compliments of

IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA
285 OUELLETTE

COMPLIMENTS OF

LAZARE'S FINER FURS

Doug Coulson

CL 3-2418
439 OUELLETIE A VENUE

W INDSOR. ONTARIO

DO R. \\'IN PLAZA

Compliments of

DOMINION FORGE LTD.
WALl(ERVILLE
Page 60
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What's ahead for you,

young lady?

Are you continuing
your education? Are you
plauning a career in
business? If you are
graduating this year, and
thinking of a business career,
we ill\·ite you to consider
The Bell Telephone Company
of Canada.
The Bell can help you select
a career suited to your personal
interests. You ,,·ill recei,·e job training
and company courses of instruction in
many important fields . You earn a good
salary as well, and you help to maint.1in
a public ser\"ice essenti.ll to your community.

If )'OU are looki11gfor JJrrma11e11l ernJ,lo:>·me11l,
why not drop in at The Bell now and find out
more about the opportunities in this important sen·ice.

If )'Oil are co11li1111i11g )'Our education
you will be interested to know that Bell has splendid
opportunities for you when you graduate
from college. Keep u:s in mind,
won't you?
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY Of CANADA

®
•
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COl\lPLl~tENTS OF

BOB DUNLOP'S
Battery and Tire Service
Wyandotte at Janette

PHONE CL 4-40:32

HYDRO

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

WATER

COMPLIMENTS
of

furnished by

THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
OTTAWA and MOY BRANCH

-

1-

THE lVINDSOR UTILITIES COMIIISSION
MR.

R. R .

Chairman

HICKS

T·ice-Chairman

MR. \ \'M. ANDERSON
SUITS MADE-TO-ll!EASURE

ED. WEISS
LADIES AND GENTS TA ILORING

J.

BRIAN

CommiHioner

MR. GORDON H. FL'LLER

Commi.uio11er

MR. MALCOLM

MR. M1cHAF.L

PATRICK

ALTERATION~ • REPAJRS - CLEANING AND PRESSING

MR.

J.

E.

PHONE CL 1-8•7•

MR.

J.

F. CooK

363 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST

TF.CKO,

i\1ayor

JR.

General Mana{!er
Secretary-Treasurer

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

Compliments of

Oueen's University

LENNON PHARMACY

at l\inEJton, Ontario

1298 OTTAWA STREET -

Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841

* Facult)' of Arts
* Facult)• of Applied Science

* Facuity of Medicine
* Facuity of Law
* School of Nursing

WINDSOR

Get More Out of Life ...
Go Out to a Movie!

CAPITOL

*

PALACE
TIVOL/

*
PARK

* School of Commerce
Famous Players Theatres

Combined Course in
ARTS AND PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION

Graduate Courses in

COMPLIMENTS OF

AR.TS AND SCIENCE, APPLIED SCIENCE AND MEDICINF.

LYLE'S MEN'S WEAR
Write to the Registrar for Entrance and Matriculation
Scho!,uship Bulletin

318 OUELLETTE AVENUE

W INDSOR . ONTARIO

(Next to Palace Theatre)
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For Security Tomorrow
Insure 'I\ it h La'\\ ton Today

COMPLI MENTS OF

Ouplate

LAWTON INSURANCE AGENCY

Canada

WiO OUELLETTE AVl·~Nl.:E, WINOSOR

Ltd.

CL 3-16:ii

Wl !'. D SO R DIV I S I O!\

SANDWICH WEST AUTO SALES
0

1850 WALKER ROAD

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

nus.:

CL 2-,9"4 • CL 2-!I003

RES.: CL 2.,1:;3
Wl~l>SOR O:-;T.

CO~l!'I.DlE?- rs OF

F. E. DA YUS CO. LIMITED

R. Frenchy Morel
OWNF.R

RESIDE:SCF.: CL 6-:i02S

11;,, TECUMSEH HOAD WEST

W!Nl>:--OR

co~t PI.l~t ~:wrs

ZACK PRINTING COMPANY
Letterht-1ul"', Hmiines"' C ,rtt~. Tnv tntion
Bu~iness Fot"ms, Ad\'crti~in)."'. Foldet· l\lenuM
PIU:S T1'C: \ Ol CA\;

n~; PIHH'D

P HO;, t: Cl, 3-6031
;;1;; WYANDOTT E STRF.ET EAST

OP

wnrnson.

ONTA IUO

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR
Co11!!int11/a1,, J/,r

11160 G1nd11nli11!! C:la"1'1 of

HON. J. C. PATTERSON
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
and ,,·t>IC'on11•s your inquiri1•s about continuing
your education in any of the
follo\\'ing rir'ds

Arts
Pure Science

Business Administration
Engineering
Household Science
Nursing
FOR J!\lORMATJO!-' AHOUT • • •

SCHOLARSHIPS - BCRSARIES
sn:m•:l'\T LOA~S
00?."TACT THE

REGl~TUAIC
\,.:['\IPTIO~ l'~I\ EH"-JTY OP \\"l~IJSOH
.&N

PATRICIA~

'"Jt

• !SE -

CL 44%16

0

1/i3'.l TEC\J\!SEH RI>. W. ,\T CURRY

PARKWAY AUTO SALES

P II OSE Cl. 6-2011

0

Hoofing, Riding, Insulation, and Sheet , retal
Contractors
21,;:; HO\\ARD A\'f;NUE

\\ 11':J>SOR, ONT.\IUO

L. & B. MARINE & SPORT CENTRE
BOATS, ~tOTORS
f

A,n

F.Ql 11', 1E:-T

hjn,: ~UPl)he :: rul ,totor Hn.ntnls

R. "BOR'' l,A W:--ON
CL 6-113&

};. "GEN f:" I.A WSON
YO 9-0332

HI l!i TECUMSEH w~;sT

WINDS01(, ONTAHIO

ROBT. W. PURDY

HOPPE'S NU-VOGUE

FIRE • AUTO • CASUALTY . INSURANCE

JUNIOR, MISSES· AND WOMEN'S WEAR

1821 LARKIN ROAD •

Phon• CL 4-9666

246 OUELLETTE AVENUE

PHONE WH 5-8440

12 EQUITY CHAMBERS BLDG.• 62 CHATHAM ST. W.
PHONE CL 3-6976
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

T h ree F ormer Students

WINDSOR Y.M.C.A. - Y.W.C.A.

The Bluestone Brothers

CL 4-8673

Lou, Saul and Syd

511 PELISSIER STREET

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

EVERYTHING IN SPORTS

The

VERN PILLSWORTH'S

Fantasia
Beauty
Salon

SPORTLAND
CL 3-9092
37

UNIVERSITY WEST

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

BUDD MACHINE TOOL CO. LTD.

Owner Jerry Hornick

DIEMAKER -

155 TECUMSEH ROAD WEST
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

METAL TREATERS
0 0 0

CLearwa ter 6-7529

CL 3-2955

2
Compliments of

N

FEDERAL OUTLET

N

2

2

2

2

2

2

CL 3-2092

2

2

2

2

2

2

CLIP THE COUPON

DDD

ON A

N

63 PITT STREET EAST

2

CL 4-5766

N
N

WORTH

P URCHASE

$2.00

OF

With Compliments

$20.00

AT
N

OR MORE

ADELMAN'S Department Store
N

60 PITT STREET EAST

1526 OTT AW A STREET
N

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

99(

CLIP THIS COUPON . . . WORTH 99c CASH

HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
CL 4-1108
2i0 ERIE STREET EAST

CL 4-1109

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

99(

~~

Pr~!~f: ~:isp~i~cutfa:: :ans;ier
pair Young Men's Trousers
FOR SMART STYLES I N
YOUNG MEN·s CLOTHES

"BROTHERHOOD" 1535 OTTAWA STREET
COMPLIMENTS OF

COOPER RECREATION

SEVEN-UP BOTTLING CO. (WINDSOR) LTD.

744 OUELLETTE
CL 2-1316

WINDSOR

• ONTARIO
OPEN BOWLING EVERY AFTERNOON ANO WEEKENDS
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Do You Dream?

s

~

'
=
J
J

i
i
j

I=

J
J

I

Have You Ever Dreamed about the
day you would be a Top Executive or
the Secretary to a Top Executive?
You Have?

Excellent!

f
II
J

i

However, dreaming or imagining alone won't get you
there. Don't be satisfied with mediocrity. Is the best too
good for yo1,1? You bet it isn't! Then why be satisfied
with anything less than the best, when the best is so easy
to attain, if you want/ it enough?

I
j
I
I

Graduating in BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION or
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL work at the WINDSOR
BUSINESS COLLEGE is the quickest, surest and least
expensive method of making your dream come true.

I
i
i

J

..

High School Graduates, Investigate
Before You Decide!

II
Ii

;::i:·;:·

II
I

II
11

i
s
I

We heartily welcome your call for full information about

:~:"School that wiII DO the

s
s

!
!

i

II
If

I

!§
f
If

I

I

!;

!
"I

MOST For You!

I

WINDSOR

s

BUSINESS COLLEGE
R.

J.

i

SERVICE, Principal

BANK OF MONTREAL BurLorNc

15

CHATHAM ST. EAST

I
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Com/Jliments of

D. VALENTE
Custom Tailor

WHITEMAN FURNITURE COMPANY
1378 OTTAW A STREET

- •-

CL 3-1659

1161 ERIE WEST

LANGER MOTORS

COMPLIMENTS OF

824 WY AND OTTE EAST
a o o

WINDSOR ARENA LIMITED

Bear Alignment, Sj,eedu•ay "79" Products

GRAY'S STORE
Clothing, Shoes, Drygood" for the Home and Family

330 OUELLETTE A VENUE

1407-17 OTTAWA STREET

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

Next to Prince Edward Hotel

Compliments of

MARVIN'S DRY GOODS LTD.
1686-9~ OTTAWA STREET , COR. WINDERMERE

SIMON MOTORS LTD.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Authorized Austin and Hillman Dealer

Telephone CL 6-9141

ComjJliments of

BROWN BROS.

JACK'S CAMERA SHOP

SUNOCO

MANAGER: J.

325

923 WYANDOTTE EAST

TECU:.\ISEH ROAD WEST AT DOUGALL

PHONE CL 4-0517

Compliments of

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Compliments of

ADLER BAKING CO.

KEN WILEY PHARMACY

Our new store

505 WYANDOTTE

:.

Open every day 8 a.m. to 11

2300 HOWARD AVENUE

v.m.

STEWART'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
1399 GRAND MARAIS WEST
YORKTOWN SHOPPING CENTRE
YO 9-0420

FREE DE LIVERY

THE SPECTRAL ARMS
Our meals arc out of this world. Truly superb

culinary cremations, fashioned by our chef with
great skull and accompanied, of corpse, by the
finest of wines, spirits, and biers.

Compliments of

HAL BELLINGER

ESSO GAS

EPPS ARMY SURPLUS No. 5
CL 3-7979

26 CHATHAM STREET EAST
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WINDSOR, ONT.

794 OUELLE'ITE A VENUE

STATION
CL 4-4826
1725 HURON LINE

PATTERSON

CROWN JEWELLERS

OTTAWA PHARMACY LTD.

321 OUELLETTE AVENUE

898 OTT AW A STREET

PRESCRIPTIONISTS

I

•

CL 3-6724
Amy Nantais

CL 2-2009

John Nantais

CL 3-6576
D:\Vid Glnser. B.Sc .. Phm .

Jack Stein. Phm. B.

GET YOUR EDUCATION AT PATTERSON
I

CANADA DRY BOTTLING CO.

BUY YOUR FURNITt:RE AT

WINDSOR LIMITED

TEPPERMAN'S
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

1214 O'M'AWA STREET

•••

WALDY STEFANCZYK
Supertest Service
CL 2-1686

2310 WALKER ROAD

968 OTTAWA

JOE HOLMAN'S SERVICE

CL 3-4575

Fo1· first class hair-cuts come to

SUPERTEST PRODUCTS

VANITY BARBER SHOP

COM PLETE CAR SERV ICE
1.i79 TECUMSEH ROAD WEST

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

683 OUELLETTE AVE.

Phone CL 6-6084

NOVAK'S CLOTHING STORE

JAMES RICHARDSON & SONS
Serving Investors Across Canada

Desi).(ners of Mens and Ladie• Clothing

ALTERATIONS OF ALL K I NDS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

1201 OTTAWA ST., WINDSOR, ONT.

656 OUELLETTE AVENUE

CL 6-1183

WINDSOR

COMPLIMENTS OF

ONTARIO
Student Rental Sales Service

MASTER CLEANERS

1,

II

RIELLY

BUSINESS MACHINES
CL 3-3123

GOOD CLOTHES DESERVE FINE CARE
1081 OTTAWA STREET 124~ GRANO MARAIS WEST

WIKDSOR, ONTARIO

CL 3-6335
• YO 9-3570

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

1504 OTTAWA STREET

Com/Jliments of

Compliments of

CHAPMAN'S MEAT MARKET

COLONIAL TOOL CO.

23.1 PITT STREET EAST

WALKER ROAD

COMPLIMENTS OF
COMPLIMENTS 0~'

REWARD
CL 3-94Mj
56;; OUELLE'rfE A VE.

•N
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SHOES

VETERAN
CL 2-8835

CABS

CL 6-2621

1459 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST

..........
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